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PUBUC HEARING ¡NFORMATION

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) willhold public hearings on this document during
the 60-day public review period. The purpose of these hearings is to take oraltestimony on the
scope and adequacy of the Draft Environmental lmpact Statement (ElS). A BLM otficial will
preside over each hearing. Alltestimony will be recorded and placed in the permanent project
file. A summary of the substantive comments received in the testimony will be included in the
Final EIS (together with the written comments received on the Draft EIS). The Final EIS will
present responses to comments made at the hearings and contained in the written comment
letters.
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propose to construct an 88-mile-long highway connecting Utah State Highway 88 south of Ouray,
Utah with Interstate 70 near Cisco, Utah" The proposed highway would provide an all-weather
transportation route between the oil and gas fields of noftheastern and southeastern Utah, and
serve as a north-south tourist route. The highway would be constructed to Utah Department of
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Need

This Environmental lmpact Statement (ElS), as required under the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969 (NEPA), addresses the proposed highway planned between Ouray, Utah and Cisco,
Utah that would provide an all-weather transportation route between the oil and gas fields of
northeastern and southeastern Utah, and serve as a north-south tourist route (see Map 1-1). The
proposed 88-mile long roadway would be constructed to Utah Department of Transportation
(UDOT) and Federalhighway standards, and upon completion, UDOTwould acceptthe roadway

on the Utah Federal Aid Highway System with a proposed route designation of US-191. The
proposed highway would shorten the driving distance between Vernal, Utah, where US-191

continues north, and Crescent Junction, Utah on lnterstate 70 (l-70), where US-l91 continues

south, to 150 miles in comparison to 195 miles if traveled via Duchesne, Price, lndian Canyon,
and Green River, which is currently the most traveled route. The proposed highway would
provide improved access to oil, gas, oil shale, gilsonite, tar sand deposits, and existing wells in
the area, as well as improving access for sportsmen, stockmen, woodcutters, and personnel

from government land-management agencies.

The remainder of Chapter 1.0 discusses project history, funding, and authorizing actions.
Chapter 2.O ol this report describes the proposed Ouray to Cisco route segments and

alternatives. Chapter 3.0 describes the affected environment. Potential impacts that would result

from construction and operation of the proposed project are discussed in Ghapter 4.0.

1.2 History and Background

The area of the proposed project has an extensive history of use as a transportation corridor.
Native Americans travelled between their summer and winter hunting grounds and followed trade
routes through the project area. Evidence of European traders travelling the route currently
known as Seep Ridge Road in Uintah County, can be dated to the early 1800s. Mineral

exploration, with its resulting access needs, began in the area as early as 1914; oil well

exploration began in the 1920s. Roadway construction and transportation improvements in the
area began in the 1930s and 1940s with projects undertaken by the Grazing Service,
predecessor of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the Civilian Conservation Corps.
Numerous service roads continued to be constructed in the post-World War ll era due to the
rapid pace of oil and gas exploration. The large areas of naturally occurring tar sand deposits
in the two-county project area (Uintah and Grand Counties) led to extensive drilling beginning

3't62{Ot-3(x) 1-1 September f991
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in the 194Os. Based on available data, a total ol 4,028 oil and gas wells have been drilled in

Uintah and Grand Counties (Petroleum Information Corporation 1991). Of these,2,506 received

final classification as 'producing' wells. The remainder were dry or constructed for some

purpose other than oil and gas production. Figure 1-1 illustrates the ertensive network of

unpaved roads that currently exists in the project area.

The concept of a roadway between Utah's northeastern and southeastern energy fields dates

back to 1963 when the Utah Army National Guard planned to improve a portion of Seep Ridge

Road. ln 1967, the Grand Gounty Industrial Development Committee established a list of goals

to promote economic development in the region. OnE of these included the construction of a
good, all-weather road connecting to US-40 in the Uintah Basin for the purpose of increasing

access into the region and promoting the development of the area's natural resources.

ln 1988, Uintah and Grand County commissioners created the Uintah Special Service District in

Uintah County and the Grand Gounty Roads Special Service District No. 1 in Grand County.

These Special Service Districts were created for the purpose of improving transportation

impacted by mineral development activities. Both Special Service Districts have considered

several transportation-related projects, including a roadway inventory, maintenance projects,

roadway sign installation, and smaller local roadway projects. On February 16, 1989, a meeting

was held by the Grand County Roads Special Service District No. 1 where it was unanimously

decided to pursue the Ouray to Cisco Highway project. On March 1, 1989, the Uintah Special

Service District identified the highway project as a priority project.

Because the proposed highway would cross public lands administered by the BLM, the Special

Se¡vice Districts have applied to the BLM for a 2OO-foot-wide permanent right-of-way (ROW) to

construct the proposed highway. This application triggered initiation of the EIS process for

compliance with NEPA.

Project funding will be provided by monies generated from payments made to the Federal

government, as stipulated under the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 USC Section 191), on

mineral leases in the project area. The Mineral Lands Leasing Act, passed in 1920, states that

50 percent of mineral lease money must be returned to the state where it originated with priority

being given to the areas of the state that were socially or economically impacted by the mineral

development. These monies must be used for planning, construction and maintenance of public

facilities, provision for public services, or housing.

Utah State Gode (UCA 59-21-2) further delineates allocation of federal mineral lease monies to

state institutions and special purpose funds, including the Permanent Community lmpact (PCl)

Fund and UDOT. Both the PCI Fund, which was intended to cover the costs incurred by a

3162{þl-300 1-3 Soplornb€r 19Sl
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county for providing services to public land-management agencies such as the BLM, and UDOT

will provide monies to be used for construction of the proposed Ouray to Cisco Highway.

Receipt of PCI lease fund money by a county government unit could decrease the dollar amount

of payments ln lieu of ta¡<es (PILT) paid to counties by the Federal government unless the PCI

lease fund money is received by a'special district'. A special district, however, could receive

grants from the PCI Fund without impacting the PILT, since such funding is not considered to

have been received by the county, as a unit of government, and is therefore, not deducted from
Federal PILT (31 USC 6902). UDOT mineral lands lease monies are only distributed to special

service districts '...established for the purpose of constructing, repairing and maintaining roads

or other single purpose special service districts. (UCA 59-21-2 Fl)'. Since this money is not held

or used by the county governmental unit, it does not impact PILT. Both the Uintah Special

Service District and the Grand County Roads Special Service District No. 1 are sponsoring the

Ouray to Cisco Highway project.

1"3 AuthorizingActlons

The major permits and approvals that would be required for the construction of the proposed

Ouray to Cisco Highway are listed in Table 1-1. The federal, state, and local agencies

responsible for each action are identified in the table.

1.4 Environmental Review Process

The first step in the EIS process, required by NEPA, is to publish a Notice of Intent (NOl) to
prepare an ElS. The NOI for the Ouray to Cisco Highway EIS was published in the Federal

Register on January 17, 1990. The second step in the process is termed 'scoping.' The

purpose of scoping is to determine the significant issues and concerns related to the proposed

action and alternatives that should be addressed in the ElS. In February 1990, the BLM issued

a news release announcing the start of the EIS process and mailed out letters of invitation to
participate in the scoping process. lt was requested in the news release that all written and
verbal comments on the scope of the environmental analyses for the project be received by

March 1, 1990. Public meetings were held to identify maior issues and concerns. Public

scoping meetings were held at the following four locations:

Price - BLM Office - February 12, 1990,7:00 p.m.

4 members of the public participated.

Salt Lake C¡ty - Salt Palace - February 13, 1990, 7:00 p.m.

I members of the public participated.

a

o
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TABLE 1-1

Major Authorizing Actions for the Ouray to Cisco Highway Project

Fish and Wildlife Sen¡ice

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Depa¡tment of the lnterior

Bureau of Land Management Grant ROWs

lssue temporary special use
permits

Bureau of lndian Atfairs, Uintah
and Ouray Agency

Department of Transpoft ation

Federal Highway Administration

lssue mineral materials sales
contract

lssue biological opinion
(Section 7 process)

Grant of Easement for ROW

Authorize permit(s) to
ccnnect with federal aid
highways

STATE AGENC]ES

Department of Transportation ROW Encroachment Permit

Department of Development Services

Division of State History Permit to conduct
archaeological investigations

State Engineer Application to appropriate
water

Department of Natural Resources and Eneroy

Division of Wildlife Re'sources lssue easements to cross
division lands

Division of Water Rights Stream channel alteration
Permit

Division of State Lands and lssue easements to cross
Forestry state lands

Highway

Temporary
construction activities;
staging areas;
mancamps

Aggregate for roadway
construction

All features

Easement through
Tribal lands

East Cisco
lnterchange or Exit
220 lnterchange;
lnterstate 70

Highway

All project features

Roadway compaction
and surfacing

Highway

Stream crossings,
culverts

Highway

1€



Vernal - Junior High School - February 14,1990, 7:00 p.m.
22 members of the public participated.

Moab - BLM District Office - February 15, 1990,7:00 p.m.

17 members of the public participated.

A BLM representative opened each meeting by explaining the meeting's purpose; outlining the
roles of the federal, state, and local government agencies; and introducing the project
proponents. Representatives from the BLM, the Uintah and Grand Counties Special Service
Districts, Creamer & Noble Engineers of CedarCity, Utah, and ENSR Consulting and Engineering
of Fort Collins, Colorado were present at the scoping meetings. Creamer & Noble is responsible
for the engineering and design of the highway, and ENSR is a third-party consultant preparing
the EIS under the direction of the BLM. An engineer from Creamer & Noble described the
proposed p¡oject, and a BLM facilitator elicited input from the attendees. A total of 81 people

signed in at the four public meetings; however, only 49 completed worksheets. All comments
were recorded for consideration. Subsequent to the meetings, 30 comment letters were

submittedtotheBLM; 11 of thesewereformletters. Of the 19original letters, l4werefrom
private individuals. The following agencies and groups also provided written comments:

o Ute lndian Tribe;
o Utah Division of Wildlife Resources;
o Utah Hunters Federation, Salt Lake City;
. Utah Trail Machine Association of American Fork; and
o Uintah Mountain Club, Vernal.

The concerns and issues that were presented verbally atthe scoping meetings or received in the
written comments are summarized in AppendixA. Some of the issues were combined with other
closely related issues for discussion purposes. The comments were assigned, as appropriate,
to the following four categories:

o ldentified Alternatives
o lssues and Concerns
. Statements of Opinion
. General Comments

o

o
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and Middle Canyon, and then turns south, partially following existing county roads to l-70 at the
East Cisco Interchange.

2.2.1 Construstion Common to the Proposed and Alternative Alignments

The grading and drainage construction of the roadway would be accomplished by the Special
Service Districts through construction contracts. The respective counties would then maintain
the roadway corridor until primary construction of the entire road is completed. The Utah
Transportation Commission has agreed to assume responsibility of the completed roadway and
provide the surface course (graveland pavement).The proposed roadway would be constructed
to UDOT and Federal Highway Standards and, upon completion, UDOT would accept the
roadway on the Utah FederalAid Highway System with a proposed route designation of US-l91.
Refer to the typical cross-section drawings for details (Figure 2-1). A 2OO-foot-wide right-of-way
(ROW) would be required along the entire route. Additional slope easements would be required
where high cuts or fills extend beyond the permanent ROW. Refer to the special cross-section
drawing for details (Figure 2-2)

It was assumed for the analysis in the EIS that the proposed highway would be paved with native
asphalt that would be mined in open pits designated on Map 2-1. Gravel would be hauled from
extraction pits identified on Map 2-1. Other sources of surfacing materials from outside the
project area could ultimately be selected; however, the use of local materials would result in
increased local disturbance and was the basis for a conservative analysis in Chapter 4"0,

Environmental Consequences, of the ElS. The native asphalt would be mixed with gravel and
processed through a 'hot plant.' The processed asphalt would be hauled and applied to the
proposed roadway by'lay-down' machines.

Construction equipment for grading and drainage would consist of crawler tractors, scrapers,
compactors, dump trucks, backhoes, loaders, motor graders, track drills, and water trucks.
Construction equipment for the asphalt surfacing would consist of motor graders, compactors,
dump trucks, hot plants, lay-down machines, rollers, loaders, pickup trucks, and crawlertractors.
Equipment yards and mancamps would require approximately 2 acres and 1 acre, respectively"
However, they would be located within the 2O0-foot-wide construction ROW or on existing roads;
therefore, no additional disturbance outside the ROW would be associated with these facilities.

Water for compaction and surfacing would be hauled from White River, Willow Creek, Westwater
Creek, or from water-producing wells or springs near the roadway construction site" The
locations selected for water sources would depend on availability and distance to the job site.
Potable water would be hauled from an approved water source, such as the communities of
Vernal or Thompson. Refuse and waste from the staging areas and mancamps would be hauled

3162-001-3(n 2-9 S€pt€mb€r 1991
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to approved disposal sites outside of the project area. All disturbed areas, inciuding the ROW,
asphalt pits, gravel pits, and borrow pits, would be rehabilitated and reseeded with a seed
mixture approved by the BLM.

Proposed locations for borrow pits, gravel pits, and native asphalt pits are identified on Map 2-1"
These areas would each be approximately 20 to 40 acres in size; however, maximum
disturbance at any one time would be 10 acres. All of these areas would be reclaimed,
recontoured, and reseeded with a seed mix approved by the BLM. Prlor to construction of
material pits, care would be taken to preserve plant material or other features which would
screen or partially screen the pits. Topsoil would be stripped and stockpiled within the ROW for
later use as cover material. Upon the completion of excavation, alltrash would be removed from
the material pits. Excess materials would be removed, buried, or distributed over the pit areas.
Pits would be graded to approved lines and grades, and the topsoil would then be spread over
the area. ln general, vertical cuts and sharp corners would be avoided and side slopes would
be graded. Temporary haul roads constructed by the contractor would be obliterated and
reseeded with BLM-approved seed mixture for that area. In those areas where the proposed
roadway deviates from existing roads, the original roadway would be graded as near as possible
to the original contour and reseeded with an approved seed mixture. ln areas where the existing
roads serve private property or other existing facilities, the original roadway would be left intact.
Small diameter, above-ground pipelines that service the oil and gas developments in the area
would be relocated outside thê construction ROW.

Tratfic controlduring construction would be accomplished with flag persons, barriers, signs, and,
as necessary, tratfic detours over existing roads. The proposed roadway corridor would not be
closed to traffic during the construction period, although trafüc delays of up to 30 minutes could
occur.

It is anticipated that the construction of the proposed highway would be divided into seven or
eight construction contracts. These contracts would closely correspond to the segments of the
road (see Map 2-1) and would be awarded at nearly the same time to allow for simultaneous
construction periods. Approximately 20 to 40 people would be employed on each segment of
the roadway. lt is projected that 50 to 75 percent of the work force would be drawn from local
residents from Uintah, Grand, and Duchesne Counties. lt is anticipated that these residents
would be currently employed in the construction trades.

Construction periods in higher elevations would be limited to the spring, summer, and fall
seasons. Limited construction could take place during the winter months at lower elevations"
Paving would be limited to June through October. Pending ROW approval, work could begin
as early as April or May 1992. lt is anticipated that grading and drainage would take
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approx¡mately 36 months to complete, beginning in April 1992 and being completed by

April 1995. lt is expected the peak construction activity would occur during the summers of 1992

and 1993. Surfacing would begin as money becomes available in UDOT's budget.

2.2.2 Proposed Route Alignment

The Proposed Route was divided into seven segments based upon physicalfeatures and political

jurisdictions (see Map 2-1). Table 2-1 summarizes construction specifications and disturbance

acreages by road segment. Table 2-2 summarizes land status by roadway segment. Brief

descriptions and milepost (MP) designations of each segment follow.

Segment 1 (MP 0 - MP 9.5). Segment 1 is approximately 9.5 miles long and is located on lndian

Trust Lands within the Hill Creek Extension. Approximately 230 acres have already been

disturbed along the highway. A 20O-foot-wide ROW was approved by the Ute lndian Tribe and

was granted by the Bureau of lndian Affairs on September 8, 1989 (see Appendix B).

lmprovement work on this segment began in November 1989 under contract between the Uintah

Special Seruice District and Harper Construction Company. The grading and drainage

construction work has been completed to the boundary of the Hill Creek Extension (MP 9.5).

The White River Bridge south of Ouray would not require upgrading.

Segment 2 (MP 9.5 - MP 20.5). Segment 2 is approximately 11 miles long. lt generally follows

an existing Uintah County road. The segment begins at the boundary between the Hill Creek

Extension and BLM-administered lands, and generally follows the crest of the ridge which divides

the Willow Creek drainage on the west and the Cottonwood Wash drainage on the east. lt

deviates from the existing road for a total of approximately 4.5 miles. The area consists of rolling

terrain with sparse desert shrubs and grasses. Roadway construction in this area would require

small cuts and fills to straighten roadway alignment, both horizontally and vertically, in order to

meet roadway design standards (see Figures 2-1 and 2-21. Ripping and blasting would be

required, particularly at major cut areas. Borrow materialwould be obtained along the roadway

within the ROW. Total surface disturbance would be approximately 267 acres. Approximately

69 acres of the existing roadway would be rehabilitated and reseeded with a seed mixture

prescribed by BLM. There are no perennial streams in this segment, therefore, only small

drainage culverts would be constructed to handle surface runoff" Employment requirements for

Segment 2 construction would consist of 25 workers; 15 of whom would stay at the proposed

mancamp located in this segment.

Segment 3 (MP 20.5 - MP 33.5). This segment is approximately 13 miles long and extends to

the junction of Seep Ridge Road and Kings Well Road. The terrain in this section consists of

steeper slopes and deeper drainages in comparison to Segment 2. Some areas would require
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TABLE 2-1

Summary of Construstion Specifications and Disturbance Acreages by Road Segment
for the Ouray to Gisco Highway Project (Proposed Route)

1
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7

0.G9.5
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20.5€3.5

33.5-55.7
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9"5

1f
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22"2

4.0
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2æ
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0

0

1

0
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TABLÊ 2.2

land Status for the Proposed Route and Alternatives for the
Ouray to C¡sco Highway Project (Miles Crossed)

Proposed Route

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total for Proposed Route

Red Wash Alternative

Hay Canyon Alternative

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

úal22O Alternative

oÃ

9.5

6.3

9.3

11.3

1s.6

4.0

9.0

14.0

63.2

14.6

',7.O

3.8

7"O

1.7

1.7

6.6

1.6

0.8

12.4

7.1

8.7

3.6

1.2

1.7

2.9

0.5

0.8

2.8
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side cuts and fills. Vegetation in Segment 3 is sparse with some juniper trees and only light
clearing would be required. ln this segment, the Proposed Route deviates from the existing
roadway alignment for approximately 4.5 miles. The remainder generally follows the existing
roadway.

Total surface disturbance would be approximately 315 acres. Approximately 93 acres of the
existing roadway would be rehabilitated. Blasting and ripping would be required. Borrow
material would be obtained from the proposed ROW. One gravel pit is located within this
segment at T12S, R21E, NE% NW% Sec. 25.

There are no perennial streams in Segment 3, therefore, only small culverts would be

constructed to handle sudace runoff. Employment requirements for construction would include
25 workers; 20 ol whom would stay at the proposed mancamp along this segment.

Segment 4 (MP 33.5 - MP 55.7I. This segment extends approximately 22.2 míles from the
junction of Seep Ridge Road and Kings Well Road to a point near the head of Brusher Oanyon.
At this point, the Proposed Route leaves the existing road and traverses Brusher Canyon to East

Canyon. Approximately 4 miles of this segment is in Grand County. Generally, the Proposed
Route follows the existing road along the crest of Seep Ridge. lt deviates from the existing road
for approximately 2.5 miles. The existing roadway would be rehabilitated only where it does not
serve private land owners or other access roads.

The vegetation through this area consists of dense pinyon-juniper with some mountain browse"
Approximately 538 acres of surface disturbance would be required. Approximately 25 acres of
existing roadway would be rehabilitated.

It is anticipated that UDOT will eventually establish a permanent maintenance yard in this
segment. The maintenance yard would be approximately a 5-acre, fenced site near the top of
Seep Ridge Road. A specific location has not been identified by UDOT. One asphalt pit is
located in this segment in T14S, R23E, WthNElh Sec. 32.

There are no perennial streams in this segment, therefore, only small culverts would be
constructed to handle surface runoff. Employment requirements for Segment 4 construction
consists of 50 workers; 40 of whom would stay at the 2 proposed mancamps along this
segment.

Segment 5 (MP 55.7 - MP 59.7). The Proposed Route leaves the existing road in this segment
and traverses steep canyon walls from the ridge crest to the bottom of Brusher Canyon, a
distance of approximately 4 miles. The entire segment is located on BLM-administered land.
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Construction would be extensive, with large side cuts and large fills. Extensive blasting would

be required where ledge rock protrudes from the canyon walls. Clearing of mountain shrubs,

and scattered pine, pinyon and junipertrees would be required. The road grade on th¡s segment

would be between 7 to 8 percent. Approximately 97 acres of surface disturbance would be

required. No gravel, asphalt, or borrow pits are located within this segment.

No perennial streams occur in this segment; however, small and medium-sized culverts would

be constructed to controlsurface runoff. Realignment of the existing channelwould be required

along 2,500 feet of the Proposed Route. Channel realignments would be riprapped to a depth

of 1 foot where stream velocities are computed to exceed 15 feet per second. Riprap would

consist of rocks with a maximum size of 6 inches, placed on a fabric mat (see detail illustrations

of channelconstruction in Figure 2-3). Gabion drop structures would be used to maintain current

channel gradient.

Employment requirements for construction is estimated at 40 workers; 35 of whom would stay

at the proposed mancamp along this segment.

Segment 6 (MP 59.7 - MP 71.5). This segment of the Proposed Route generally follows an

existing Grand County road down East Canyon for approximately 11.8 miles. Side cuts on

canyon walls up to 50 feet in height would be necessary. The East Canyon drainage is
intermittent, usually flowing only during spring runoff and flooding.

Two channel crossings would be required - one near the upper end of this segment and one

near the lower end. These two crossings would require large structural plate culverts.

Realignment of the existing channel would be required in several locations. Natural channel

grade would be maintained as closely as possible. Where necessary, gabion drop structures

would be used to maintain natural stream gradient, and to prevent the stream (when flowing)

from causing erosion to the road or canyon walls. Only small to medium culverts would be

required to handle surface runotf. One spring is located adjacent to the Proposed Route"

Vegetation that would be disturbed in this segment consists of grasses, sagebrush, various

other shrubs, oak brush, and pinyon-juniper. Approximately 18 acres would be seeded with a
mixture approved by the BLM. Extra borrow would be obtained along the ROW and from the

drainage channel realignment areas. No gravel, asphalt, or borrow pits are located within this

segment. Construction employment requirements would consist of 40 workers; 35 of whom

would stay at the 2 proposed mancamps along Segment 6.

Segment 7 (MP 71.5 - MP 88). This segment extends 16.5 miles from the mouth of East Canyon

to l-70 at the East Cisco lnterchange. The Proposed Route utilizes the existing interchange for
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ingress and egress to l-70. Segment 7 generally follows an existing county road across low,

rolling hills. The Proposed Route deviates from the existing road for a total of approximately
3 miles. Two major drainage crossings, Westwater and Cottonwood Creeks, would require

control structure design to meet a 50-year event.

Ripping and blasting would be required in some areas. Extra borrow would be obtained along
the roadway within the ROW. One gravel pit is located in this segment in T18S, R24F,, SW% NE%

Sec. 9. Total surface disturbance would be approximately 400 acres. Approximately 35 acres

of the existing roadway would be rehabilitated. Employment requirements for Segment
7 construction include 35 workers; 25 of whom would stay at the proposed mancamp along this

segment.

2.3 Red Wash Alternative

The Red Wash Alternative is approximately 28.5 miles long. lt connects with U-45 near Red

Wash approximately 20 miles south/southeast of Vernal. The alternative route generally follows

an existing county road south/southwest along Glen Bench to the Mountain Fuel Bridge across
the White River (See Map 2-1). lt then follows existing county and oil field roads through the
Natural Buttes Oil and Gas Field eventually connecting with Seep Ridge Road at approximately
MP 16.5 of the Proposed Route. Ripping and blasting would be necessary. Total surface
disturbance would be approximately 690 acres. Two gravel pits are located along this alternative
in T9S, R22F., NE% SW%, and NW% SE% Sec. 17. There would be approximately 150 acres of
rehabilitation. The White River is the only perennial stream that is crossed. The existing bridge

at the White River would be replaced by a new single-span bridge. Two other drainages, Coyote
Wash and Cottonwood Wash would require large arch span culverts. Employment requirements
for construction would consist of 70 workers; 30 of whom would stay at the proposed mancamp
along the segment. Table 2-2 summarizes land status by alternative. Table 2-3 summarizes
construction specifications and disturbance acreages by alternative.

2.4 Hay Canyon Alternative

This 26"5-mile long alternative leaves the Proposed Route at MP 43 along the crest of Seep

Ridge and extends down on existing dirt road in Pine Spring Canyon for 2.6 miles where it joins

Main Canyon. From Main Canyon the route goes up a narrow canyon to Pretty Valley Ridge,

travels the crest of the ridge until it joins a jeep trail at MP 10. lt generally follows the jeep trail
into Grand County and to Three Pines on the summit" The route then follows the existing dirt
road into Hay Canyon. At the bottom of Hay Canyon, the alternative route rejoins the Proposed
Route at MP 70.5.
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TABLE 2.3

Summary of Construstion Specifications and Disturbance Acreages for the
Ouray to Cisco Highway Project (Alternative Routes)
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Vegetation along the route consists of dense pines and mountain browse, sage brush and

grasses, and riparian vegetation along Westwater Creek in Hay Canyon.

Two 1O-foot diameter culverts would be placed at the mouth of Pine Spring Creek Canyon

(MP 2.5), a 1O-foot by 4O-foot box culvert at the stream crossing of Main Canyon, a 1O-foot by

1s-foot box culvert at the stream crossing in Preacher Canyon (MP 17.8), a lO-foot diameter

culvert on an unnamed side canyon to Hay Canyon (MP 20.5), a 1O-foot by 4O-foot box culvert

at the stream crossing in Hay Canyon, a 1O-foot diameter culvert at the mouth of Dark Canyon,

and a 1O-foot by SO-foot box culvert atthe stream crossing over Westwater Greek. Small culverts

would be used at road crossings over small drainages along the route. Extra borrow material

required would be obtained from along the roadway where the drainage channel would be

realigned, and from three borrow pits located in Preacher Canyon, an unnamed canyon across

from Rough Canyon, and at the mouth of Maverick Canyon. Employment requirements for

construction work would be 110 workers; 95 of whom would stay at the 4 proposed mancamps

along the route.

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation. This 1O.2-mile long route variation to the Hay Canyon

Alternative leaves the Hay Canyon Alternative route at about MP 2.4 and goes up Main Canyon

following an existing dirt road to Whetrock Canyon, then up Whetrock Canyon on an existing
jeep trail into Grand County where it rejoins the Hay Canyon Alternative at about MP 12.2 (see

Map 2-1). Borrow pits would be located at the mouth of Little Johnny Canyon and the mouth

of Berry Canyon.

An 8-foot diameter culvert would be placed at the mouth of Hideout Canyon, one at the mouth

of Little Johnny Canyon, two at the mouth of Jack's Wagonroad Canyon, two at the mouth of

Berry Canyon, and two at the mouth of Meadow Canyon. A lO-foot by 20-foot box culvert would

be placed at the stream crossing in Main Canyon. Small culverts would be used in the areas

where the route crosses numerous smaller drainages. Vegetation clearing would consist of

approximately 1"5 miles of moderately dense pine and mountain browse in the west fork of
Whetrock Canyon. Employment requirements for the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would

be 40 workers; 35 of whom would stay at the 2 proposed mancamp locations.

2.5 Exll22OAlternative

This 7-mile long alternative diverges from the Proposed Route at MP 77"5, follows a dirt road for

approximately 5 miles, then continues overland to Ex¡t 220 on l-70 (see Map 2-1). Limited

blasting and ripping would be required. Extra borrow material needed would be taken from
within the ROW and from two borrow pits shown on Map 2-1. A possible gravel source is

located in T18S, R24F., EVz NWlh NW% Sec. 10.
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Several small culverts would be placed on various drainage crossings along the route.
Vegetation clearing would consist of removal of sparse densities of sagebrush and grasses.
Approximately 40 employees would be required for construction work on the Fral2z9 Alternative;
20 would stay in mancamps located along other segments of the Proposed Route.

2.6 No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the proposed highway would not be constructed. The existing
county roads in Uintah and Grand Counties would continue to serve localtratfic. The oil and gas

service personnel, stockmen, sportsmen, wood haulers, tourists, and government agencies
would continue to use the existing road system.

The lndian Canyon state highway (U-191) and the Douglas Pass state highway (Colorado 139)

would continue to serve the north-south oil field service traffic and the tourist trafiic for the
eommunities of Grand Junction, Rangely, Vernal, Roosevelt, Duchesne, Price, Green River, and
Moab.

2"7 Alternatives Considered but El¡m¡nated from Detailed Analysis

2.7.1 Baxter Pass Alternative

A route across Ba<ter Pass, located between Douglas Pass (Colorado) and the Colorado/Utah
state line, was considered infeasible because the Ba¡<ter Pass area is subject to the same slide
problems (unstable geologic conditions) as Douglas Pass. Also, Baxter Pass is located in

Colorado, outside the jurisdictional boundaries of either Special Service District.

2.7"2 Ouray to Crescent Junstion Alternative

A highway route from Ouray to Crescent Junction was considered as the highway project was
being planned. This route would have crossed the HillCreek E:<tension of the Uintah and Ouray
lndian Reservation, which contains numerous archaeologicalsites, sacred grounds, and hunting
areas"

The Ute lndian Tribe documented their opposition to this route in a letter dated October 12,
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1989. After further discussions with the Tribe, this alternative route was eliminated from

additional consideration (see Appendix B).

2.8 Comparlson of lmpasts for the Proposed Ast¡on and Alternatives

In comparing the proposed and alternative routes, the impacts associated with the following

resource areas were determined to be both similar and not significant: air quality, mineral

resources, recreation, grazing, noise, transportation, socioeconomics, and culturalresources (?)

and ethnology (Ute Tribal concerns).

Table 2-4 provides a summary comparison of impacts by alternative for the remaining resource

areas. The resource areas presented in each comparison may vary since not all are relevant for

each comparison. For example, acres of riparian vegetation potentially disturbed is not a
category for the Exil22O Alternative comparison. ln addition, the entire length of the Proposed

Route is not directly compared to the alternative routes, rather the specific portion of the route

that would be replaced by any given alternative is used for the comparison. For example, only

MPs 0 through 16.5 of the Proposed Route are compared to the Red Wash Alternative, and only

MPs 3.4 through 12.4 of the Hay Canyon Alternative are compared to the Whetrock Canyon

Route Variation. Refer to Maps 1-1 and 2-1 lor clarification.

Chapter 4.0, EnvironmentalConsequencest provides a more detailed discussion of the potential

impacts resulting from the Proposed Route and the alternatives. Selection of the No Action

Alternative would have no adverse impacts on the resources discussed above; however, the

employment, income, and transportation benefits that would result from implementation of the

project would not occur.
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TABLE 2.4

Summary Comparison of lmpac'ts by Alternative

PALEONTOLOGY

Type 1 Formationsl

WILDLIFE

Mule Deer Ranoe

LimÍted Value Yearlong

Antelope Ranoe

Limited Value Yearlong

High Value Yearlong

Critical Value Yearlong

Saoe Grouse

Substantial Value Yealong

Raptors

Nest withln t.5 miles

Pralrle Doo Towns

Baid Eaole Winter Ranoe

Road Kills

Antelope

VEGETATION

Riparian Vegetation

T&E species potentially
present

I-AND USE

Prfuate Land Crossed

Requlre Amendment to BLM
RMP

13.1 miles. Also crosses 1.5
miles of Class I 'White Rlver
Pockef

16.5 miles (2100 acres)

2 miles (48 acres)

0 mlles (0 acres)

6.1 miles (148 acres)

0.9 mile (22 acres)

1 golden eagle

0 miles (0 acres)

2.5 miles (61 acres)

3/year

0 acres

Yes

0 mlles

No

18.2 miles. Also, crosses 2 unknown
Oass 3 fossll localhles (bone and turtle
shellfragments)

28.5 mlles (691 acres)

2.3 miles (56 acres)

5.0 miles (121 acres)

14.2 miles (3214 acres)

3.7 miles (90 acres)

1 golden eagle

1.9 mlles (46 acres)

1"7 miles (41 acres)

5/yær

2.5 acres

Yes

0.5 mlle

Yes
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TABLE 2-4 (CONTTNUED)

GEOLOGY

Landsllde DeposÌts Crossed

Landslide Potentlal

PALEONTOLOGY

Type 1 Formationsl

HYDROLOGY

Floodplalns Crossed

Channel Reallgnment

sorLs

High wind eroslon

High water erosion

Poor reclamatlon potential

Steep slopes

WILDLIFE

Mule Deer Ranoe

High Value Winter

CriticalValue Winter

High Value Summer

CriticalValue Summer

Elk Ranoe

Substantlal Value Yearlong

High Value Wlnter

CritlcalValue Wlnter

CriticalValue Summer

Black Bear

Potentlal Habitat

Mountain Lion

Potential Habitat

1.5 miles

2.9 mlles

0.9 mile

11 miles

8.3 mlles

14.2 miles

<0.1 mile

15.6 miles

3.8 miles

11.6 miles (281 acres)

11.6 miles (281 acres)

2.9 mlles (70 acres)

7.1 mlles (172 acres)

10.6 miles (257 acres)

1.7 miles (41 acres)

0.4 miles (10 acres)

11.7 miles (284 acres)

1.2 mlles

0.3 mlle

5.1 miles

13 miles

4 miles

12.3 miles

8.7 miles

16.6 miles

6.0 miles

7.7 mlles (187 acres)

12.5 miles (303 acres)

3.9 miles (94 acres)

2.4 miles (58 acres)

12.1 miles (293 acres)

3.9 miles (94 acres)

2.7 miles (65 acres)

7 miles (170 acres)

26.5 miles (642 acres)27.5 miles (667 acres)

27.5 miles (667 acres)
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TABLE 2-4 (CONTTNUED)

Saoe Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

Nestlng Area

Lek within 0"25 mile

Blue Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

Road Kills

lViule Deer

Erk

Black Bear

Mountain Lion

VEGETATION

Riparian vegetation

T&E species potentially
present

LAND USE/WTLDERNESS

Private land crossed

Require amendment to BLM
RMP

Gonformance with WSA IMP

VISUAL

Exceedance of VRM
guidelines

11.8 miles (286 acres)

8.4 miles (204 acres)

4.0 miles (97 acres)

1

10.8 miles (262 acres)

l66lyear

3/year

1/year

1/year

2.4 aeres

Yes

0.3 mile

Yes

No Confllct

Yes (MPs 56-sB)

5.2 miles (126 acres)

5.2 mlles (126 acres)

0 miles (0 acres)

0

8.8 miles (213 acres)

132/year

5/year

1/year

l lyear

4{1.4 acres

Yes

0.8 mile

Yes

Conflict

Yes (MPs 13-16.5)

1,000 feet

0 feet

GEOLOGY

landslide Deposits Crossed

Landsllde Potential

PALEONTOLOGY

Type 1 Formattonsr

0 feet

0 feet

4.7 miles
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TABLE 2-4 (CONTINUED)

sotLs

Hlgh wind eroslon

Hlgh water eroslon

Poor reclamation potential

Steep slopes

HYDROLOGY

Floodplalns crossed

Channet Realignment

WILDLIFE

Mule Deer Ranoe

Hlgh Value Winter

High Value Summer

GriticalValue Summer

Elk Ranoe

Hlgh Value Wnter

Oritical Value Winter

CrÌticalValue Summer

Black Bear

Potential Habitat

Mountain Lion

Potentíal Habitat

Saoe Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

Blue Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

Road Kills

Mule Deer

Etk

0.1 mile

8.2 miles

0.7 mile

1.8 miles

0 mlles

0 miles

3.9 miles (94 acres)

3.9 miles (94 acres)

1.2 mites (29 acres)

3.2 mlles f/8 acres)

0 miles (0 acres)

5.8 miles (141 acres)

9 miles (218 acres)

9 miles (218 acres)

4.2 miles (102 acres)

4.2 miles (102 acres)

6"5 miles (158 acres)

5.1 mlles

7.1 miles

8.7 miles

0.4 mile

8.1 miles

2.3 miles

3.9 mlles (94 acres)

2.3 miles (56 acres)

3.9 miles (94 acres)

2.8 miles (68 acres)

0.2 mile (5 acres)

7.1 miles (172 acres)

10.1 miles (245 acres)

10.1 miles (245 acres)

3.7 mlles (90 acres)

3.7 miles (90 acres)

5.8 miles (141 acres)

50/yær

2/yær

45/year

2/yær
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TABLE 2-4 (CONTTNUED)

Black Bear

Mountain Lion

VEGETATION

Riparian vegetation

T&E species potentially
present

l-AND USE/WTLDERNESS

Private land crossed

Require Amendment to BLM
RMP

Conformance with WSA IMP

WILDLIFE

Antelope Ranoe

High Value Yearlong

Prairie Doo Towns

Raptors

Nests within 0.5 mile

Road Kills

Antelope

VEGETATION

T&E species potentially
present

I-AND USE

Private land crossed

Requlre amendment to BLM
RMP

0-1/year

0-1/year

2.4 acres

Yes

0"6 mile

Yes

Conflict

10"4 miles (252 acres)

5.2 miles (126 acres)

1 golden eagle

1 ferruginous hawk

5/year

Yes

1"7 miles

Yes

0-1/year

O-1/year

1 16 acres

Yes

2.8 miles

Yes

Conflict

7 miles (170 acres)

3.I miles (75 acres)

0

0

5/year

Yes

0 miles

Yes

r D¡stances of route alternatives crosslng formations known to contain fossils of slgnificant scientlfic lnterest, or
where slgnÌficant fossils are likely to be discovered with detailed fïeld work
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3.0 AFFECTEDENVIRONMENT

3.1 lntrodustion

This chapter of the Draft Environmental lmpact Statement (DEIS) for the Ouray to Cisco Highway

Project discusses the components of the existing physical, biological, and human environment

that could potentially be atfected by the proposed project or alternatives. The area of influence

for the project would vary from resource to resource. For example, the affected area for certain

land-based resources such as soils and vegetation would be confined to the immediate area of

disturbance (e.g., proposed right-of-way IROVUD. For other resources such as air quality and

socioeconomics, a more regional area would be atfected.

Resources that would not be affected by the construction of the proposed project or alternatives

and issues that were not identified by the public or regulatory agencies during the scoping

process as areas of concern have not been discussed in detail. The issues and concerns raised

during scoping are presented in Appendix A, and the assumptions used during the analysis for

each resource are discussed in Chapter 4.0, Environmental Consequences. The information in

this chapter provides the basis for the assessment of impacts in Chapter 4.0.

3.2 Physical Sening

The Uintah Basin is generally characterized by complex terrain, but large portions of the region

are relatively flat plateaus. The high plateau areas become progressively more elevated, rugged,

and mountainous toward the east, the Book Cliffs area.

Temperatures vary widely on both a seasonal and diurnal basis. July is the warmest month with

average monthly temperatures throughout the region in the lower to upper seventies (in 'Ð.
January is the coldest month with average monthly temperatures in the project area from the

mid-teens to mid-twenties. The major factor contributing to temperature variation is the variety

of elevations found throughout the region. Elevations in the project area range from 4,500 to

8,500 feet above mean sea level.

Precipitation throughout the region also varies by elevation, with less precipitation in the valleys

than on the mountains and ridges. Precipitation ranges from less than 10 inches annually in the

valleys on the north and south ends of the project area, to over 20 inches in the higher terrain.
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3.3 Air Quality

The project area is rural in nature and is designated 'attainment,' meaning that the area complies
with all state and federal ambient air quality standards"

3.4 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

3.4.1 Geology

The project area is underlain by sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Cretaceous to Recent.
The strata are tilted gently to the northwest. The oldest rocks outcrop in Grand Valley along the
southern end of the project area. Successively younger rocks outcrop to the north. Specific
formations in the area consist of the Cretaceous sands and shales of the Mancos Shale and
Mesaverde Group, the Tertiary Wasatch, Green River, and Uinta Formations, and Quaternary
sands, silts, and gravels. Surficialgeologic units in the area consist predominantly of Quaternary
alluvial and eolian deposits.

The oldest geologic units outcrop in the southern portion of the project area in Grand Valley.
These are the Buck Tongue and Upper Shale Members of the Cretaceous-aged Mancos Shale.
The Buck Tongue Member is comprised of shales and lesser amounts of limestone in the upper
part and is known to intertongue with portions of the over-lying Mesaverde Group. The Upper
Shale is a uniformly gray shale with minor amounts of sandstone beds, which may locally form
hogbacks where exposed (Fisher et al. 1960).

The Mesaverde Group overlies the Mancos Shale and forms the cap of the Book Cliffs" The
Mesaverde Group is composed of severalformations (Castlegate Sandstone, Neslen Formation,
Sego Sandstone, Farrer Formation, and Tuscher Formation) which are composed of massive
cliff-forming sandstones, multi-colored shales, and coal beds.

The Tertiary Wasatch Formation overlies the Mesaverde Group and outcrops in the lower walls
of Roan Cliffs in the headwaters of Brusher and Hay Canyons. The main body of the Wasatch
and the Renegade Tongue consist primarily of sandstone, siltstone, and shale.

Overlying the Wasatch Formation arethree members of the Green River Formation. The Douglas
Creek Member is the lowermost member and consists of sandstone, siltstone, limestone, and
thick shale beds. This member has been associated with frequent sliding on Douglas Pass,
located about 25 miles east of the project area in Colorado. The Parachute Creek and
Evacuation Creek Members lie successively above the Douglas Creek member and consist of
marlstone, siltstone, and sandstone. Oil shale and tuff have also been found in the Parachute
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Creek Member. The Green River Formation caps the Roan Cliffs and underlies much of the area

which extends north to the Green River.

The Green River Formation is overlain by the Uinta Formation and the Duchesne River

Formation. These Tertiary-aged fluvialand lacustrine deposits underlie port¡ons of the area north

of the Green River Formation. The Uinta Formation is characterized as greenish-gray, yellow,

gray to orange, and purple fluvial and lacustrine shale, marlstone, siltstone, and sandstone

(Rowley et al. 1985). The Duchesne River Formation is described by Anderson and Picard

(1972) as light red, gray, brown, yellow, and tan sandstone, mudstone, conglomerate, shale, and

siltstone.

Quaternary silts, sands, and gravels are found in Pleistocene pediment deposits, and in
Pleistocene and Holocene terrace gravel, eolian, and alluvial deposits.

3.4.2 Mineral Resources

Mineral resources within lhe project area were evaluated using the BLM Resource Management

Ptans (RMPs) forthe Book Cliffs (BLM 1984) and Grand Resource Areas (BLM 1985). Minerals

located within these resource areas include oil and gas, oil shale, tar sand, gilsonite, potash,

coal, gold, uranium, and sand and gravel. The following sections provide information concerning

those minerals which may be affected within the region along the proposed and alternate routes.

Oil and Gas. The project area is known to have a large variety of mineral resources. Of these,

oil and gas are the most significant that have been recovered. The southern parts of the project

area, located in Grand County, overlie areas which are considered oil and gas production areas

or areas of potentialoil and gas production. These areas include the Grand Valley, and the Book

and Roan Cliffs. The northern part of the project area, located in Uintah County, overlies an area

of variable favorability for the accumulation and containment of oil and gas. Known geologic

structures occur where oil and gas are currently being produced and where additional oil and

gas resources are likely to be located.

Oil Shale. Oil shale contains kerogen, an organic-rich substance which can be converted to oil

through processing. Zones of oil shale of economic interest are found in Uintah County within

the Green River Formation. The target of oil shale is usually located between the outcrop of the

formation and to a depth of 2,000 feet, the maximum depth at which underground mining

generally occurs.

K¡rown Oil Shale Lease Areas represent the presence of confirmed deposits of oil shale"

Characteristics of these areas include the following:
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o Minimum 25 gallons of oil per ton;
. Minimum 2S-foot thick optimum oil shale section;
. Ma¡<imum 3,000 feet of overburden;
o A direet data point within 3 miles.

However, general interest by the oil shale industry has identified only those oil shale targets
applicable for in-situ development. Those areas identified have between 0 and 200 feet of
overburden.

Tar Sand. Tar sand is synonymous with oil sand, rock asphalt, and bituminous sandstone.
Areas considered to have at least a moderate potential for development are defined as
containing one or more of the following:

A lO-foot minimum thickness of the impregnated sandstone zone containing at least
13 percent bitumen by volume or 50 percent pore space filled with bitumen"

An expression of interest for tar sand development.

o An application for conversion to a combined hydrocarbon lease

Gilsonite. ln Uintah County, gilsonite occurs as a vein deposit between the walls of northwest-
trending, nearly verticaljoints. These veins vary greatly in dimensions; they occur in lengths of
about 0"5 mile to 7 miles and vary from a few inches to 18 feet in width. Gilsonite veins are
found in the Wasatch, Green River, and Uinta formations. The largest deposits occur in the
massive basal sandstone beds of the Uinta formation.

Sand and Gravel. Most sand and gravel deposits are located in terraces along the Green and
White Rivers and in terraces south of Blue Mountain. Minor amounts of sand and gravel may
be located in pediments and along Westwater Creek south of lhe Book Clitfs in the Grand Valley"
Other minor gravelsources are located in the area, and could be used for highway construction.

Building Stone. Suitable building stone in Uintah County is generally found in some of the
sandstone beds of the Green River formation. Within the three collection areas in the region the
stone covers the ground surface in almost uniform size and shape and, therefore, does not have
to be quarried. Commercial interest for building stone is limited.

No other minerals in significant amounts were identified within the project area.

o

o
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3.4.3 Paleontology

Two formations that contain an abundance of fossil-bearing strata occur in the Uintah Basin, the

Green River Formation and the Uinta Formation. A literature and file search was conducted by

Harley J. Armstrong of the Museum of Western Colorado to identify paleontological resources

that could be atfected by the proposed project. Copies of the complete report are on file at the
BLM otfice in Moab, Utah. The findings of the search are summarized in this ElS. Approximately

47O rcterences (published, unpublished, and personalcommunications) were documented during
this study. The project area encompasses 27 geologic units (groups, formations, and members)

that range in age from Upper Cretaceous, about 70 million years ago, to Present. Approximately
nine of these units are known to be fossiliferous in or near the project area and 60 localities
(vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants) are documented. Two of the localities are Class I (critical

importance), six are Class 3 (important), and one is Class 4 (not important).

3.5 Soils

Descriptive and interpretive information for the general soil associations found along the
proposed and alternative routes is summarized in Table 3-1. This information includes: 1) soil

association name; 2) landscape position; 3) parent material or substratum; 4) soil depth; 5) soil

texture; 6) wind and water erosion hazard, and 7) reclamation potential and limitations.

3.6 Water Resources

Stream flow within the vicinity of the proposed project is characterized by flow records from U.S.

Geological Survey (USGS) gaging stations fiable 3-2). The White River is a major tributary to
the Green River at Ouray, Utah which is in turn a major tributary to the Colorado River. The

White River drainage basin extends to the high point of the project area at the Roan Clitfs. Bitter

Creek, Willow Creek, and Coüonwood Wash are north-flowing tributaries to the White River that
flow roughly parallelto the proposed highway. Coyote Wash is a southwest-flowing tributary to
the White River that crosses existing Utah State Highway 45 (U-45) about 3 miles north of
Bonanza, Utah. South of the Roan Clitfs, the project area is within the Colorado River Basin.

Westwater Creek and its tributaries (Brusher and East Canyons) are not gaged by the USGS;

however, West Salt Creek in Colorado flows through terrain similar to Westwater Creek and

should exhibit similar flow characteristics (Iable 3-2). The major perennial rivers in the area are

the Green, White, and Colorado Rivers. Most of the year, Westwater Creek has a low volume

of flow through a discontinuous reach near the lower end of the canyon due to spring discharge.
Most streams in the area flow during the spring or in response to intense summer rainfall and

are dry most of the year.
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TABLE 3-1

Soil Associations Occurring in the Project Area

RDI Naoles-Bllllnos-Fruita: Deep soils on recent alluvium on alluvial fans, lor t€rfacss, and valley floodplains.

Naples Alluvial ftans and Recent alluvium Deep Sandy loam/fine
floodplains sandy

Billings Alluvial fans and Moderately fin+textured Deep Clay loam/sihy
floodplains localalluvium clay

Fruita Lour terraces, alluvial Medium to coars+ Deep Fine sandy loam
fans and foot slopes textured old alluvium

High Moderate ft!¡: too sandy

Moderate Moderate Fain excess
iltinityT"tt"tinity

High Moderate @9!: erosion
hazard

G)
ô,

RD4 Shavano-Chipete-Montwel: Moderdely deep and shallow, well drained soils developed from weathered bedrock in nearly level to sloping areas in uplands.

Shavano Uplands Sandstone Shallovv Fine sandy loam/
sandy clay loam

Shallow Clay loam/silty
clay

High Moderate ftþ thin soil

Chipeta Uplands Clay shale þ¡: thin soil,
gxc€ss

salinþ/alkalinþ

fti¡: erosion hazardMontwel Uplands Sandstone and shale Moderately
deep

Sandy loam High Moderate

RDS Rouoh Lands: Miscallaneous land types consisting mainly of rough, steep lands that have little or no true soil" lncluded are rough, broken, and stony land,

rough gullied land, and rough hilly land. Some very shallow soils are scattered throughout the delineation but are not suitable for reclamation due to slope, coarse
fragments, and thinness of soil material.

Moderate Moderate



TABLE 3-1 (Continued)

U3 ltlivlda-MontweþNakai: Moderately deep and very deep, well drained soils on level to moderately steep summits and eroding shoulders.

Mivida Summits, stream Mixed alluvium and eolian Very deep Fine sandy loam High Moderate ftþ some soiltoo
terrac€s, and alluvial deposits from sandstone sandy
fans

Monturel NotNot GoodBench sideslopes
and shoulders

Stream terraces and
alluvialfans

Residuum and
colluvium lrom red
shale of Duchesne
River Formation

Eolian deposits from
sandstone of Uinta
and Duchesne River
Formations

Residuum and colluvium
from sedimentary rocks of
Duchesne River Formation

Moderately
deep

Loam
Available Available

Nakai

Tipperary

Mixed alluvium and eolian
deposits

Very deep Fine sandy loam Very high Moderate þi¡: some soiltoo
sandy

G'
a\¡

U6 Badland-Demant-Tipoerary: Badland and moderately deep and very deep, welldrained soils on eroding hills and dunes.

Badland Gently sloping to very Weathering shale
steep barren areas of
weathering shale
dissected by drainage
channels

Demant Shoulders and foot slopes Moderately
deep

Siþ clay

þ¡: badlands

High Moderate @¡: too clayey

Stabilized sand dunes Very deep Loamy fine sand High High þ¡: too sandy



TABLE 3-1 (Continued)

U8 lValknolls-Badlands-Rock O¡¡tcrop: Very shallor, well drained soils on nearly levelto v€ry steep (2 to 90pÁ slopes) hillslopes.

Walknolls Shoulders, Residuunn and colluvium Shallor and Very channery loam Low Lo¡r
backslopes, from sedimentary rocks very shallour
botslopes, toeslopes of Uinta and Green River

Formation

ût
I

@

Badlands Gently sloping to very
steep barren areas of
weathering shale
dissec'ted by
intermittent drainage
channels

Weathering shale þ¡: badlands

Rock Outcrop Barren sandstone,
sillstone or limestone

Hard rock outcrop þ¡: rock oúcrop

U9 Motto-CasmoaWqlknellg: Very shallour and shallo,rr, well drained soils on nearly level to v€ry steep (2 to 50%) hill slopes of lov,ær Willow Creek. This unit is

characterized by eroding and dissected drainagewa¡æ and surface deseil pavement.

Motto Shoulders and toe Residuum and colluvium Shallow Clay loam Low Moderate þ¡: thin soil,

slopes from sedimentary Uinta coarse ftagments
Formation

Shoulders,
backslopes, toe
slopes

Residuum and colluvium
from sandstoneo shale,
and siltstone of Uinta and
Green River Formation

(Same as above)

Very shallow Ghannery loam
and shallow

Lor Moderate

@¡: thin soil,
coarse fragments

þI: thin soil,
coarse ftagments

þ¡: thin soil,
coarse-fragments

Casmos

Walknolls Hillslopes Very shallow Very channery loam Low Lorr
and shallow



TABLE 3-1 (Continued)

UlO Atchee-Nelman.Lanven Very shallorv to moderately deep, well drained soils on nearly level to st€ep (2 to 5096 slopes) hill slopes and drainages. This unit
is characterized by dissected drainagerra¡æ and desert pavemerìt.

Atchee Shoulders and back Residuum and colluvium Very shallolv Very channery Low Lor @¡: thin soil,
slopes from sandstone and shale and shallow sandy loam ooarse ftagments

of the Uinta Formation

Nelman

Lanver

On toeslopes and in
drainages

Tablelands and
shoulders

Shoulders,
backslopes,
toeslopes

Residuum and alluvium
from sedimentary rocks
of Uinta Formation

Residuum and eolian
deposits from sandstone

Residuum and colluvium
from sandstone, shale and
siltstone of Uinta and
Green River Formation

Gravell¡ sandy
loam

Very channery
sandy loam

Moderately
deep

Moderately
deep

Lotl Lortl Fair: coarse
fragments

High Moderate þ!¡: coarse
fragments

(¡t
I(o

Ul1 Walknolls-Badland-Casmos: Very shallow to shallow, welldrained soils on nearly level to v€ry steep plateaus and hillslopes.

Walknolls Hillslopes Residuum and colluvium Very shallow Very channery loam Low Lo,v
from sandstone, shale, and shallow
and siltstone of Uinta and
Green River Formation

Badland Steep or very ste6p
barren areas of shale
dissected by many
interm¡ttent drainage
channels

Weæhering shale

Casmos Moderate

þ¡: thin soil,
ooarsg fragments

!99ç badlands

þ¡: thin soil,
coarse ftagments

Very shallor Channery loam
and shallow

Low



TABLE &1 (Continued)

U12 Atchee-Haverdad-Rock Or¡tçtop: Very shallor and very deep, rvelldrained soils on nearly level to yery steep upland hill slopes and drainagos. This unit is
charac{erized by deeply dissected drainagerra¡æ, surface rock pavement and Rock Ot¡tcrop €xposures.

Atchee Shoulders, Residuum and colluvium Very shallor Very channery Low Lo,tr Poor: thin soil,
backslopes, from sandstone and shale and shallow sandy loam ooarse fragments
botslopes of Uinta and Green River

Formations

(¡Ð
I

o

Haverdad

Rock Outcrop

Winteridge

Torave

Mesas, plateaus, and
benches

Eolian deposits

U13 Castner-Wlnteridqe-Towave: Shallow, very shallow, and very deep, well drained soils on plateaus, summits, and hillslopes.

Castner Summits, shoulders, Residuum and colluvium Shallow Channery loam Lor ModeratE Poor: thin soil
and back slopes from sedimentary rocks of

Green River Formation

High High

Stream t€rraces,
alluvial fans, and in
drainages

Barren sandstones,
siltstone or limEstone

Alluvium from sedimentary Very deep
rocks

Slick rock, vert¡cal cliffs
and escarpments

Loam

Very deep Loam

High Moderate Good

þ¡: no soil, hard
rock

þf: too sandy-
wind erosion hazard

NortÞfacing back
slopes

Colluvium and residuum Very deep
from sedimentary rocks of
Green River Formation

Very channery loam Low High þ¡: steep slope



TABLE 3-l (Continued)

U15 Tosca-Seeorid-lltso: Deep, welldrained soils on gently sloping to very steep summits, shoulders, and hillslopes of the Roan Pldeau. This unit is
characterized by stable summhs and very steep, deep canyons.

Tosca Lo¡tl

(Ð
a

Moderate Lor

Utso Plateau summits and
shoulders

(same as above) Deep Channery loam Moderate Moderate

Gl Mesa-Mack-Thedalund: Moderately deep to very deep, well drained, gently sloping and st€ep soils; on alluvial fan pedimenc.

Mesa Allwialfan pediments Alluvium and Very deep Loam
conglomerate derived
from sandstone

High Moderde

Mack Alluvialfan pediments

Seeprid

Thedalund

Mountain shoulders
and backslopes

Plateau summhs and
shoulders

Backslope
escarpments of
alluvialfan pediments

Colluvium and residuum
from sandstone and shale
of Green Rivel Formation

Residuum and eolian
deposits from sandslone
and shale of Green River
Formation

Alluvium derived ftom
sandstone and shale

Colluvium and residuum
derived ftom shale and
sandstone

Deep Gravelly sandy loam Lor

Deep Clay loam

Very deep Loam

þ¡: steep slope,
oæ¡rss fragments

þ¡: coarse
ftagments

þ¡: coarse
fragments

Eif: 6tony, h¡ghly
erodible

High Moderate Eeif: stony, erodible

Low Moderate þ¡: clayey,
moderat€ shrink-
srrell, ston¡ Eevere
slope, lour strength.

Moderately
deep

Loam
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TABLE $1 (Continued)

G2 Chlpeta-Klllpack-Bluelat: Very shallon to moderately deep, well drained, nearly level to stsep (1 to 50% slopes) soils on shale plains and sediments
dissected by drainageways, broad flats on plains, and steep'€scarpm€nts.

Chipaa Dissected shale Alluvium and residuum Very shallow Sitty clay loam Moderate High Poor: low strength,
pediments and plains from marine shale stoep slope,

salinity/alkalinþ, too
clayey, thin soil

Killpack Shale plains and Alluvium and residuum Moderaeþ Silty clay loam High High Poor: lorrr str€ngth,
pediments from shale deep steep slope

Blueflat On pediments REsiduum from marine Moderately Silty clay loam High Moderate þI: lov strength,
shale deep shrink-swell

G3 Toddler-Ravola-Glenton lamllies: Very deep, well drained, nearly level and gently sloping soils on alluvial fans and floodplains and along drainages.

Toddler family On floodplains Alluvium from sandstone Very deep Silt loam High Moderate Fair: flash flood
and shale hazard, ooarse

fragments

Ravola family Along drainagervays Alluvium frorn shale Very deep Silt loam High High þl: low strength,
flash flood hazard

Glenton family On valley flats and
froodplains

Alluvium from sandstone Very deep Fine sandy loam High Moderate Fair: flash flood
hazard, coarse
fragments



TABLE 3-1 (Gontinued)

GB Thedalund lamilv-Hanksville famllv-Shalako: Shallor and moderately deep, rvell drained soils on gently sloping to very *eep (3 to 7096 slopes) structural
benches, mesas, cuestas, and soutÞfacing escarpments immediately belour the Book Gliffs.

Thedalund family On canyon Colluvium and residuum Moderately Loam Lo¡r Moderate Poon steep slopes,
€scarpments fiom sandstone and shale deep lor strengrth, ooarse

fragments

Hanksville tamily On escarpments and Colluvium and residuum Moderately Sitty clay loam Lor Moderate Poot: steep slope,
mesas from shale deep shrink-swell, thin soil

Shalako On cuestas and Residuum and alluvium Shallow Gravelly sandy loam Lor Moderate Poon thin soil,
benches from sandstone coarse fragments

G9 Barr-Strych-Sandoval: Shallorr and very deep, nearly level to gently sloping (1 to 15% slopes) soils on alluvial fans and shale pediments belor the Book
Cliffs.

G)
a

G'
Bax Alluvialtans

Stryctr Alluvialfans

Sandoval Shale pediments

Alluvium from sandstona
and shale

Alluvium from sandstone
and shale

Residuum and alluvium
from marine shale

Loam

Fine sandy loam

Silt loam

Very deep

Very deep

Shalfow

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

þ[: shrink-swell,
frost ac'tion, coars€
fragments

Fai$ frost action,
large stones

Fair: thin soil, lorrr

strength slope,
coarse fiagments



TABLE 3-I (Continued)

G10 Thedalund-Dast lamllles: Moderately deep and deep, well drained soils on steop and very stssp (50 to 8096 slopes) canyon €scarpments and mountain
sides in the Book Gliffs.

Thedalund family On moist, north and
rvest-facing canyon
sides and mountain
sides

Dast family Nortfrfacing canyon
sides and mountain
sides

On benches and
cu€stas

Dast family Steep and very steep
mountain sides

Colluvium and residuum
from sandstone and shale

Golluvium and residuum
from sandstone and shale

Colluvium and residuum
from sandstone and shale

Loam Low Moderate

Gravelly sandy loam Low Moderde

Gravelly sandy loam Low ModeratE

G1l Shalako-Dast familv-Reva familv: Shallor to deep, well drained soils on nearly level to very seep (1 to 80% slopes) benches and mountain sides. Old
slumps and landslidEs are úound throughor.rt the unh.

Shalako Residuum from sandstone Shallory Gravelly sandy loam Low ModErate

Reva family Steep and very steep
mountain sides

Steep and very steep,
south-f;ac¡ng
rnountain sides

Moderately
deep

Moderately
deep to
deep

Moderately
deep to
deep

Shallo¡r

Very shallow
to shallow

Very stony sandy
loam

Very stony sandy
ioam

Low Low

Foor: steep slopes,
coarse fragments

þ¡: steep slopes,
coarse fragments

þ¡: thin soil,
ooarse fragments

@¡: steep slope,
ooarse fragments

Foor: thin soil, large
stones, steep slope

!99¡: thin soil, large
stones, steep slope

ot
a

5

G12 Razorba-Sula-Reva families: Very shallow to very deep, well drained soils on st€€p to very steep (50 to 80% slopes) mountain sides at the higher
elevations in the Book Cl¡ffs. Old slumps and landslides are common throughorrt the unit

Razorba family Steep and very st€ep Colluvium and residuum Deep Fine sandy loam High Moderde Foor: steep slopes,
mountain sides from sandstone and shale coarse fragments

Sula family (same as above) (same as above) Moderately Sandy loam High Moderate þ¡: steep slopes,
deep to coarse fragments
deep

Colluvium and residuum
fiom sandslone

Colluvium and residuum
from sandstone

Reva Íamily Low Low



TABLE &1 (Continued)

Footnotes:

1 SoilAssociation map unit numbers are taken fiom:
RD - Soil Survey of Rooseveh-Duciesne Area Utah (SCS 1959)
U - Soil Descriptions and lnt€rpretations of Portions of Grand and Uintah Counties, Utah, and Garfield and Moffat Gounties, Golorado (unpublished) (SCS 1982)
G - SoilSurvey of Grand County, Cer¡tral Part, Utah (SCS f 989)

2 Landscape position a""i¡ions br each soil association map unit are taken from soil survey information referenced in botnote 1.

3 ¡b¡¿.

a soilde¡h classes:

very shallow
shallow
moderately deep
deep
very deep

= 0 to 10 incltes
= 10 to 20 inches
= 20 to 40 inches
= 40 to 60 incfies
= 60 + inches

CO
¡

UI
5 T¡pical t6)üures in soil profile.

6 Erosion hazard inbrmaion tak€n from soil suruey informdion referenced in footnote 1. Hazard classes for water erosion potential (K factor) are: Low (<0.20), Moderate
(0.21 to 0.40), l-ligh (>0.4O). Hazard classEs br wind erosion pot€ntial (WEG) are: Lovv (7, 8); Moderate (5, 6); High (3, 4, 4L); and Very High (1, 2).

7 Reclamation information taken fiom soil survey information referenced in lootnote 1.



TABLE 3.2

Flow Data for Gaging Stations Within the Project Area

09306500
White Rþer near
Watson, Utah

0st06900
Whlte Rlver at mouth
near Ouray, Utah

09Ít06800
Bitter Creek near
Bonanza, Utah

0st08000
Willor Greek near
Ouray, lJtah

09306885
Cottonwood Wash at
mouth, near Ouray,
Utah

On right bank 350 feet
dornstream from bridge
on Utah State Highway 45,
one mile downstream from
Evacuation Creek, and 7
mlles nofth of Watson,
Utah

On left bank 2.8 mlles
southeast of Ouray and 3.9
mlles upstream from mouth

On left bank 150 feet
upstream from road brldge,
17 mlles upstream from
mouth, ard 18 mlles
southwest of Bonanza

On left bank 0.3 mile
upstream from Black
Bridge, 1.6 miles
downstream from Hill
Creek and 10 mlles south
of Ouray

On right bank 0.9 mile
upstream from mouth and
4.f miles sot¡theast of
Ouray

4,O20

5,120

897

71

1.4

660

8,f 60

4,2æ

1,ôô0

11,000

840

8,280

3,530

9,090

000

9,090

5,950

12,7æ

000

Cù
a

C"

324



09306878
Coyote Wash near
mouth, near Ouray,
Utah

09153¿m0
West Salt Creek near
Mack, Colorado

09180500
Colorado River near
Gisco, ljtah

On rlght bank 1.1 miles
upstreåm from mouth and
11 miles southeast of
Ouray

On rlght bank at upstream
side of brldge, 0.8 mlle
downstream from Prairie
Canyon, and 8.7 mlles
northwest of Mack

On left bank 1 mlle
downstream from Dolores
River, 11 mlles sor¡th of
Glsco, and 36 mlles
downstream from
Colorado-Utah state llne

TABLE 3-2 (Continued)

168 0.5

24,100 7,555

829228

1,400

-12,500

G¡t
¡

{



Water quality of streams in the vicinity is characterized by data from USGS gaging stations

fl'able 3-3). ln general, streams within the project area have high sediment loads. West Salt
Creek drains a portion of Grand Valley which is underlain by the highly erodible and sal¡ne
Mancos Shale Formation. The highest levels of specific conductance, an indirect measure of
salinity, are found in West Salt Creek. Westwater Creek is likely to contain equally high salinity.

Groundwater conditions in the project area have been described on a regional basis (Price and
Waddell 1973). Groundwater levels are generally about 500 feet below the ground surface.
Depth to groundwater wil! locally be much less within the alluvium along perennialor intermittent
streams. Well yields in the Colorado River Valley range from 1 to 10 gallons per minute (gpm),
whereas wells in upland areas have yields ranging from 5 to 50 gpm (Price and Waddell 1973).

3.7 Wildlife

3.7"1 Terrestrlal Wildlife

A diversity of vegetation types and wildlife habitats occur in the project area. This discussíon
focuses on recreationall¡r and economically important species, non-game species, and
threatened, endangered, or sensitive species. Maps 3-1 through 3-3 depict the locations of
important wildlife habitats within the atfected area.

3.7.1.1 Recreationallyand Economicallylmportant Spec¡es

Big game species occurring in the area include mule deer, elk, antelope, black bear, and
mountain lion (Cresto 1990; Stroh 1990). These species are of high regional importance due to
their recreational (hunting, viewing, photography) and economic (money spent on licenses,
lodging, food, gasoline, and equipment to hunt or view the animals) values. Refer to
Section 3.12.1, Recreation, for big game hunting statistics in the project area.

The deer herd in the Book Cliffs area is presently stable or slightly expanding in size (Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources IUDWR] 1989). In the game management units crossed by the
Proposed Route (28a and 28b),3,840 hunters harvested 1,574 mule deer in 1989 (UDWR 1990a)"
The management goalfor the project area is to increase deer numbers and ha¡vest in line with
the available forage. Unlike most deer herds in the west, the Book Clitfs herd is limited by the
amount of summer range available and not by the amount of winter range. Mule deer utilize
extensive lower elevation pinyon-juniper and sagebrush-grass habitats for winter range" Summer
range consists of relatively limited upland brush and Book Cliffs woodland habitats. Map B-1

depicts key habitat for mule deer in the project area (UDWR 1990b). These ranges include
limited value yearlong mule deer range, high value mule deer winter area, critical value winter

3162{01-300 3-18 S€pl€mb€r 1991



TABLE &2

Flow Data for Gaglng Stations Withln the Pro¡ect Area

09306500
White Rfuer near
Watson, Utah

09306900
Whtte Rlver at mouth
near Ouray, Utah

09306800
Bitter Greek near
Bonanza, Utah

09308000
Willow Creek near
Ouray, utah

09306885
Cottonwood Wash at
mouth, near Ouray,
Utah

On rlght bank 350 feet
dornstream from brldge
on lJtah State Hlghway 45,
one mlle downstream from
Evacuatlon Greek, and 7
mlles nofth of Watson,
Utah

On left bank 2.8 mlles
southeast of Ouray and 3.9
mlles upstream from morlh

On left bank 150 feet
upstream from road brldge,
17 mlles upstream from
mouth, and 18 mlles
southwest of Bonanza

On left bank 0.3 mlle
upstream from Black
Brldge, 1"6 mlles
doivnstream from Hill
Creek and 10 mlles sor¡th
of Ouray

On rlght bank 0.9 mile
upstream from mouth and
4.1 mlles sor¡theast of
Ouray

4,020

5,120

897

71

1.4

660

8,160

4,260

1,660

11,000

840

8,280

3,530

9,090

000

9,090

5,950

12,7OO

000

324
G)
¡

(o



09153400
West Salt Creek near
Mack, Colorado

09180s00
Colorado River near
Cisco, Utah

On rlght bank at upstream
slde of brldge, 0.8 mile
downstream from Prairie
Canyon, and 8"7 miles
northwest of Mack

On left bank 1 mile
downstream from Dolores
Rlver, 11 miles south of Cisco,
and 36 miles do¡rnstream from
Golorado-Utah state line

TABLE 3-3 (Continued)

1,3æ/1.67 5J4O|4¿0O 12,æ0/2æ 24.5lO.O
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area, high value summer range, and cr¡t¡cal value summer range. Areas classified as critical

value summer range are also important mule deer fawning areas (Dalton 1990). Mule deer utilize

canyons as migration routes between summer and winter ranges. A migration corridor has been

identified in the Monument Ridge area (BLM 1984) (Map 3-1).

The elk herd in the Book Clitfs area is the result of a reintroduction in the early 1970s. The herd

has increased in size every year. ln 1989, out of 1,584 applications, 137 elk permits were issued

and 108 animals were harvested (UDWR 1990a). Simllar to the deer herd, the summer range

for the elk herd is much more limited than the winter range. Elk utilize pinyon-juniper, upland

sagebrush, and lower elevation upland brush habitats for winter range. Summer range consists

of upland brush and Book Clitfs woodland habitats. Map 3-2 depicts elk range in the project

area (UDWR 1990b), including substantial value winter range, high value winter range, critical

value winter, critical value summer range and substantial value yearlong range. Critical value

summer ranges are also considered important elk calving areas (Dalton 1990).

Most antelope herds in the area are increasing. ln 1989, 98 hunters harvested 94 antelope in

management units crossed bythe Proposed Route. Antelope utilize mixed desert scrub habitats

year-round. There is some herd movement between summer and winter seasons. Water is a
limiting factorfor herd expansion, especially during the recent drought (Cresto 1990; Stroh 1990).

Map 3-2 identifies the locations of antelope ranges in the project area (UDWR 1990b), including
yearlong range and crucial range. Crucial antelope range is also considered to be crucial

kidding range (Stroh 1990).

The Book Clitfs provide some of the best habitatfor black bear and mountain lion in Utah (Dalton

1990). Both species occur mainly in pinyon-juniper, upland brush, and Book Cliffs woodland

habitats. Over the past 10 years, the black bear harvest in the Book Clitfs has averaged

10 animals, and the mountain lion harvest has averaged 6 animals each year (UDWR 1991a,

1991b). The black bear harvest in the Book Clitfs is higher than any other area in Utah.

lmportant upland game birds in the area include blue grouse, sage grouse, and mourning doves.

Blue grouse occur in the higher elevation shrub and woodland habitats. Sage grouse occur

most commonly in the upland brush and upland sagebrush vegetation types. A sage grouse

lek is located in the Monument Ridge area (Map 3-3), (Stroh 1990; UDWR 1990a). Mourning

doves are common in allvegetation types in the area.

Wild turkeys were released along the Green River in 1989 and 1990 (Stroh 1990). Turkeys could

be present in riparian areas near the Green River. A variety of waterfowl species also occur

along the Green and White Rivers, and near Pelican Lake, which is located just north of Ouray,

Utah.
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The cottontail rabbit (three different species occur in the region) is the most abundant small
game mammal in the area. The cottontail can be found in allvegetation types in the area. Both
the white-tailed and black-tailed jackrabbit are common in mixed desert scrub, pinyon-juniper,

and upland brush habitats. Furbearers found in the area include the coyote, gray fox, kit fox,
swift fox, bobcat, beaver, muskrat, mink, badger, and raccoon. The coyote, gray fox, bobcat,
and badger may use any of the vegetation types ln the area. The kit fox and swift fox occur
most commonly in the mixed desert scrub habitats. The beaver, muskrat, mink, and raccoon
are most common in riparian areas (Green River, White River, Pelican Lake).

The diverse vegetation types in the project area support a wide diversity of non-game wildlife
species. Riparian habitats generally support a greater diversity of non-game wildlife species than
any other southwestern habitat (Szaro 1980)" High interest non-game species include raptors
and waterbirds. Raptors that are known to nest within 2 miles of the proposed and alternative
routes include the red-tailed hawk, ferruginous hawk, golden eagle, and prairie falcon (BLM 1990;
UDU/R 1990b). There are no known heron rookeries within 1 mile of the proposed or alternative
routes. The wetland habitats along the Green River and White River provide the most important
waterbird habitat of areas crossed by the proposed project.

3.7.1.2 Threatened, Endangered, or Sensltive Terrestr¡al Spec¡es

Table 3-4 summarizes the federally listed and candidate species potentially occurring in the
project area. Three federally listed species (bald eagle, peregrine falcon, and black-footed ferret)
potentially occur in the project area. The bald eagle (federal classified endangered) occurs as

a wintering bird along the crossings of the White and Green Rivers, and around Pelican Lake
(Stroh 1990; UDWR 1990a). The bald eagle also utilizes winter and road-killed deer and antelope
in areas away from water. There are no bald eagle nests in the vicinity of the Proposed Route
(Stroh 1990; UDWR 1990a). The peregrinefalcon (endangered) occurs inthe projectarea mainly
as a migrant. The nearest known nesting sight is over 15 miles northeast of the project area in
Dinosaur National Monument. However, two suspected eyries are located along the White River
near the project area. The whooping crane occurs in the area as a rare migrant.

There are no recent confirmed sightings of the black-footed ferret (endangered) near the project
area; however, large prairie dog towns are present in the area and there is the potential for
black-footed ferrets to inhabit these large prairie dog towns (Cresto 1990; Stroh 1990). Map 3-3
identifies the locat¡ons of previously identified prairie dog towns (UDWR 1990a, BLM 1990);
however, other prairie dog towns may be present.

The Mexican spotted owl is proposed for listing as a threatened species. One historical record
for the Mexican spotted owl has been reported for the Book Cliffs area (Stroh 1990). Potential
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TABLE 3-4

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Wildlife Species Potentially Occurring in Areas Crossed by the
Proposed and Allernative Routes for the Ouray to Gisco Highway Prolect

Atl

All

FE

FE

FE

PT

FE

c2

3C

c2

c2

c2

c2

3B

c2

(D
a

N
or

Bald eagle

Peregrine úalcon

Whooping crane

Mexican spotted ord

Black-footed fenet

Ferruginous had<

Swainson's hawk

Mountain plover

Western snoury plover

Long-billed curler,rr

Whitefaced ibis

Western yellol*billed cr,¡ckoo

Great Basin silverspot butterffy

Winters along Green and White Rivers

Migraes through are4 susp€cted eyries
along White River

Rare migrant

Historical record in are4 poûont¡al habitat in
Book Cliffs

Potential habitat in prairie dog toms

Open grassland, shrub habitats

Open grassland, shrub habitats

Open grassland

Flats- along rivers, reservoirs

Open grassland

Marshes

Riparian forests

Wet, spring-fed meadouæ

Ail

P, HC, WV

P, RW,220

P, RW,22o

All

P, RW,220

P, RW

P, RW,22o

P, RW HC, WV

P, RWo HC, WV

P, HC, WV

lFE
PT
c2
3B
3C
P

RW
HC
wv
220

= Federally Endangered
= Proposed Threatened
= A candidate br listing, but conclusive data on status are not cunently available.

= Do not represerìt Ta<a meeting the Endangered Species Act legal definition of a species.

= Once considered for listing, but nor considered more abundant than previously thought.
= Proposed Route
= Red Wash Ahernative

= Hay Canyon Ahernative
= Whetrock Ganyon Route Variation

= Exft 22O Alternative



habitat exists in the area in steep, narrow canyons, with rock walls and clitfs, and a mixed conifer

vegetation type.

Many raptor species may potentially nest in or migrate through the area. lt should be noted that

much of the area has not been surveyed for raptors and there is a high probability that additional

nests are present. The golden eagle, although not an endangered species, is protected under

the Bald Eagle Protection Act. Two golden eagle nests are known to occur within 0.5 mile and

1.5 miles of the route (BLM 1990, UDWR 1990a). One red-tailed hawk nest is located near the

Mountain Fuels Bridge on the White River. Good habitat for the ferruginous hawk (a federal C2

candidate) has been documented in the area. No ferruginous nests have been identified within

1 mile of the Proposed Route, although ferruginous hawks are commonly observed in the area.

3"7.2 Aquat¡cResources

Two major river systems that support aquatic resources, the Green River and the White River,

occur in the project area. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the non-game

division of UDWR manage the fisheries in the Green River and White River south of Ouray

(Crosby 1990). Both rivers support primarily warmwater fisheries. Game fish include channel

catfish, walleye, and northern pike. Other species include common carp and whitefish.

Occasionally a few trout are caught by anglers (Crosby 1990). No fish stocking by the L,DWR

occurs within the project area in either river.

Near Ouray, the Green River supports populat¡ons of two federally protected species, the

Colorado squawfish (endangered) (USFWS 1990) and the razorback sucker (candidate C1 for

endangered status) (Karp 1990). Colorado squawfish have also been found in the White River.

This section of the Green River is used by adult Colorado squawfish during the spring and

summer migration period. ln addition, this area is considered a primary nursery area for

Golorado squawfish (Karp 1990); young-of-the-year squawfish use shoreline areas and

backwaters from summer through winter. Adult razorback suckers have been found in this area

of the Green River year-round. Adults use the river near the crossing for spawning and residenee

(Karp 1990), although reproductive success of the razorback sucker in the Green River is

unknown (Miller et al. 1982a). Also, this area is used as a reintroduction site for young razorback

suckers (l(arp 1990)"

Adult and juvenile Colorado sguawfish use the White River year round near its confluence with

the Green River (Karp 1990). However, no evidence of reproduction by Colorado squawfish has

been found in the White River (Miller et al" 1982b). A single razorback sucker was found in the

White River below the Mountain Fuel Bridge during fisheries surveys (Cranney 1990).

a
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Although it has not been surveyed, Main Canyon Creek probably contains a non-game fishery
(i.e., redside shiners, mountain suckers) (Pershawn 1991). Also, isolated populations of trout
occur in private ponds located in the canyon.

3.8 Vegetation

3.8.1 Vegetatlon Types

The project area is characterized by vegetation associated with the desert and intermountain
biomes. Six vegetation types occur within the project area: 1) mixed desert shrub,
2) pinyon-juniper, 3) upland brush, 4) upland sage-grass, 5) Book Cliffs woodland, and

6) riparian/wetland (BLM 1983). These types and their respective geographical locations are

predominantly determined by variations in elevation, aspect, (the direction the slope faces), and
precipitation.

The mixed desert shrub vegetation type is the dominant vegetat¡on type and mainly occurs at

the northern and southern portions of the project area. The major shrub species of the mixed

desert shrub include saltbush, winterfat, shadscale, broom snakeweed, rabbitbrush, budsage,
black sagebrush, and big sagebrush. Greasewood is commonly found in the mixed desert shrub
in arroyos. The dominant forb species in this type are scarlet globemallow and longleaf phlox.

Common grass species include lndian ricegrass, western wheatgrass, galleta, and sand

dropseed.

The pinyon-juniper vegetation type is considered a transitional vegetation type between the
mixed desert shrub and Book Clitfs woodland areas. Pinyon-juniperwoodlands have a scattered
distribution in the project area and are associated with the hilly country of the East Tavaaputs
Plateau. Common tree species of this type include Utah juniper and pinyon pine. Some of the
forb species that are prevalent in this type include Cryptantha spp., buckwheat species, and mat
loco. Dominant grass species include salina wildrye, western wheatgrass, bluebunch
wheatgrass, and galleta grass (BLM 1983).

The upland brush and upland sage-grass vegetation types are closely associated. These types
are typically located on ridge tops, stony side slopes, and steep drainages. The dominant shrub
species include Wyoming big sagebrush, birchleaf mountain mahogany, antelope bitterbrush,
and gambel oak. Forb species that commonly occur in these types include buckwheat, lupine,
pussytoes, and phlox. Salinawildrye, sedges, and bluegrass are some of the common grasses.

The Book Cliffs woodland is an eroded escarpment area located in the southern portion of the
project area immediately north of Grand Valley. This area supports a mixture of coniferous trees
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such as Douglas fir, Utah juniper, and Rocky Mountain juniper and pinyon pine. Other trees

associated with this woodland include aspen and gambel oak. Juniper and pinyon trees are the

dominant tree species that occur in this type.

The riparian/wetland vegetation types occur in the project area along the White River, Main

Canyon, and the lower portion of Westwater Creek. Tree species that occur along the White

River and Westwater Creek include cottonwood, willow, and salt cedar. Various shrubs, forbs,
and grasses are also associated with these overstory species. The riparian/wetland ecosystems

located along the Main Canyon consist primarily of herbaceous species with minor populations

of salt cedar and willow scattered throughout the canyon. The dominant graminoid species that
occur in wetlands include rush, sedge, and spike-rush

3.8.2 Threatened, Endangered, or Other Sensitive Plant Species

A total of 14 sensitive plant species were identified as potentially occurring within the project

area. Sensitive species are listed in Table 3-5 according to status, potent¡al locations, and

habitat"

3.9 Transportation

Thetransportation influence areaforthe proposed Ourayto Gisco Highway project encompasses
an area extending from the Wyoming border on the north to Moab, Utah on the south, and from
Price, Utah on the west to Rangely and Grand Junction, Colorado on the east. Major highways
ring the study area (Figure 1-1). US40 through Vernal connects Salt Lake City with Craig,
Colorado and Denver. l-70 through the southerly part of the study area connects Denver and

Grand Junction with Las Vegas and southern California via l-15, and with Reno and northern

California via US-50. North-south connections are less direct. US-6/US-191 provides a

northwest-southeast connector from Salt Lake City to l-70 east and US-191 south to the Four

Corners area and eastern Arizona. US-191/State Highway 10 (U-10) connests
northeast-southwestfrom l-70 and l-lSthrough Vernalto US-l91 northtoJackson, Wyoming and
Yellowstone National Park. The paved (but lesser) Colorado 139 completes the east side of the
ring joining Rangely with Grand Junction.

The major highways surround an area approximately 100 miles in diameter with no paved roads
crossing it. Short paved road segments serve Ouray (U-88) and Bonanza (U-45) from the Vernal

arèa and Sunnyside/East Carbon (U-123 and U-l24) from the west. The rest of the area within
the 'riñg' is served only by a network of unpaved roads ranging from jeep trails to well
maintained, gravel-surfaced roads.
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TABLE 3.5

Endangered, Threatened, and Other Sensitive Plant Species That Potentially
Occur along the Proposed and Alternative Routes

PR3C

c2

3C

3C

3C

3C

3C

E

út
I
úto

Aquileoia.barnebvi Barneby's columbine

Astraqalus sabulosus Cisco milkvetch

Crvotantha barnebvi Barneby cats€ye

Crvotantha orahamii Graham catseye

Cvmopterus duchesnensis Duchesne biscuitroot

Eriooonum eohedroides Mormon tea buckwheat

Eriooonum intermorìtanum Buckwheat

Glaucocarous suffrutescens Toad-flax cress

PR, HCA, EA

PR, RWA

PR, RWA

PR, RWA

PR, RWA

PR, RWA, HCA

PR, RWA

o oommon on cliff walls
. favoring shale outcrops

. Mancos and Mountain shale formations

. associated with the pinyon-juniper vegetation type

. Green River shale formation

. assoc¡ated with the desert shrub and pinyon-juniper
veg€tat¡on types

. Green River shale formation

. shaley hillsides, sandy soil

. assoc¡ated with the desert shrub vegøtation type

. Curtis, Duchesne River formations

. loosE rocks on southern slopes of mesas
o associated with the desert shrub vegetation type

. Gteen River shale formation, white shale slopes

. associated with the desert shrub vegetation type

. Green River shale formation, rimrock, sandy soil
o associated with the Book Cliffs woodland, mixed

deseil shrub and upland sage-grass vegstat¡on types

. Green River shale formation, sandstone lens

. associated wtth the mixed desert shrub vegetation
type with scattered pinyon-juniper

o âmong rocks and on barren flats and ridges

. soils derived from decomposed shales

. associated with juniper/desert shrub vegetation types

o soils derived from decomposed shales
. associated with juniper/d€sert shrub v€getat¡on types

Parthenium liqulatum

Penstemon orahamii

Penstemon scariosus
var. albifluvis

Feverfevrr

Graharn's penstemon

3c

c1

c1

PR

PR

PR, RWAWhite River penstemon



TABLE 3-5 (Continued)

Schoencrambe aroillacea Clay thelypody

To¡wrsendia mensana Townsendia PR

c2

3C

T

PR, RWA . Green River shale formdion
. commonly associated with tho desert shrub and

pinyon'juniper Yegdation bpes

. dry, rocky areas

. rocky or heavy clay soils

. associated with the pinyon-juniper v€getat¡on type on
mesas

G¡
a

G)

Sclerocactus olaucus Uinta Basin hookless cactus PR, RWA o gravellf soil of hills and mesas
. assoc¡ded with the salt desert shrub vegetation type

Note: The above inbrmation was a compilation of information provided by the Utah Natural Heritage Program, the BLM-Vernal District, and the BLM-Moab District.

lE = Federally c{assified as endangored; T = Federally classified as threatened
C1 = FederalCandidate-Category1-enoughdatatosupportlisting,C2=FederalCandid*e-Category2-probablyenoughdatatosupportlisting, and Federal

Candidae - Category 3C - ta¡<a nor considered more widespread than previously thought.2PR = Proposed Route;
RWA = Red Wash Alternative;
HCA = Hay Canyon Ahernative; and
EA = Exit 220 Alternative.



With the exception of l-70, which is built to rural interstate highway standards, all other major

roads in the study area are two-lane rural highways. Annual average daily traffic (AADT) volumes

on selected links of the study area highway system are presented in Table 3€. The segment

volumes listed were chosen to represent through-traffic components of total tratfic volumes on

major highway links. Local traffic volumes in high activity areas are typically much greater,

ranging as high as 20,980 vehicles per day (vpd) on US40 in Vernal and 13,590 vpd on
US-6/191 passing Price (SH-55 in downtown Price carries 16,635 vpd). Moab experiences
10,295 vpd on US-l91 near the center of town.

Operational characteristics of traffic on a given roadway are commonly evaluated using a

qualitative measure known as Level of Service (LOS) [fRB 1985). Evaluation of LOS considers

such factors as speed and traveltime, freedom to maneuver, tratfic interruptions, comfort and

convenience of motorists, and safety. These factors provide a means of estimating the capacity

of specific roadway segments at six levels of service labeled A through F with LOS A
representing the best conditions and LOS F representing the worst. All major rural highway

segments in the study area are rated LOS B or better and most are LOS A (Utah 1983). Urban

levels of servíce were not evaluated.

Study area tratfic volumes show considerable seasonal variation. Table 3-7 illustrates monthly
variations in average vpd for seven automatic traffic recorder stations in the study area. Tratfic

volumes are consistently highest during the May through September period and lowest in
January and February. The difference between high month AADT and low month AADT ranges

from 130 percent to over 360 percent, but is commonly in the 200 percent to 300 percent range.

3.10 Socioeconomics

The primary study area for the socioeconomic assessment is Uintah County in northeastern

Utah, particularly surrounding the more populated areas along US-40 and US-191, and Grand

County in east-central Utah.

The communities of Vernal, Naples, and Moab will be described within this section. Included
within this section will also be a description of the Ute Indian Tribe (Fort Duchesne), which

resides on the Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservation located in both Uintah and Grand Counties.
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TABLE 96

1987-1989 Traffic Volumes on Study Area Highways

US-40 (Duchesne and Uintah Counties)

Jct" U-208 to Duchesne W. City Limit

Duchesne E. C¡ty Limit to Bridge land

Jct. Ft. Duchesne Road to Jct. U-88

Jct. U-88 to Vernal SW City Limit

Jct. U-45 to Jct. U-149 at Jensen

Jct. Secondary Rd 2621o Colorado State Line

l-70 (Emery and Grand Counties)

Jct. U-10 to Jct. U-24 (Buckmaster Draw)

Jct. U-24 to Jc-t. US-6

Jct. US-6 to W. Green River lnterch.

W. Green River lnterch. to E. Green River lnter.

E. Green River lnterch. to Crescent Jct.

Crescent Jct. to Thompson lnterch.

Thompson lnterch. to Yellow Cat. lnterch.

Yellow Cat. lnterch. to Whitehouse lnterch.

Whitehouse lnterch. to N. Cisco Interch.

N. Cisco lnterch. to Golorado State Line

US-191 (Wyoming State Line to Vernal)

Wyoming State Line to Flaming Gorge Dam

Dam to Ashley NF S. Boundary

Ashley NF S. Boundary to Jct. U-301

Jct. U-301 to Vernal N. urban boundary

2,975

2,675

2,7OO

2,945

3,125

NA

1,650

2,370

4,125

2,585

4,23O

3,535

3,535

3,565

3,495

3,475

375

NA

NA

1,330

3,110

2,595

2,580

1,695

2,435

4,44O

2,785

4,550

3,850

3,805

3,835

3,760

3,750

375

840

965

1,325

2,800

2,335

2,510

2,740

3,895

1,17O

2,385

2,940

4,7OO

2,950

4,695

4,O75

4,030

4,060

3,985

4,060

260

570

950

1,305

(3.0)

(6.6)

(3"6)

(3.s)

1 1.6

20.o

11.4

6"7

6.8

5"4

7"4

26.3

6"7

6.8

8.1

(16.7)

(32.1)

(1"6)

(0.s)

2,815

NA

NA
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TABLE $6 (Continued)

US-191 (Duchesne to Price - lndian Canyon)

US-40 to Duchesne S. City Umit

Duchesne S. C'ty Limit to Jct. Power Plant Road

Jct. Power Plant Road to Jct. US-6

US-191/US-6 (Price to Green Rive0

Wellington E. C¡ty Limit to Jct. U-l23

Jct. U-123 to Jct. l-70 Interch.

US-191/US-6 (Crescent Junction to La Sal Junction)

Jct. 1-70 to Arches NP Road

Arches NP Road to Jct. U-128

Jct. U-128 to Moab N. City Umit

Moab S. C¡ty Umit to Grand/San Juan Co. Line

Grand/San Juan Co. Une to Jct. U-46

1,015

300

1,810

4,745

2,335

NA

2,765

3,075

NA

NA

1,020

310

1,815

4,960

2,500

1,520

2,995

NA

5,995

2,190

4,250

4,230

NA

4,600

3,660

2,960

3,875

4,935

3,100

1,035

345

1,840

1,605

3,155

3,525

6,225

2,265

4,400

4,380

5,095

4,660

4,610

3,395

4,150

4,995

2,785

1.0

7.2

0.8

5.6

6.8

7.1',

3.8

3.9

4.6

4.5

12"7

(12.8)

10.3

6.4

2.8

(2.2)

(6.1)

5,080 3.5

6.62,655

US-6 flhistle to Price)

Jct. US-89 to Jct. U-96

Jct. U-96 to Jct. US-191

Jcl. US-191 to Helper N. City Limit

U-10 (Price to l-70)

Price S. urban boundary to Jct. U-122

Jct. U-122 to N. Jct. U-l55

N. Jct. U-155 to S. Jct. U-155

S. Jct. U-l55 to Huntington N. City Limit

Huntington S" C¡ty Limit to Jct. U"29

Jct. U-29 to Castle Dale N. CiÇ Limit

4,O25

4,010

4,010

6,130

3,790

3,000

3,930

5,220

3,155

3-34



TABLE 3-6 (Gontinued)

Castle Dale S. City Limit to Jct. U-57

Jct. U-57 to Ferron N. City Umit

Ferron S. C¡ty Limit to Emery E. City Umit

Emery W. C¡ty Limit to Jct. l-70

U-88 (US-40 to Ouray)

Jct. US-40 to Jct. Secondary Rd. 264

Jct. Rd. 2641o Ouray

U-45 (US-40 to 4.6 Miles Past Bonanza)

Jct. US40 to Jct. 4200 S.

Jct. 4200 S. to Secondary Rd. 262

Jct. Rd. 262to Red Wash Oil Field Rd.

Red Wash Oil Field Rd. to Power Plant Rd.

Power Plant Rd. to 4.6 Miles Past Bonanza

U-94 (Ihomoson Sprinos to l-70)

Thompson to Jct. l-70

Colorado U-139 (Rangely to Mack - Douglas Pass)

South of Rangely

Near Garfield/Mesa Co. Line

85 90 90 2.9

340

510

2,755

2,115

760

450

510

1,815

2,120

765

250

1,44O

980

725

66s

175

1,840

2,035

990

300

(18.3)

(1.s)

14.1

(18.4)

(5.5)

0.0

295

345

290

340

330

345

970

485

435

70

NA

NA

NA

NA

1,460

995

735

675

180

22.3

43.2

20.1

24.6

60.4

Source: UDOT 1989, Colorado Department of Highways 1988.

IAADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic in both dírections.

4/o 

^ 
= Average annual percent change from 1987 to 1989 except where data are not available

for both years; ( ) = negative change.
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TABLE 3.7

1989 Seasonal Traff¡c Variation on Study Area Highways

(¡)
a

GT
o,

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Decrmber

AADT

661

619

86iÍt

1,118

1,5ff1

1,927

2,252

1,959

1,Afi!

1,3S¡Í¡

869

693

1,301

5,021

5,O27

5,434

5,970

6,3SX)

6,680

6,6[X'

6,879

6,272

5,977

5,98Íl

5,571

6,014

2,826

2,997

4,O27

4,273

4,978

5,584

5,ff19

5,722

4,859

4,U4

3,792

3,480

4,378

3,423

3,592

4,1U

4,216

4,597

4,577

4r3/.€

4,sff¡

4,262

4,181

4,0ff1

3,841

4,147

1,ff10

1,ff¡f¡

2,337

2,671

2,659

3,519

3,60S¡

3,552

3,172

2,791

2,3S¡1

2,O72

2,655

1,315

1,379

2,378

2,659

3,568

4,501

4,630

4,4%

3,685

2.M
1,9fr7

1,714

2,936

1,618

1,4S16

3,434

3,338

3,719

3,886

4,101

4,257

3,857

3,2S¡

2,557

2,178

3,155

s1.3

47.4

108.8

105.8

117.9

123.2

130.0

134.9

122.3

10/..4

81.0

6[¡.0

50.8

47.6

66.3

8s.9

120.1

1¡18.1

173.1

150.6

126.3

107.1

66.8

53.3

&t.5

8tÍ¡.6

93.7

9€¡.3

106.3

111.1

111.4

114.4

104.3

9É'.4

9É¡.s

92.6

Br.6

66.2

92.0

97.6

113.7

127.5

128.8

130.7

111.0

99.2

86.6

79.5

82.5

86.6

99.0

101.7

110.9

110.4

104.8

108.6

102.8

100.8

98.s

92.6

50.1

41.0

88.0

100.6

1m.2

132.5

135.9

1et.8

119.5

105.1

90.1

78.0

4.8
47.O

81.0

90.6

121.5

153.3

157"7

153.1

125.5

9s.2

68.0

58.4

Source: UDOT 1989.

llocations: a24 = US-191 north of Vernal
425 = US40 west of RoosEveh
314 = US€ u,est of Helper
a27 = U-1O north of Huntington
418 = US€ north of l-70
404 = l-70 west of us€
a21 = US-19'l north of U-279 (Moab vicinity)

2veh¡cles per day.

sAnnual average daily traffic.



3.10.1 Population

The study area population trends are summarized in Table 3-8. The population in Uintah County

has increased very little since 1980. The 1990 population was estimated to be only 500 more

people than the 1980 census population, or an increase of 2.4 percent (U.S. Census Bureau).

The incorporated city of Vernal has grown at a slightly slower rate. Since 1980, population ln

Vernal has increased by 1.7 percent. The town of Naples, adjacent to Vernal, grew more rapidly,

increasing by 19.8 percentfrom I980to 1989, with a 1990 estimated population of 1,800. Most

of the recent growth in the area can be attributed to growth in the mining and tourism sectors"

Grand County has shown a21.2 percent decline in population since 1980, mainly attributed to

the slowdown in uranium and vanadium mining in the county. ln the early 1980s, the Atlas

Minerals Company suffered an economic downturn, causing a lay-off of over 200 direct and

indirect employees. This adversely impacted the economy of the area and resulted in a major

migration of residents out of the area between 1980 and 1984. The population of Moab has

declined by 22 percent since 1980" Current populations are estimated at 6,500 in Grand County

and 4,I00 in Moab (Utah Population Estimates Committee 1989).

The Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservation had a 1980 census population of 2,050, while the

1989-1990 population was estimated at 3,140 (Bigler 1990). The estimated lndian population has

grown at a much faster rate than the remainder of the population in the study area, averaging

7"4 percent annually.

3.10.1"1 Economlc Base

The economic base of Uintah County is primarily dependent on mining, including oil and gas

production, tourism, and government employment. Tourism, government, and to a lesser

degree, mining form the primary economic base in Grand Gounty.

Table 3-9 shows oil and gas production in Grand and Uintah Counties from 1985 through 1990.

Crude oil production decreased in Grand and Uintah Counties by +8 percent and 15 percent,

respectively, between 1985 and 1990. However, naturalgas production increased in Grand and

Uintah eounties by aB percent and 18 percent, respectively, during the same time period.

Mining was an important economic sector in Grand County untilthe early 1980s when there was

a sharp decline in the uranium and vanadium market. To date, this market has not recovered,

leaving Grand County highly dependent on its scenic natural resources to provide its economic
viability.
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TABLE 3.8

Study Area Population - 1980 through 1989

Uintah County

Vernal

Naples

Grand County2

Moab2

Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservationa

20,506

7,177

1,502

8,241

5,333

2,050

24,OOO

NA

NA

7,050

NA

23,000

NA

NA

6,850

4,410

21,900

NA

NA

6,700

4,200

21,500

73402

1,5402

6,550

4,150

21,000

7,3003

1,8003

6,500

NA

3,140s

2.4

1.7

19.8

(21.21

(22.21

s3.2

0.26

0.19

2.03

(2.60)

(3.0e)

7.4

E tU.S. Bureau of the Census 1980.
(¡t

'Utah Population Estimates Committee 1989.

3u¡ntah Basin Economic Development District 1989.

nBigler, Ute lndian Tribe, Statistics Department/Business Committee 1990.

t1990 estimate"



TABLE }9

Crude Oil Prices and Produstion - Grand and Uintah Gounties
1985 through 1990

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

3.23

2.90

1.82

1.70

1.58

1"64

23"17

13.28

17.70

14.57

19.58

24.56

217,OO4

179,499

1 11,656

94,209

115,185

112,948

8,544,315

5,508,926

9,362,602

7,113,527

9,804,182

12,678,768

5,018,729

4,576,699

4,451,089

4,498,367

4,373,901

4,288,946

28,687,972

26,670,888

24,O28,688

23,768,598

26,253,695

33,951,278

Sources: Utah Energy Office, Brett Johanson and Utah State Ta¡< Commission Oil and Gas
Conservation Tax, Volume and Value Report for Gas, 1984-1990.

lOrude oil prices are an average of Uintah Basin Black Wax and Altamont Yellow Wax posted
field prices.

2Gas prices are an average statewide wellhead price per 1000 cubic feet (cf).
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Both counties have experienced economic hard times caused by downturns in the oil and gas

and minerals markets. The economic stability of both counties has become somewhat more

dependent on the tourist trade attracted to the recreational water and rock-related activities such

as rafting, hiking, mountain biking, camping, jeeping, and visiting the national parks and

monument in the area.

Uintah County attracts visitors to the Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area, Dinosaur National

Monument, the Green River, and the Uintah Mountains. Grand County attracts visitors to Arches

and Canyonlands National Parks, slickrock areas, the Manti-La Sal National Forest, and the

Colorado River. More detail on recreational activities in the study area is included in
Section 3.12.1.

3.10.1.2 Employment and lncome

Because of the nature of the primary industries in the area (mining, o¡1, gas, and tourism), it is

understandable that fluctuations in employment and income occur regularly. The frequent

upswings and downturns of the major economic sectors cause instability among the non-basic

sectors and result in fluctuations in unemployment rates and a general sense of economic
instability. Fluctuations in the mining and construction sectors have occurred over the past

severalyears. ln 1990, the largest employment sectors for both Uintah and Grand Counties were

retail and wholesale trade, services, and the government sector. Government employment

includes local, state, and federal employees, including the BLM and Forest Service. Mining

employment accounted for 16.4 percent of total employment in Uintah County and 7.6 percent

in Grand County.

The services and trade sectors have shown steady growth throughout the period in Grand

County, suggesting that tourism is becoming more important to the local economy. Uintah

County experienced declines in every major sector of the economy except government from

1985 to 1989. Preliminary 1990 figures show some improvement. Recently (1989 to 1990),

mining employment has also increased in both counties showing renewed activity in oil and gas

development.

Table 3-10 shows county-wide labor force estimates for Uintah and Grand Counties.

Unemployment has been fairly high due to unstable economic conditions in both counties. More

recent figures show a downturn in the unemployment rate suggest¡ng improving and stabilizing

conditions.

Recent conversations with the Ute lndian Tribe employment otfice identified a potent¡al total

worHorce of approximately 1,189; 633 women and 556 men (Groves 1990). This workforce
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TABLE }10

Civilian labor Force, Employment, and Unemployment
Uintah and Grand Counties - 1985 through 19901

Uintah CounV

Labor Force

Employed

Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Grand County

Labor Force

Employed

Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

9,804

8,973

831

8.5

3,126

2,716

410

13"1

9,037

7,951

1,086

12.O

2,919

2,543

376

12.9

8,625

7,610

1,015

11.8

2,815

2,506

309

11.0

8,253

7,591

662

8.0

2,746

2,5O4

242

8.8

8,105

7,482

623

7.7

2,957

2,675

282

9.5

8,267

7,773

494

6.0

2,858

2,671

187

tt.t)

Source: Utah Employment Security.

11st Quarter 1990.
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represents only 38 percent of the estimated Ute population, which is attributed to a large

percentage of elderly and children in the total population. The estimated employed workforce

is 385, of whom 99 percent are employed at the reservation for the Bureau of Indian Atfairs (BlA),

lndian Health Services, or the Ute Tribe. The unemployment rate for the Ute Indian Tribe is

estimated at 68 percent (804 unemployed). Most of the unemployed are unskilled or semi-skilled

workers.

The 1989 average monthly non-agricultural wage was estimated at $1 ,509 for Uintah County and

$1,153 for Grand County. The average monthly wage in Uintah County is approximately

4"8 percent lower than the state average monthly wage of $1,585; the Grand County wage is

27 percent lower. This is because of the greater number of employees in the service and trade

sectors which typically represent the lowest paid sec'tors. However, 1989 per capita income in

Grand County was estimated at $12,930 compared to $10,050 in Uintah County and $13,027 for

the state.

3.10.1.3 Public Fiscal Gonditions

Financial resources of the study area refer to government revenue sources and expenditures in

Uintah and Grand Counties and local communities. These financial statistics are important in

helping to determine the fiscal impacts of development and maintenance on local government

jurisdictions.

Revenues and expenditures for Uintah County have been examined over the fiscal period 1988

through 1990 and are presented in Table 3-11. The county receives operating revenues from

six major sources: Taxes (propefi, sales, and use taxes), lntergovernmental (Federal Payments

in Lieu and Glass 'B'and 'C' Road Allotments), Charges for Servíces, Fines and Forfeitures,

Miscellaneous Revenue, and Fund Surpluses. Property taxes represented 72 percent of all

taxes. Overall, ta¡<es represented 54 percent of total revenues followed by lntergovernmental

revenues at 24 percent.

Since 1988, revenues in Uintah County have declined an average of 6.8 percent annually. Taxes,

(both property and sales), lntergovernmental, Fines and Forfeitures, and Miscellaneous revenues

have all declined throughout the period as shown on Table 3-1 1. A decline in mineral production

has partially been responsible for the decrease in revenues. From 1989 to 1990, total revenues

decline by 15.8 percent.

Uintah County provides a multitude of general fund services, including: General Government

Services, Public Safety, Public Health, Highways and lmprovements, Parks and Recreation, and

Economic Development. ln 1990, the General Government Services budget represented
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TABLE 3-11

Unitah County Revenues and Expenditures - 1988 through 1990

54.2

0.9

242

5.4

1.3

9.0

5.0

100
Cl'
Å
G¡

Revenues

Taxes

Licenses and Permits

lntergovernmental

Charges for Seruices

Fines and Forfeitures

Miscellaneous Rev"

Contribution and Surpluses

Total Revenues

Expenditures

General Government

Public Safety

Public Health

Highways and lmprovements

Parks, Recreation, and Public Prope/ry

Conservation and Economic Development

Transfers and Other Uses

Total Expenditures

$3,999,192

36,358

1,761,408

190,342

192,834

804,868

4,623

$6,989,625

$1,826,456

1,194,742

129,394

1,755,139

157,966

148,857

153,359

$5,365,913

$3,682,598

67,052

1,893,898

294,O78

162,549

992,055

127,307

$7,209,537.

$1,606,973

1,131,469

38,474

1,795,051

146,011

222,603

2,493,659

$7,434,140

$3,288,468

55,000

1,465,973

326,250

76,000

554,171

301,000

$6,066,862

$2,005,304

1,216,959

167,577

1,951,890

224,980

204,153

296,000

$6,066,862

(s.3)

23.0

(8.8)

30.9

(37.21

(17.0)

NA

(6.8)

33.0

20.0

2.8

32.2

3.7

3.4

4.9

100.0

4.8

0.9

13.8

5.5

19.3

17.1

38.9

6.3

Source: Uintah County's General Fund Budget Summary, Schedules 1 and 2.t( )= negativechange.



33 percent of the overall budget, followed by Highways and lmprovements, 32.2 percent; and

Public Safety, 20 percent. All other general fund departments represented less than 5 percent

of the total budget. Expenditures increased by 38.5 percent between 1988 and 1989; however,

expenditures then declined by 18.4 percent between 1989 and 1990. Most county government

departments tightened up on operations for the 1990 fiscal year. Activities showing the greatest

level of expenditure growth from 1988 to 1990 included Parks and Recreation (19.3 percent),

Economic Development (17.1 percent), and Public Health (13.8 percent). lnterfund transfers

have increased by 38 percent over the period.

Revenues and expenditures for Grand County were also examined over the period 1988 through

1990 and are presented in Table 3-12. Grand County receives operat¡ng revenues through six

major sources: Taxes (property, sales, and use taxes), Intergovernmental (Federal Payments

in Lieu of Taxes), Charges for Services, Fines and Forfeitures, Miscellaneous Revenue, and

Contributions and Transfers. Property taxes represented 12.8 percent of total revenues for 1990;

Federal sources, 9.5 percent; Class B Road Fund Allotment State Shared Revenue, 22.6 percent;

sales and use ta¡<es, 4.6 percent; contribution lrom Class B Road Fund Surplus, 19.6 percent;

and contribution from General Fund Surplus, 8.4 percent.

ln the past several years the overall county budget declined by 5 percent due to a decreased

tax base from a decrease in mineral production and Federal revenue sharing. The Grand County

Commission has opted to keep the ta¡< rate at its current rate. Class B Road Funds which come

from gas ta¡< allocations to the county have increased. Currently, the County is utilizing carryover
reserves for operating revenue to a greater extent. The County Auditor feels the fiscal condition

of the county is deteriorating (fownsend 1990).

Grand County provides a multitude of general fund services, including: General Government

Services, Public Safety, Public Health, Highways and lmprovements, Parks and Recreation, and

Community and Economic Development. ln 1990, the projected Highways and lmprovements

budget represented 34.2percent of the total county budget followed by Public Safety,

20.5 percent; and General Governmenl,2O.2 percent. For the most part, county expenditures

decreased over the past several years by approximately 5 percent. The largest declines not

related to capital projects were in Community and Economic Development (4.5 percent) and

General Government (3.5 percent). Highways, Public Safety, and Public Health Services have

all shown stable rates of increase which for the most part cover inflationary pressures.
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TABLE }12

Grand County General Fund Revenues and Expenditures
1988 through 1990

Revenues

Taxes

l-icenses & Permits

lntergovernmental

Charges for Services

Fines & Forfeitures

Miscellaneous Rev.

Contributions & Transfers

Total Revenues

Expenditures

General Government

Public Safety

Public Health

Highways & Improvements

Parks, Rec., & Public Prop,

Comm" & Economic
Development

Transfers & Other Uses

Total Expenditures

$833,729

9,109

1,324,056

134,157

266,950

277,199

1,091,481

$3,928,681

$909,688

6,457

1,247,620

176,539

265,674

176,886

952,547

$3,735,411

$866,873

6,450

1,169,696

130,350

205,300

162,000

1,003,269

$3,543,938

2"0

(15.s)

(6.0)

(1"4)

(12.3)

(23"6)

(4"1)

(5.0)

(3.5)

6"7

2.2

10.6

(3s.4)

(4"5)

(25"1)

(5"0)

$769,838

639,576

115,172

991,553

301,999

92,125

1,018,418

$3,928,681

$808,490

723,765

117,996

855,999

90,319

87,673

$717,139

728,342

120,178

1,212,680

110,760

84,053

24.4

< 1.0

33.0

3.7

5.7

4.6

28.3

100.0

20.2

20.5

3.4

34.2

3.1

2.4

16.r

100.0

1,051,269

$3,735,411

570,786

$3,543,938

Source: Grand County's General Fund Budget Summary, Schedules 1 and 2.

t( ) = negative change.

a
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3.10.1.4 Housing

Housing availability in the Vernal and Ashley Valley area is relatively abundant. Only recently has

the excess housing built during the short oil shale boom been absorbed. Very few new dwelling

units have been built in the area since the early 1980s. Rental housing is available in the Vernal

area. An estimated 450 to 500 single-family, apartment, duplex, and four-plex units are in the

rentatmarket (Abegglan 1990). Summervacancy is generally around 12 percent, wintervacancy

is typically higher at 20 percent.

ln addition to permanent and rental housing, the Ashley Valley has an abundance of temporary

accommodations including 536 motel rooms and over 300 recreationalvehicle (RV) spaces. ln

addition, mobile home parks can accommodate RV units which adds 400 more spaces to the

rental market. Motel occupancy in the summer of 1990 was estimated between 70 and

80 percent which is considered an excellent summer rate (Eason 1990).

Grand County presents quite a ditferent situation, particularly in the Moab area. ln 1989, the

estimated number of housing units county-wide was 3,494. Moab has very few rentals; during

the f¡rst week in September 1990, there were only five listings in the newspaper and one at a real

estate otfice. Temporary accommodations in Moab include 647 motel rooms and over 400 RV

spaces. ln the past several years, with the increase in tourism to the area, these facilities have

also experienced low vacancy rates. The town of Green River, located on l-70, has an estimated

500 motel rooms.

Housing on the Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservation is inadequate to meet the needs of the

growing lndian population. Because of the rela¡<êd enrollment requirements of the Tribe, more

lndians are moving to the area to live on the reservation. ln 1990, 29 new homes were built on

the Reservation by the housíng authority, and 20 additional homes are proposed for 1991

(Groves 1990).

3"11 land Use

3.11.1 Land Status/Administration

The project area includes lands owned or administered by the Ute lndian Tribe, BLM, State of

Utah, and private interests within Uintah and Grand Counties. Private land is generally scattered

throughout the project area. The lands owned by the Ute Indian Tribe are located in the Uintah

and Ouray lndian Reservation, particularly the area known as the Hill Creek Extension.
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The lands administered by the BLM include poñions of the Book Cliffs Resource Area (BCRA)
in the Vernal District and the Grand Resource Area (GRA) in the Moab District.

There are over 160,000 acres of State of Utah schooltrust lands in the project area. Schooltrust
lands are among the lands granted to the state in the Utah Ënabling Act for the purpose of
providing economic support for the public schools and the other education and health care
institutions named in the act. The State must administer the lands in a manner which obtains
the ma<imum economic benefit in return from the use of trust propefi while protecting its long-
term value as a trust asset. The state holds title to the land only for the purpose of executing
the trust (Division of State Lands and Forestry 1990).

3.11.2 Existing L¿nd Use

Existing land uses in the project area consist primarily of livestock grazing, wildlife habitat,
mineral development activities, and dispersed recreation. Wildlife habitat and dispersed
recreation are discussed in Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.10, respectively.

For purposes of livestock grazing, the BCRA has been divided into four sub-areas termed
localities. These groupings are based upon resource problems that are common to several
allotments and which could be resolved by similar management actions (BLM 1984). These
localities are Blue Mountain, Bonanza-Rainbow, Book Cliffs, and Hill Creek. The project area
includes lands within the Bonanza-Rainbow and Book Clitfs localities.

The Bonanza-Rainbow locality is the larger of the four localities including approximately
633,200 acres. This locality contains 30 allotments. Average livestock use is 37,352 animal-unit-
months (AUMs). Active preference is 61,323 AUMs. This amounts to 39 percent nonuse.
Grazing capacities in the 30 allotments range l¡om 2.7 to 30.0 acres per AUM. The season of
use for livestock is predominantly winter and early spring; the class of livestock is mostly sheep
with cattle use along the rivers and at the higher elevations" The grazing pattern for most
allotments is season long (BLM 1984). lndividual allotments in the project area include Sand
Wash, Olsen (Pasture 3), Antelope Draw, and Sunday School Canyon (Pasture 2) (BLM 1984).

The Book Cliffs locality is approximately 304,000 acres in size. This locality contains
I allotments. Average livestock use is 17,351 AUMs. Active preference for livestock is
23,174 AUMs. This amounts to approximately 25 percent nonuse. Grazing capacities in the
8 allotments range from 10.9 lo 17.2 acres per AUM. The season of use for livestock is
predominantly summer and fall. The class of livestock is mostly cattle. The key forage
production areas in this locality for both livestock and wildlife are the drainage bottoms
(BLM 1984). Individual allotments In the project area include two pastures in Sweetwater (pine
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Spring and PR Spring), two pastures in Winter Ridge (Pastures 4 and 5), and the Book Clitf

Pastures (BLM 1984).

The GRA administers 67 grazing allotments which range in size from 430 acres to 210,883 acres.

Use periods vary from 1 to 8 months per allotment. All sheep grazing is done within the winter-

spring period (November through May), and most of the cattle grazing is also done during this

time. Ten allotments have summer cattle grazing (BLM 1983). Grazing capacities in the

67 allotments range from approximately 4.6 to 190.0 acres per AUM. lndividual allotments in the

project area include Middle Canyon, CorralWash, Sulphur Canyon, Harley Dome, Cisco Mesa,

and Pipeline (BLM 1983).

Minerals resources within the project area are described in Section 3.4.2 (Mineral Resources).

Minerals activities in the BCRA include oil and gas exploration and production; known oil shale

reserves and lease areas; Special Tar Sand Areas; known gilsonite veins and leases; sand and

gravel deposits; and building stone collection areas (BLM 1984). Mineral resources in the GRA

include locatable minerals (e.9., placer gold and uranium); leasable minerals (e.9., oil and gas,

potash, and oil shale); and salable minerals (e.9., sand and gravel). Almost the entire GRA is

open to mining claims, except for 1,850 acres of scattered withdrawals (e.9., recreation sites)

(BLM 1s83).

3.11.3 L¿nd Use Plans and Gontrols

The project area includes lands under the regulatory and management control of the Ute Indian

Tribe, BLM, State of Utah, and private land within Uintah and Grand Counties, which is regulated

by county land use plans and ordinances.

The management of public lands and resources in the BCRA is directed and guided by the

BLM's Record of Decision and Rangeland Program Summary for the Book Clitfs Resource

Management Plan (May 1985) and the Book Clitfs Resource Management Plan EIS

(November 1984).

ln the BCRA, ROW corridors are encouraged to be located within identified corridors while

protecting or mitigating other resource values. Additional corridors can be established if

compatible with other resource values (BLM 1985). Approximately 235 miles of ROW corridors,

comprising approximately 93,0@ acres, were designated in the resource area. Highways are

allowed within a designated ROW corridor (BLM 1985)" To give additional protection to wildlife

habitat, severe and critical erosion areas, visual resources, and productive woodlands,

23,000 acres of land were designated as exclusion areas where ROWs and corridors will be

allowed only if adequate mitigation, reclamation, or habitat enhancement can be accomplished
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(BLM 1985). Applications for ROWs and corridors outside of designated corridors and exclusion
areas will be considered individually.

The management of public lands and resources in the GRA is directed and guided bythe Record
of Decision for the Proposed Resource Management Plan and Final EIS (July 1985), the
Proposed Resource Management Plan and Final EIS for the Grand Resource Area (December
1983), and the Dratt Resource Management Plan and EIS (March 1983).

ln the GRA, the issue of utility corridors focuses on: 1) the need for designated utility corridors
to alleviate congestion caused by existing and proposed ROWs and 2) identification of avoidance
areas to protect critical resources from disturbances that would occur within such corridors (BLM

1983). The BLM designated approximately 140 miles (16,000 acres) of de facto corridors within
the GRA as otficial utility corridors (BLM 1985). This designation will minimize both the adverse
environmental impacts and the proliferation of separate ROWs. lt will also help minimize width
requirements and ma¡<imize multiple occupancy.

The management of State of Utah lands is directed by the Division of Lands and Forestry. The
State is in the process of developing a Book Clifis General Management Ptan (GMP) for the
approximately 160,000 acres of State schooltrust land in the Book Clitfs area. The GMP will be
directed toward obtaining the greatest possible monetary return for the school trust consistent
with sound management practices; managing trust lands for their highest and best use; and
perpetuating the renewable natural resources on trust land using conse¡vation practices (Division
of State Lands and Forestry 1990).

The GMP planning area straddles the Uintah and Grand County line. The boundaries of the
planning area are the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation on the west, the north township line
of Township 15 North on the north, the Colorado state line on the east, and the base of the Book
Cliffs and the Sego Canyon Road on the south. Federal and pr¡vate lands within the planning
area are not subject to the GMP (Division of State Lands and Forestry 1990).

An issues document was prepared during October-November 1990 to better define the scope
of the GMP (Fullmer 1990)" Preliminary planning issues include the roadless area, mineral lease
options, recreationalcabin site development, the Book Clitfs Conservation Initiative (see below),
land ownership adjustments, and mitigation of impacts on wildlife (Division of State Lands and
Forestry 1990). A draft GMP should be available for review in Fall 1991 (l(appe 1991).

An easement application to cross state lands would need to be submitted to the Division of State
Lands and Forestry for their review and disposition pursuant to R63240 (Easements). This rule
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prescribes the objectives, standards, and conditions for the issuance of easements and
right-of-way entry agreements on state lands.

The Book Cliffs Conservation lnitiative is a cooperative proposal being made by the BLM and the
UDWR. The proposal includes approximately 449,427 acres consisting of federal lands
(318,838 acres), state lands (114,38Íl acres), and private lands (16,206 acres). The key to the
initiative is the acquisition of four ranches in the Book Clitfs. As of August 1991, none of the
properties have been acquired. However, an option to purchase has been obtained on one of
the ranches and an option to purchase another of the properties is under negotiation. As stated
in the lnitiative's proposal, the objectives are to:

Acquire privately owned lands in the area covered by the lnitiative to protect critical
wildlife habitat, to reestablish and enhance native fisheries, and to assure public access
and recreational opportunities for future generations.

2. Establish the Book Clitfs within the Vernal District, BLM, as a multiple use showcase
area with emphasis on management of unique ecological values.

3. Emphasize cooperative management for wildlife, riparian habitat, enhanced water
quality, fisheries potentials, and recreationalopportunities. Other uses such as livestock
grazing and oil/gas exploration and production would continue in an environmentally
sensitive manner.

4. Develop a Coordinated Resource Management Plan with the assistance of all interested' parties to define the specific management objectives and methods of implementation.

5. Seek congressional designation as the Book Cliffs National Conseruation Area.

Uintah County's land use plans do not specifically address the project area but focus primarily
on the Vernal area where the majority of the county's population lives (Hugie 1990). County
permits (i.e., building permits) typically address pipelines and transmission lines but have never
been applied to roads (Hugie 1990).

3.12 Recreation|lVilderness

3.12.1 Recreation

The region attracts visitors to the Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area, Dinosaur National
Monument, the Green and Yampa Rivers, and Ashley National Forest on the north side of the

1
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project area, and Arches National Park, Canyonlands National Park, the Colorado and Dolores

Rivers, and Manti-La Sal Nationa! Forest on the south. Table 3-13 summarizes visitation to these

areas from 1985 to 1989.

The public lands specifically within the project area provide a diverse choice of dispersed

opportunities. The most popular activities include big game hunting, ORV use, and sightseeing.

Public lands within the Moab and Vernal Districts also play a supplemental role in the regional

recreation sett¡ng in that they offer the unique resource of open space where people can
participate in dispersed activities in an unrestricted setting (BLM 1984).

Table 3-14 summarizes the 1989 big game harvest statistics for the project area. Approximately

2.1 percent of the deer, elk, and antelope harvested in the state of Utah in 1989 came from the

project area.

The BCRA is generally open to ORV use or limited subject to specific restrictions such as staying

on existing roads and trails. There are sections along the White River closed to ORV travel. The

reasons for limits on ORV use in the project area are to protect recreation values, watersheds,

and wildlife values (BLM 1985). In the GRA, approximately 65 percent of the public lands are

open to ORV use, 33 percent are limited to existing roads and trails, 1.2 percent are closed, and

0.8 percent are limited to designated roads and trails (BLM 1985). ln the project area, the public

lands are either open to ORV use or limited to existing roads and trails (BLM 1985).

Recreation sites in the project area include the Ouray National Wildlife Refuge (11,827 acres);

the Pelican Lake Special Recreation Area (1,036 acres); the Fantasy Canyon Recreation Site

(61 acres); the Hideout Campsite (41 acres); the PR Spring Campsite (86 acres); the Chicken

Spring Campsite (105 acres); and the Book Clitfs Divide Hunter Campsite (61 acres) (BLM 1990).

The PR Spring Campsite is the only recreation area in the BCRA that has a developed water

supply. lt is fenced and contains the remains of a Civilian Conseruation Gorps Camp

(BLM 1s84).

3.12.2 Wilderness

There are no designated wilderness areas within the project area. However, there are five

wilderness study areas (WSAs) within the project area: Winter Ridge WSA (UT-080-730); Flume

Canyon WSA (UT-060-1008); Spruce Canyon WSA (UT€60-100C1); Coal Canyon WSA

(UT-060-100C2); and Westwater Canyon WSA (UT-060-118) (see Map 2-11. BLM

recommendations for the five WSAs are as follows:

ù
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TABLE 3.13

Visitation at Recreation Areas in the Project Area
1985 through 1989

Arches National Parki

Canyonlands National Parkr

Dead Horse Point State ParÊ

Dinosaur National Monumentr

Natural Bridges National Monumentr

Utah Field House of Natural H istory

363,464

124,169

79,397

437,564

62,O97

125,635

419,444

177,059

102,889

451,301

73,918

138,522

468,916

190,709

105,821

432,993

89,043

141,654

520,455

214,217

107,369

493,651

99,359

148,729

555,809

259,162

113,383

455,816

104,622

144,539

+52.9

+ 108.7

+42.8

+4.2

+68.5

+ 15.0

ût
I(,r
Iu

State Park

lsource: National Park Service, Statistical Office.

'source: Utah Division of Parks and Recreation.



TABLE S14

1989 Big Game Harvest Summary for the
Ouray to Cisco Highway Proiect Area

Deer

Statewide Total

Project Area2

Etk

Statewide Total

Project Areag

Antelope

Statewide Total

Project Areaa

295,7121

3,840/(1.6)

4,710

12e/(2.71

1,092

s8/(s.o)

78,372

1,574/(2.O\

3,380

108/(3.2)

990

s2l(s.3)

33

41

72

84

91

94

Source: Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 1990

lTota¡ deer hunters afield includes regular licenses, high-country buck permits, limited entry
permits, control permits, archery permits, and muzzle-loader permits.

2The project area includes deer herd management units 28A (Book Clitfs, North) and 288 (Book
Clitfs, South).

sThe project area includes elk hunt numbers 310-21 (Book Cliffs, Bitter Greek paft - limited area
bull permit); 311-21 (Book Clitfs, Bitter Creek part - limited area bull permit);377-21 (Book Clitfs,
Bitter Creek part - limited area antlerless permit); and 378-21 (Book Cliffs, Little Creek part -
limited area antlerless permit).

aThe project area includes antelope hunt numbers 412-07 (Bonanza - buck pronghorn antelope);
419-13 (Cisco - buck pronghorn antelope); 422-16 (East Bench - buck pronghorn antelope);
423-17 (Halfway Hollow - buck pronghorn antelope); 438-07 (Bonanza - doe and fawn
pronghorn antelope); and 442-17 (Haltway Hollow, Randlett part - doe and fawn pronghorn
antelope).
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Winter Ridge WSA. 42,462 total acres; none recommended suitable for wilderness

designations (BLM 1990).

Flume Canyon WSA. 50,800 total acres; 16,495 acres recommended suitable for
wilderness designation (BLM 1990).

Spruce Canyon WSA. 20,350 total acres; 14,736 acres recommended suitable for
wilderness designation (BLM 1990).

Coal Canyon WSA. 61,430 total acres; 20,774 acres recommended suitable for
wilderness designation (BLM 1990).

Westwater Canyon WSA. 31,160 total acres; 26,000 acres recommended suitable for

wilderness designation (BLM 1990).

According to the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), the Secretary of
the lnterior must report his recommendations for wilderness or nonwilderness designation to the

President by October 21, 1991. The President has until October 21, 1993 to send his

recommendations to Congress. During the period of this review and until Congress acts on the

President's recommendations, the Secretary is required to manage such lands underthe'lnterim
Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review" so as not to impair their

suitability for preservation as wilderness, subject to certain exceptions and conditions.

3.13 Visual Resources

Because the majority of lands potentially affected the proposed project are under the

management of the BLM, and because of the need for a consistent inventory and analysis

process, the established BLM Visual Resource Management (VRM) program was used

throughout this study.

The VRM inventory process considers the scenic value of the landscape plus viewer sensitivity

and distance as the basis to determine visual management classes. These management classes

identify various levels of protection which should be atforded the land based on its landscape

and viewer qualities. The five VRM classes and their associated management policies are as

follows:

a Class l. The objective of this class is to preserve the existing character of landscape.

This class provides for natural ecological changes; however, it does not preclude very
limited management activity. The level of change to the characteristic landscape should

a

o

a

o

O
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a

o

a

a

be very Iow and must not attract attention. This is a special designation applied to
wilderness areas, primitive areas, or other areas where modifying activities are
legislatively restricted.

Glass ll. The objective of this class is to retain the existing character of the landscape.
The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be low. Management
aEtivities may be seen but should not attract the attention of the casual observer.

Class lll. The objective of this class is to partially retain the existing character of the
landscape. The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be moderate.
Management activities may attract attention but should not dominate the view of the
casual observer.

Class lV. The objective of this class is to provide for management activities which
require major modification of the existing character of the landscape. The level of
change to the characteristic landscape can be high. These management activities may
dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention. However, every attempt
should be made to minimize the impact of these activities through careful location,
minimal disturbance, and repeating the basic elements.

ebslv. The objective of this class is to identify areas in need of rehabilitation.

The VRM inventories have been completed for both the Moab and Vernal Districts and were
reviewed in their respective offices in June 1990. This was followed by a ground or air
reconnaissance of the proposed and alternative routes.

Northern portions of the study area include Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservation lands and are,
therefore, unclassified by the BLM. However, these lands are similar in character to those of
adjacent BLM lands which are classified primarily as VRM Class lV, with some VRM Class lll"
With the exception of the area near the White River, these lands are low rolling hills with
occasional rock outcrops, covered by a sparse, low shrub community.

From Red Wash to the Uintah and Ouray lndian Reservation, lands managed by the BLM have
been classified as VRM Class V, which indicates these lands are in need of rehabilitation. The
reason for this designation is the extensive gas field development in this area, as evidenced by
numerous well heads, roads, and above-ground gathering lines. This area is not without scenic
value, however. ln Antelope Draw, as well as areas south of Glen Bench, there are interesting
and colorful badland formations.
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Near the Mountain Fuel Bridge, the area along the White River has been designated as VRM

Class lll, although this designation has no management implications here. This is a scenic area,

however, with substantial cottonwood groves bordering the south side of the river. The area to
the south of the lndian Reservation has been designated as VRM Class lV. lt lacks distinct
natural features, is relatively flat to gently rolling, shrubbed, and has been highly influenced by

gas field development in the northern end.

A division of VRM classes occurs at approximately the Uintah-Grand County line, with the Class

lV lands being the lower lands to the north in Uintah County and the Class ll lands the higher
lands to the south in Grand County. Despite the VRM Class lV designation, the lands in Uintah

Gounty along Seep Ridge Road are visually interesting, with relatively dense pinyon/juniper
vegetation and moderately deep drainages. The VRM Class ll lands are primarily high elevation,

ridgetop areas with mountain shrub and dense to widely scattered pines. Steep slopes and

deep drainages also characterize this area.

Visibility in the denser pinyon/juniper areas is otten limited due to vegetation screening and

relatively gentle slopes. However, on the higher ridgetops, the combination of an elevated

viewing position and mountain shrub community provide for very long, panoramic views.

The Brusher Canyon and East Canyon areas have been classified as VRM Classes ll and lll by

the BLM, the VRM ll areas being the higher elevation lands. This area is characterized by deep,

steeply sloping canyons and high ridges, with relatively dense pine vegetation on the north

slopes and a mountain shrub community on the south slopes. Portions of this area are visible

from the existing gravel road at the upper end of this segment, and from the road in East

Canyon at the lower end. Because of its prominence, portions of segments in Grand County can

be seen from distant viewpoints to the south, including dispersed recreation users in the Flume

Canyon WSA approximately 16 miles away.

The bottom of East Canyon has been designated as VRM Class lll by the BLM. East Canyon
is a relatively deep and narrow canyon with numerous rock walls and ledge outcrops. At the
southern end, sage and widely scattered junipers predominate, while at the upper end pines

dominate. The creek is an intermittent drainage, but the channel is generally well defined. Little

riparian vegetation exists.

South of East Canyon are VRM Class lV lands. These lands are generally flat to gently rolling
with low sage vegetation. The Book Cliffs are at a distance of I to 3 miles. The base of the
Book Cliffs are relatively low in this area, but provide a high degree of visual interest, particularly

due to their relationship to the almost Ílat Grand Valley.
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The area is visible primarily only from dispersed recreation users in the Flume Canyon WSA (1 to

3+ miles distant), and potentially the more distant Coal Canyon WSA f/+ miles distant).

3.14 Noise

A description of the environment potentially affected by noise from the proposed project includes

identification of noise sensitive receptors and existing noise sources in the vicinity,

characterization of terrain features that may affect noise transmission to sensitive receptors, and

determination of existing noise levels.

The Proposed Route would run generally south from Ouray through the Uintah Basin across the

East Tavaputs Plateau to Cisco. As noted in Section 3.11, land uses along the Proposed Route

include grazing, wildlife habitat, oiland gas development, and dispersed recreation" The nearest

sensitive receptor would be the farm located along Segment 6 directly adjacent to the Proposed

Route. The only other known sensitive receptors in the study area are on the periphery in

communities or scattered residences located on existing highways. The closest of these to the

Proposed Route would be Ouray.

Existing noise sources in the project area are primarily natural including wind, birds, insects, and,

in a few localized areas, running water. There are also truck tratfic and equipment noises from
petroleum development and production activities in some areas. Existing noise on the periphery

of the project area is dominated by tratfic noise near major highways and in larger communities.
This is especially true near US40, l-70, and parts of US-l91/US-6 where traffic volumes are

highest (see Section3.2.7, Transportation). lt is also true near major streets in Vernal, Price, and

some smaller communities.

Existing noise levels were estimated based on U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) literature addressing slmilar areas. Existing noise levels

are estimated to fall in the range of 40 to 50 decibels, A-weighted (dBA). The lower end of the
range represents typical noise levels in small rural communities (EPA 1971). Noise levels may

exceed 50 dBA when winds are strong or, in localized areas, near running rivers and oil/gas well

drilling or pumping equipment. They may also drop below ¿10 dBA in remote locations during
periods of little or no wind and low insect activity.

Existing noise levels in Vernal and Price probably exceed 65 dBA as much as 150 feet from
major roadways during peak traffic periods. In Moab and some similar communities, the 65 dBA
level may be at 80 to 100 feet from major roadways.
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3.15 Cultural Resources and Ethnology

3.15.1 Gultural Resources

An archaeological repod on file in the BLM District Office in Moab details the results of

Archaeological-Environmental Research Corporation's (AERC) 1990 and 1991 cultural evaluations
in eastern Utah condusted as part of the proposed highway project (Hauck 1990 and 1991)"

This archaeological study consisted of intensive evaluations conducted under the direction of F.

Richard Hauck, Ph.D. along the proposed and alternative routes.

Between March 23 and June 8, 1990, AERC condusted intensive evaluations of the Proposed

Route and the Red Wash Alternative. A total of 32 cultural sites were newly identified, recorded,

and analyzed. An additional 15 previously recorded sites that are situated in or near these routes

were also relocated and examined. In June and July 1991, AERC returned to the project area

to conduct intensive examinations of Hay Canyon Alternative, the Whetrock Canyon Route

Variation, and the Ex¡t 220 Alternative routes. An additional 12 new sites were discovered during
this period and 18 previously recorded sites were evaluated. Thus, during the course of the

1990-1991 evaluations, AERC personnelhave newly recorded 44 culturallocations and evaluated

an additional 33 known sites for adverse impact potential should the highway be developed

along any of the five corridors.

The majority of these sites are prehistoric with six having both prehistoric and historic
components; six sites are historic. Prehistoric site types include campsites (16), rock art panels

(19), rock shelter occupations f/), lithic scatters (15), and combinations of rock art-rock shelter

sites (8). Of the 77 lolal sites, 58 are culturally significant and 19 are not significant.

3.15.2 Ethnology

The project area is traditional territory of the Ute People. The higher elevations were used as

summer gathering grounds while the lower elevations were used in the winter (see Appendix C,

Ute Indian Tribe report). Some of the ridges and many of the canyons served as trails for
movement between the higher summer areas and lowerwinter areas. Long standing culturalties
between the Northern Utes of the Uintah Basin and the Southern Utes of the Four Corners Area

have resulted in a considerable amount of travel between the two groups utilizing these area
trails. The Hill Creek Area of southern Uintah County is still a hunting area used by the Ute

people.

Areas that are considered sacred to the Ute people, based on their religious beliefs, are located
within the study area. These areas are primarily associated with places where ancient activities
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were conducted, such as camps or burials¡tes, and areas where artifacts, rock art, pictographs,
and lithic scatter are located. Sacred plants and materials that are common in the area are used
for religious ceremonies by the Ute People.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

4.1 ¡ntroduct¡on

This chapter discusses the environmental consequences that would result from construction and

operation of the proposed highway project. Both direct and indirect impacts are addressed;

since no interrelated projects have been identified, cumulative impacts are not discussed.

Environmental consequences are presented by resource topic for the Proposed Route and each

alternative.

4.2 Proposed Route (Ouray to Cisco)

4.2.1 Air Quality

Construction of the Proposed Route would have a temporary etfect on air quality. Shotl-term

etfects would result from an increase in emissions caused by heavy construction equipment and

an increase in dust generated by construction activities. Dust emissions would vary dependíng

on activity levels, specific operations, and weather conditions. Most emissions would result from

equipment tratfic at the construction sites. Dust emissions would be directly atfected by the size

of the area, vehicle speeds, vehicle mix, silt content of the soil, and the degree of surface

moisture present. The road would be constructed in accordance with all state and locallaws and

regulations perta¡n¡ng to minimization of construction etfects on air quality.

Based on the ambient air quality in the project area and the level of tratfic anticipated to use the

highway, no ambient air quality standards would be exceeded during operation.

4.2.2 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

The potential impacts related to geology and mineral resources along the Proposed Route would

be:

excavation of large quant¡t¡es of geologic material along steep canyon segments of the

route to produce space for the road grade;

active movement of existing landslide debris or initiation of landslide movement within

unstable geologic materials excavated for road construction; and

o improvement of access to lease areas along the Proposed Route.

o

o
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4.2.2.1 Earthwork

A total of 6,980,000 cubic yards (yd1 of excavation and 5,766,000 yds of embankment would be

required for construction of the Proposed Route. F¡cavation and embankment volumes for
Segments 1 through 4 and Segment 7 would average 25,OOO to 50,000 yds per mile. Significant
volumes of material would be excavated and placed in embankments along Brusher Ganyon
(Segment 5, MP 55.7 - MP 59"7) and East Canyon (Segment 6, MP 59.7 - MP 71.5). Borrow
materialwould be obtained from within the right-of-way (ROW) and from excavation of channel
realignment. A total volume of 1,375,000 yd3 of gravet for road base and granular borrow would
be obtained from three gravel sources located along the Proposed Route.

Along the 4-mile segment in Brusher Canyon (Segment 5) where the Proposed Route descends
from the Roan Cliffs into East Canyon, there would be a total of 3,150,000 yd3 of excavation and
1,250,000 yds of embankment. One large cut would be placed at about MP 58.2 where the road
leaves the upper reaches of Hideout Canyon and enters Brusher Canyon. This cut would be
about 375 feet deep and require the excavation of about I,5OO,OOO yds of material. A total of
1,9OO,OOO yds of material from this road segment would be excess material. At this time there
are no specific plans in regard to placement of this waste material.

The segment of the Proposed Route in East Canyon (Segment 6) would generally require large
amounts of earthwork along the entire segment with significant cut and fill required in the lower
portion of the segment where the canyon is very sinuous. Total excavation for the 1 1.8-mile
segment would be 1,255,000 yds and total filt would be 1,535,0@ ydt Several cuts of about
2OO,OOO yd3 and several fills of about SOO,OOO yds would be required near the lower end of the
segment.

4.2.2.2 Landslides

Existing and potential landslide areas were identified in Brusher and East canyons as part of a
geological investigation of the Proposed Route (Montgomery 1990) (see Map 4-1). ln Brusher
Canyon, the route crosses approximately 2,950 feet of landslide deposits plus an additional
7,350 feet of potential landslide area for a total of 10,300 feet of potential landslide area. The
landslide deposits are located at the foot of Brusher Canyon at about MP 59.3 to MP 59"7 and
near the head of the canyon at about MP 58.4 to MP 58.5. The potential landslide areas occur
at existing landslide deposits and along outcrops of the intertonguing Wasatch and Green River
formations where excavation may take place down-dip from prominent shale sections (MP 56.7
to MP 58.6 and MP 59.0 to MP 59.8)(Montgomery 1990). The occurrence of steep slopes in

Brusher Canyon combined with the potential for landsliding suggests a high probability for future
landsliding as a consequence of road construction.
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Approximately 4,800 feet of landslide deposits are crossed by the Proposed Route in East

Canyon at about MP 60.6 to MP 61"5. This area is an old landslide complex on the east side

of the canyon that has formed by failure along bedding planes which dip gently towards the

canyon bottom (Montgomery 1990). Although much of the slide mass has remained relatively

stable, there has been some recent movement along the southwest end of the slide" This
suggests that there is a moderate risk for future landsliding associated with the disturbance that
would occur during road construstion. At about MP 68.3 there is a small slide several hundred

feet in length on the east wall of the canyon. The road would not cross any part of this slide;

hence, there would be no potentialfor landsliding at this location.

4.2.2.3 Mineral Resources

Approximately 54 miles of the Proposed Route would cross existing oil and gas production
areas. The route would cross or pass within 5 miles of the lsland, Buck Canyon, Horse Point,

East Canyon, and Bryson Canyon gas fields. The route would cross or pass within 6 miles of
the Agency Draw, Agate, and Gravel Pipe oil fields and the Danish Wash Oil and Gas Field.

ln addition, the Proposed Route would cross about 12 miles of area identified as favorable for
the future development of oil and gas production. Along the northern portion of the route about
20 miles of the highway would cross known oil shale lease areas and about 5 miles would cross

areas with oil shale placer claims. Approximately 25 miles of the Proposed Route would cross
areas with moderate potential for the development of tar sands. At the present time the costs
for development of oilfrom tar sands or oil shale are greater than current market prices for the

commodity" Three gilsonite zones would be crossed just south of Ouray, and 1"5 miles of the

Buck Canyon building stone collestion area would be crossed. At the present time there is
limited commercial interest for building stone" Sand and gravel sources encountered along the

ROW would be exploited for construction of the proposed highway.

The Proposed Route would have no significant impacts to mineral resources of the region.
Although the highway would result in improved access to these known mineral occurrences, the

action itself would neither enhance nor diminish the potential for mineral exploration and
development since commodity price is the overriding factor in the decisions to undeftake these

activities. ln addition, the physical dimensions of the roadway would not significantly limit
recovery of any mineral resource along the Proposed Route.
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4.2.2.4 Paleontology

lmpacts to paleontological resources would consist óf unquantifiable losses ol vertebrate,
invertebrate, and plant fossils during construstion of the highway. Fossiliferous geologic units
that could be atfected are either various members of the Eocene Green River and Uinta
Formations, or the Brennan Basin Member of the Eocene Duchesne River Formation. The
Proposed Route crosses 39.4 miles (44.8 percent of total route distance) of Type 1 geological
formations. Type 1 formations are known to contain fossils of significant scientific interest, or
significant fossils are likely to be discovered with detailed field work. Almost all of the Type 1

area is located between MP 1.5 and 4{1, an area dominated by the Eocene Unita Formation.
lncluded within this length (from MP 1.5 to 3.0) is the 'White River Pocket,' a Ctass t (criticat)
area of Eocene mammals, turtles, and reptiles. A preconstruction ground survey of limited areas
and a construction monitoring program have been recommended as mitigation to reduce
potential ¡mpacts to paleontological resources (see Section 4.71. Compliance with this
recommendation would ensure that no important paleontological resources are disturbed without
appropriate scientific data recovery. Minor, indirect impacts to these resources would likely result
from increased accessibility and use of the area (i.e., collectors).

4.2.3 Soils

Various soils along the Proposed Route could experience erosional impacts due to loss of
vegetative cover from construction of the proposed project, poor reclamation potential,
construction on steep gradients, and increased use of the road" Several soil units along the
Proposed Route could also potentially affect construction because of their susceptibility to
flooding, high water table, and steep slopes. Soit impacts, limitations, and potential hazards are
discussed by route segment in the following sections.

Soil impacts include increased wind and water erosion, loss of vegetative cover, and
sedimentation. Greater traffic loads and maintenance, such as road grading, could increase
runoff-caused erosion due to the continual loosening of the road bed materiats, especially in
sandy soils. Dust and wind erosion could also increase on sandy road surfaces due to greater
tratfic volumes.

Soil limitations consist of steep slopes, shallowto very shallow soils, excesslve salinity/alkalinity,
moderate to high wind and water erosion potential, shallow water table depth, and poor
reclamation potential. Potential hazards include steep slopes, and susceptibility to flooding.
Shallow soils along segments could require blasting of subsurface bedrock.
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The soils associations crossed by each segment are outlined below at the beginning of each

segment discussion and include milepost locations. For detailed information on each soil

association, see Table 3-1.

Segment 1 . (M P O.O-9.5) . Soils located within this segment would generally experience moderate

to high wind erosion and moderate water erosion because of removal of the vegetative cover due

to construction work. Fair to poor reclamation potential also exists along this segment of the

Proposed Route due to sandiness, shallow soils, erosion, and excess salinity/alkalinity;

revegetation would be restricted. Some potential for flooding exists along the alluvial fans and

floodplains of the Naples-Billings-Fruita association.

Associations: Naples-Billings-Fruita, Rough Lands, and Shavano-Chipeta-Montwel (MPs'not
available).

Segment 2. The entire segment would cross soils that have poor reclamation potential due to

shallow, coarse soil" Moderate water erosion could be experienced along approximately

50 percent of the segment. High wind erosion is possible in Lanver soils, which are found in

approximately 5 percent of the segment. Blasting may be required along most of the segment

due to the shallow soils.

Associations: Motto-Casmos-Walknolls (MP 9.5-14.6), Atchee-Nelman-Lanver (MP 14.6'17.2),

and Walknolls-Badland-Casmos (MP 17.2-20.5).

Segment 3. Over 70 percent of this segment lies within soils with a poor reclamation potential

due largely to shallow soils, rockiness, and steep slopes. High wind erosion intensified by road

construction and increased road usage could occur in both Lanver soils, which are found along

approximately 1 percent of the segment, and Haverdad soils, which are found along 7 percent

of the segment. Twenty-two percent of the segment lies in the Walknolls-Badlands-Casmos soil

association. Depth to bedrock, surface rock fragments,'and steep slopes limit seeding and brush

removal operations in this soil association. Blasting may be required in areas of shallow soil,

particularly in the Rock Outcrop unit areas.

Associations: Atchee-Nelman-Lanver (MP 20"5-21"0), Atchee-Haverdad-Rock Outcrop (MP 21.0-

26.3, 29.2-33"5), and Walknolls-Badland-Casmos (M P 26.3'29.2).

Segment 4. The entire segment (22.2 miles) would cross soils with poor reclamation potential;

generally due to coarse fragments, shallow or no soil, and steep slopes. Approximately 43

percent of the segment ciosses soils with a moderate to high water erosion hazatd (Utso,

Castner, Winteridge, Towave, Haverdad). Sections of Segment 4 which cross Haverdad and
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Wnteridge soils units (approximately 12 percent) could be subject to high wind erosion during
and following road construction. Construction in the Rock Outcrop unit, which accounts for
approximately 5 percent of the segment, may require blasting due to lack of soils.

Associations: Atchee-Haverdad-Rock Outcrop (MP æ.54i1.0), Castner-Winteridge-Towave (MP

43.0-51.4), and Tosca-Seeprid-Utso (MP 51.4-55.7).

Segment 5. The Razorba-Sula-Reva association has poor reclamation potential due to steep
slopes, thin soil, and coarse fragments. Approximately 50 percent of the segment, or the areas

crossing the Razorba and Sula soilfamilies, would experience high wind erosion and moderate
water erosion following construction. Old slumps and landslides are common in this soil
association.

Associations: Razorba-Sula-Reva (MP 55.7-59.7).

Segment 6. The entire 11.8 miles of this segment would cross areas of poor reclamation
potential due to steep slopes, shallow soils, stoniness and coarse fragments. The water erosion
hazard potential for the segment is moderate. Approximately 11 percent of this segment crosses
Razorba and Sula soils which have a high wind erosion potential. Shrink-swellsoil is found along
1 percent of Segment 6, in the Hanksville soil unit. Blasting may be required in the shallow soils

of the Shalako soil units. Road development may be restricted in the Thedalund soil unit due to
slope and low strength.

Associations: Razorba-Sula-Reva (MP59.7€2.0), Shalako-Dast-Reva (MP62.0-67.4), Theduland-
Dast (MP 67 .4-70.61, and Thedalund-Hanksville-Shalako (MP 70.6-71 .5).

Section 7. Over 40 percent of this segment crosses through soils (Ihedalund-Hanksville-
Shalako, Chipeta-Killpack-Blueflat, Ravola) with poor reclamation potential due to steep slopes,
thin soils, shrink-swell soils, coarse fragments, and high salinity/alkalinity. The remainder sf
Segment 7 lies within soil areas with fair reclamation potential. The entire segment experiences
moderate to high water erosion potential with the Toddler-Ravola-Glenton association being
especially susceptible to flash floods. All soils families associated with Segment 7, except the
Thedalund-Hanksville-Shalako association, have a high wind erosion hazard. Shrink-swell soil
is a limitation in the Bax and Blueflat families. Low strength is a limitation in the Thedalund,
Sandoval, Chipeta, Killpack, Blueflat,and Ravola families.

Associations: Thedalund-Hanksville-Shalako (MP 71.5-73.8), Bax-Strych-Sandoval (MP 73.8-
77.9), Chipeta-Killpack-Blueflat (MP 77"9-80.5, 81.2-82.3,83"8-84.6), Mesa-Mack-Thedalund (MP

80"5-81 .2,84.6-88.0), and Toddler-Ravola-Glenton (MP 82.3-8tÍ1.8).
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4.2.4 Water Resources

The potential impacts to surface water resources from construction and operation of the

Proposed Route would be:

disturbance of floodplains in canyon bottoms or where the highway crosses major

stream channels;

accelerated erosion in stream beds where natural channels are realigned to provide

space for the roadbed;

degradation of water quality due to introduction of sediment from disturbed areas and

salt from the road surface during winter maintenance;

obstruction of surface flows at stream crossings; and

injury to existing water rights due to appropriation of water for compaction of the road

fill during construction.

4.2.4.1 Floodplains

The highway would cross the White River near Ouray, Utah along an existing State Highway 88

bridge which would not be modified or upgraded as part of the proposed project. Flood Hazard

Boundary mapping from the Utah Division of Comprehensive Emergency Management is not

available for this area. Existing flood boundary maps for Uintah County do not include this
portion of the Proposed Route which is located within the Uintah and Ouray lndian Rese¡vation.

An estimate of the floodplain width for the White River (the floodplain for both the Green and

White Rivers is merged into one contiguous area because the crossing is just upstream of the

confluence) was obtained by direct measurement of the low-lying area adjacent to the river from

a 1:24,000-scale topographic map. Approximately 8,500 feet of the highway crosses the

floodplain of the Green and White Rivers. However, due to the fact that the existing structures

would not be upgraded as a part of the proposed project, there would be no additional

disturbance of the floodplain.

From the White River to the top of the Roan Cliffs, the Proposed Route would generally follow

the existing Seep Ridge Road which remains on the ridge-top between major drainage basins

and does not cross floodplain areas. From the top of the Roan Clitfs the highway would

descend Brusher Canyon to East Ganyon. The floor of East Canyon is identified as a
flood-prone area by the BLM, Grand Resource Area Resource Management Plan (RMP)

o

o

o

o

a

a
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(BLM 1985). Approximately 11 miles of the Proposed Route is located on the floor of East
Canyon to one side or the other of the creek which flows through the canyon. Construction of
the road would reduce the width of the valley floor, thus reducing the flood-prone area.
Therefore, flood flows would be constricted to a narrower portion of the valley floor, thus likely
causing an increase in flood elevations. There are no dwellings or other buildings located on
the floor of East Canyon, and the only structures that may be impacted by increased flood
elevations would be several oil wells.

4.2.4.2 Channel Realignment

Realignment of the natural stream channel would be required for location of the proposed
highway in narrow valley bottoms along the Proposed Route. Where the proposed highway
would encroach upon an existing stream channel, a new channel segment would be excavated
to convey stream flow. Construction would involve the realignment of 2,500 feet of stream
channel in Brusher Canyon and 41,500 feet of stream channel in East Canyon. ln most cases
the channel realignment would cut otf a natural bend in the stream resulting in an overall
reduction in stream channel length and sinuosity with a corresponding increase in channel
gradient, thus causing an increase in stream bank erosion, and sediment transport capaciÇ.
Realigned sections of stream channel would respond to artificial modifications by widening of
the channel and eventual reestablishment of a meandering channel with characteristics simitar
to the present channel. Adverse impacts of channel adjustment include potential erosion of the
proposed highway grade and downstream sedimentation.

Construction guidelines of the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) recommend that
hydraulic structures be designed to conveythe SO-yearflood discharge (UDOT 1984). Excavated
sections of channel would be constructed to blend with upstream and downstream sections of
natural channel and where estimated velocities of the SO-year discharge are greater than 1S feet
per second, riprap erosion protection would be placed in the bed and banks of the new channel"
Where necessary, drop structures would be constructed to dissipate the erosive energy of the
stream discharge. An exception to this would be where realignment would involve excavation
of a bedrock channel. lmplementation of erosion protection and energy dissipation measures
would ensure that impacts due to channel realignment would not be significant.

4.2.4.3 Water Quality

The proposed highway would be maintained through the entire year and would include snow
removal, sanding, and salting of some sections of the road. A critical concern is the introduction
of salt into surface runotf which would then contribute to the salinity of the Colorado Ríver"
Specific salinity goals must be attained for the Colorado River at lmperial Dam before the river
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ftows into Mexico. Although it is difficult to estimate the amount of salt that may be used during

winter maintenance of the proposed highway, an extreme assumption may be made in order to

calculate the change in salinity in the Colorado River due to the proposed project. Assuming

that approximately 1,000 tons of salt were applied to the road during one year (roughly the

equivalent of 67 truckloads of pure salt), and assuming that the entire amount makes its way to

the Colorado River, then the total dissolved solids IÍDS or salinity) at lmperial Da¡'n would be

raised by 0.1 mg/|. This is not a significant impact on the salinity of the Colorado River even

assuming an over-estimated volume of salt.

During construction of the highway disturbed areas may contribute excess sediment to surface

runotf from infrequent precipitation events. As a part of the contracts for construction of the

highway a sedimentation control plan must be submitted by the contractor which describes in

deta¡lthe methods and techniques to be employed to control off-site sediment impacts. Typical

sedimentation control techniques include diversion ditches, silt fences, straw bales, or

sedimentation ponds. Diversion ditches and/or berms would be used to divert runoff from

borrow pits and gravel pits along the route. All borrow and gravel pits would be regraded to

blend with the surrounding topography and reclaimed. These techniques represent standard

sediment control practices and would reduce the impact of road construction on the levels of

suspended sediment in runoff. The highway ROW would be revegetated following construction,

thus reducing sedimentation impacts over the long-term. ln summary, there would not be

significant water quality impacts due to road construction and operation.

4.2.4.4 Stream Cro*sings

There would be numerous small stream crossings and dry wash crossings along the Proposed

Route. Metal culverts or concrete box culverts would be used for these crossings to ensure that

the road grade does not obstruct surface runotf along the proposed ROW. Construction would

require the use of numerous small culverts along the Seep Ridge port¡on of the highway.

Several large box culverts would be required for crossings in Brusher and East Canyons, over

Westwater Creek, and over several dry washes in the Grand Valley. Flood discharge was

estimated using empirical methods developed by Thomas and Lindskov (1983)"

A Stream Channel Alteration Permit is required from the Utah Division of Water Rights to cross

any'live stream'. A live stream normally refers to perennial streams but may also include larger

intermittent streams. The permit must include drawings showing the size of the culvert,

placement of riprap or other erosion control features, and any other design details such as

headwalls or revetments. The permit is reviewed by other agencies to ensure that the proposed

stream crossing does not adversely impactthe stream. The permit review process would ensure

that the proposed highway would not significantly obstruct surface flow at stream crossings.
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4.2.4.5 Water Use

During construction of the proposed highway, water would be required for compaction of the
earth fill material and road subgrade. This water would be obtained from various surface and
underground sources along the Proposed Route. The Green and White Rivers are fully
appropriated at this time so that permanent water rights to these rivers are no longer being
granted by the Utah Division of Water Rights. However, not all the water rights have been
developed so that, at the discretion of the Division, temporary rights to water in these rivers may
be granted. The spring in Westwater Canyon is appropriated for irrigation at a ranch near the
mouth of the canyon.

Water for construction purposes whether from surface or underground sources may be
appropriated by filing a Temporary Application to Appropriate with the Utah Division of Water
Rights. The agency evaluates the application to determine whether there would be impacts on
existing water rights. An alternative to the Temporary Application to Appropriate, normally used
during drought periods, is a Temporary Change in Appropriation which may be filed to use an
existing water right if permission to use the right has been obtained. A third option is to file a
Fixed Time Application to appropriate waterfrom multiple sources over a 1 to S-year period. The
permit review process ensures that there would not be a significant impact to exísting water
users due to construction of the proposed highway.

4.2.5 Wildlife

4.2.5.1 Terrestrial Wildlife

Recreationally and Economically lmportant Species. Table 4-1 summarizes the acres of game
ranges impacted by construction and operation of thè Proposed Route (assuming a
2OO-foot-wide construction ROW). lt should be noted that much of the Proposed Route follows
an existing unpaved road that has already disturbed an area approximately 50 feet wide. Thus,
the total acres of disturbance in Table 4-1 include areas that have already been impacted by the
existing road. Table 4-1 also details the acres of game ranges located within 0.S mile of either
side of the Proposed Route (zone of influence).

lmpacts to big game and small game species from project construction would include the direct
loss of habitat within the ROW and the temporary disturbance and displacement of animals away
from construction activities. Some mortality of small less mobile animals would occur from
construction activities. Acres of habitat loss are summarized in Table +-1. Maps 3-1 and 3-2
show the locations of key big game ranges. Map 3-3 shows the iocation of important sage
grouse range. A total of 1,465 acres of important mule deer range (high and critical value
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TABLE IT.1

lmportant Wildlife Ranges Occurring along the Proposed Route

Mule Deer

Limited Value Yearlong

HIgh Value Winter

CriticalValue Winter

High Value Summer

CriticalValue Summer

Erk

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Winter

Critical Value Winter

CriticalValue Summer

Antelope

Limited Value Yearlong

High Value Yearlong

Critical Value Yearlong

0 - 20.7

20"v - 32.9
Æ"7 - ß"5
70.1 - 76.2

32.9 - n.7
58.5 - 70.1

¡18.5 - 51.4

51.4 - 58.5

21"2 - 23"4
59.9 - 71.5

23"4 - 34.8
4Í1.4 - ¿15.1

34.8 - ¿tÍ1.4

45.1 - 56.8

0-2.0
70.6 - 87.8

10.4 - 20.7
28.6 - 34"7

34"7 - 44"5

20.7

26.1

19.4

2.9

7.1

13.8

13.1

8.6

11"7

2.0

17.2

16"4

502

753

470

13,248

16,704

12,416

1,856

4,54

8,832

9,384

5,504

7,ffi

1,2æ

11,008

10,496

70

172

5
¡

]\)
334

398

208

2U

48

457

398

238Limited Value Summer 9.8 6,272



TABLE 't-1 (Gontinued)

1,316

1,59Íl

800

204

97

262

62

à
a

G'

Black Bear

Potential Habitat

Mountaln Llon

Potentlal Habitat

Saoe Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

Nestlng Area

Lek

Blue Grouse

Substantlal Value Yearlong

Bald Eagle

Winter Area

Pralrie Doo

Prairle Dog Towns

21.0 -72.O

10.0 - 72.O

15.6 - 33.5
4"4 - 56.2

ß.7 - 56.2

49.5 - 53.5

51.4

¿16.3 - 57.1

0-2.5

76.7 -76.9
77.5 - 79.4
80.1 - 80.2
80.4 - 80.9
82.3 - 85.0

51

29.7

8.4

4.0

0.1 mile from ROW

10.8

5.4

32,W

39,690

19,009

5,376

2,560

6,912

1,600612.5

131



TABLE tÞ1 (Continued)

Raotor Nests

Golden Eagle

Dlstance from road

1.5
0"2 - 1.0

>2.O
0-0.5

0.25 - 1.0
0-n.0

>0.5, <1.5

0-1
1-2

Red-ta¡led Hawk

Unknorn Spp.

Femrglnous Hawk

12.1
18.0
25"O

73.0
76.0
80.0

23.O

24.O

8Í!.7

à
!

s

t Based on 200-foot ROW" lncludes gravel and borrorv plts.

2 Assumes 0.5 mlle on both sldes of ROW.



range), 1,224 acres of important elk range (substantialvalue, high value and criticalvalue range),

903 acres of important antelope range (high and critical value range), 1,316 acres of potential

black bear habitat, 1,583 acres of potential mountain lion habitat, 800 acres of important sage
grouse habitat (substantial and high value range, nesting area and lek), and 262 acres of
substantial value blue grouse range would be disturbed by highway construction. The acres

of lost habitat in the construction ROW are insignificant (less than 1 percent of available habitat

in any herd unit) compared to the surrounding available habitat. To avoid direct construction

disturbances for animals on key ranges it is recommended that seasonal construction windows

be observed for sage grouse breeding/nesting areas, and for key big game ranges (see

Recommended Mitigation Measures, Section 4.7).

lmpacts to big game during operation of the proposed highway would include; increased tratfic

and human use resulting in disturbance and displacement of animals and decreased use of
habitat within 0.5 mile of either side of the proposed highway; increased human use of adjacent
primitive roads resulting in potential decreased habitat use, displacement and disturbance of
animals in the region; increased hunting pressure and harvest; increased poaching mortality; and

increased mortality from vehicle-animal collisions.

Numerous studies have documented decreased mule deer and elk use of habitats near roads
(Lyon 1979, Pederson 1979, Perry and Overly 1976, Ward et al. 1976). In general, elk are more

sensitive to roads than mule deer (Lyon and Ward 1982, Reed 1981, Ward et al. 1976), and mule

deer are more sensitive to roads than antelope. Black bear and mountain lion use of habitat is

likely to decrease near roads. Black bear crossing of roads has been shown to decrease with

increased tratfic levels (Brody and Pelton 1989). The degree to which roads atfect big game

animals is dependent on traffic levels and types, and surrounding escape cover and topography
(Lyon and Ward 1982). Mule deer and elk to some degree, can become habituated to normal
highway traffic (Reed 1981, Ward et al. 1976). Slow moving vehicles, vehicles that stop, and

vehicles where people exit all have a greater disturbance factor than normal traffic. Roads in

thick, forested areas have less impact than roads in more open forest or shrub habitats. Roads

on ridgelines and saddles with a high degree of visibility have the greatest disturbance potentials.

Table 4-1 summarizes the acres of big game habitat in the 1-mile zone of influence (0.5 mile on
either side of the Proposed Route). A total of 35,520 acres of important mule deer range (high

value and critical range), 30,208 acres of important elk range (substantial value, high value and

critical range), 21,504 acres of important antelope range (high value and critical range),

32,640 acres of potential black bear habitat, and 39,680 acres of potential mountain lion habitat
would be located in this zone of influence. lt is ditficult to assess the degree of disturbance
impacts that would be caused by the proposed highway. Much of the Proposed Route crosses
through fairly open forest and shrub habitats and is located on ridgelines and saddles. This high
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degree of visibility and scarcity of adjacent, thick escape cover would increase the disturbance
factor of the proposed highway. Most of the Proposed Route follows existing seasonally open
unpaved roads. Thus, there is an existing spring, summer, and fall disturbance already in place.

The proposed highway would create additional year-long traffic and would increase the
disturbance factor with increased traffic. A long-term decline of some degree of habitat use,

within the 1-mile corridor (especially for elk, black bear, and mountain lion, and a lesser degree
for mule deer and antelope) would occur with construction of the proposed highway.

There are no practical ways to minimize the disturbance impacts caused by operation of the
proposed highway.

Operation of the proposed highway would increase area tratfic (see Section 4.2.7 for predicted

highway traffic levels) over present levels. This increased highway traffic could result in increased
tratfic on the numerous primitive roads adjacent to the Proposed Route. lncreased use of area
primitive roads would impact big game by increasing disturbance, hunter access and haruest,

and poaching. Disturbance associated with increased access would result in a long-term decline
of some degree of habitat use for big game species in the general region. The increased traffic
and easier access into the Book Clitfs provided by the proposed highway would increase legal
and illegal harvest of big game animals to some unknown degree. The significance of thís

increased harvest is ditficult to predict.

To minimize these impacts, it is recommended that all non-essential access roads be closed to
public traffic. Roads that cannot be closed permanently could be closed temporarily during
critical periods (winter, fawning or calving period, hunting season).

Mule deer mortality from motor vehicle collisions can be significant where highways bisect
importánt deer ranges. Except for hunting, road kills are one of the largest causes of mule deer
mortality (Reed 1981). Elk, black bear, and mountain lion are less susceptible to road kill, in part

because they tend to avoid areas with heavy human traffic. Antelope mortality from road kills
can be significant where unfenced highways cross important ranges.

Without a detailed study ¡t ¡s d¡fficult to predict big game road kills from a proposed highway
project. The mortality estimates for this project were developed by local UDWR and BLM

bíologists based on their knowledge of big game habitat and road mortality on regional highways
(Olsen and Stroh 1991). Based on these estimates, approximately 277 mule deer, 10 elk, and
10 antelope would be killed annually by tratfic on the Proposed Route. lt ¡s d¡tf¡cult to estimate
the number of mountain lion and black bear that might be killed by vehicle collisions, however,
it would not be unusual to have 1 or 2 black bear or mountain lion killed on the proposed
highway annually (Pederson 1991). Using the above estimates, annual road kills would make
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up approximately 19 percent of the average annual (1985-1989) Book Clitfs (herd unit 28) mule

deer harvestof 1,486 animals, E percent of the average annual (1985-1989) elk harvest (herd

unit 21) of 125 animals, and 13 percent of the average annual (1985-1989) antelope harvest (herd

units 7, 13, 16, 17) of 78 animals (UDWR 1990a). Annual road kills (assuming 2 black bear and

2 mountain lion killed annually) would make up approximately 19 percent of the 1O-year average

annual black bear harvest of 10.5 animals and 34 percent of the lO-year average annual
mountain lion harvest of 5.9 animals (UDWR 1991a,1991b).

Assuming a five-year pre-hunting season ratio of 31 bucks to every 100 does (UDWR 1990a),

approximately 69 percent of the mule deer population is made up of does. Thus, out of 277

road-killed mule deer approximately 191 would be does. Assumíng that 75 percent of these

does produce 1 fawn (based on the S-year average preseason 75 fawn:100 doe ratio), an annual
loss of 191 does would result in the loss of production of 143 fawns. Thus, an annual mule deer
road kill oÍ 277 animals, would result in an annual loss of 42O animals. This annual loss would
reduce the number of animals available to hunters. ln addition, this annual loss could make it
ditficult for the UDWR to meet their management goals for herd unit 28.

The UDWR has determined the economic value of wildlife in order to obtain civil damages for
wildlife replacement costs (UDWR 1977). These replacement costs were converted to 1991

dollars by multiplying 1977 dollars by 2.24. This factor represents the change in the consumer
price index lrom 1977 to June 1991 with base years of 1982 - 1984 (U.S. Department of Labor
1991; U.S. Department of Commerce 1990). Based on the above road kill estimates, and
assuming a value for a mule deer of $1,696, for an elk of $6,908, for an antelope of $824, for a
black bear of $360, and for a mountain lion of $448, road kills would represent an annualwildlife
loss worth $548,643.

The Proposed Route bisects key big game ranges and migration routes. Fencing the highway
to prevent road kills would cause significant impacts to migrating animals" Thus, fencing is not
recommended as a mitigation measure. lt is recommended that deer crossing signs be placed
in areas where the potential for motor vehicle-deer collisions,is greatest. However, past studies
indicate thatwarning signs and reflectors are not effective in reducing road kills (Reed 1981,

Reeve 1990). Outside of fencing, there are no practicalways to reduce motor vehicle-big game

collisions.

lmpacts to small game animals from project operation would include increased disturbance,
increased legal and illegal haruest, and limited mortality. Disturbance impacts to small game

species would not be nearly as significant as those to big game species. The sage grouse lek
located adjacent to the Proposed Route (Map 3-3), could be abandoned due to increased tratfic
and disturbance.
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There are no practicalways to minimize disturbance impacts to smallgame animals. With easier

access, both legal and illegal harvest of small game animals would increase in the area. The

significance of this harvest increase is ditficult to determine. To minimize this impact it is
recommended that all nonessential access roads be closed to public use. Road kills would

cause some increases in mortality of small game animals near the proposed highway" lt is
unlikely, that road kills would cause any population level declines for any small game species.

Nongame Species

Construction impacts to nongame species would include the direct loss of habitat in the 200-

foot-wide construction ROW, temporary disturbance of individuals away from construction
activities, and limited mortality of small, less mobile species. Nine raptor nests are known to
occur within 1-mile of the Proposed Route; however, information on nesting raptors In the area
is incomplete. To minimize disturbance impacts it is recommended that a nest¡ng raptor suruey

be completed prior to highway construction, and that construction activities be restricted within

0"5 to 1"0 mile of active nests during the breeding and nesting periods (butfer zones and
restrictive periods vary according to raptor species, see Section 4.7, Recommended Mitigation

Measures). The limited mortal¡ty resulting from construction activities would not cause any
population level declines for any nongame species.

Operation impacts to nongame species would include loss of habitat in the 2OO-foot-wide ROW,

increased disturbance from higher tratfic levels, and increased mortality from motor vehicle

collisions. Section 4.2.6 discusses the acreages of each vegetation type lost due to operation
of the proposed highway. These habitat losses would be long-term; however, these habitat
losses are very small percentages of the surrounding available habitat. Due to the narrow nature

of the highway disturbance, highway operation would not fragment any habitat or prevent the
movements of any non-game species. Operation of the proposed highway would result in a loss

ol 2.4 acres of riparian vegetation. Riparian zones support the greatest diversity of wildlife

species of any southwestern ecosystem (Szaro 1980)" ln the Book Cliffs area, riparian zones

occur as small, narrow strips adjacent to perennial and intermittent streams. Where roads run
parallelto a stream, road building can have a larger and more critical impact on riparian zones
than almost any other management activity (Melton et. al 1984, Thomas et. al 1979). Where the
proposed highway crosses perpendicular to a riparian area, disturbance would be limited to a
smallzone. In these areas no changes in non-game species composition or declines in species
diversity would be expected to occur. Disturbance associated with perpendicular crossings
includes 2.4 acres at Westwater Creek and East Canyon crossings. The Proposed Route not
parallel any known riparian areas.
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To minimize impacts, it is recommended that wherever possible the highway be routed to avoid

running up valley bottoms in riparian zones. Crossing of riparian zones should be done
perpendicular to a stream to minimize disturbance of riparian vegetation.

It is ditficult to predict the disturbance impacts to nongame species caused by the propgsed

highway. The increased traffic both on the Proposed Route and adjacent access roads would
have some etfects on nongame species. For most species, impacts caused by increased

access are not likely to be severe. Increased human activity has been shown to cause shifts and

increases in the home range size of nesting raptors (Anderson et al. 1990). Raptor nests located

adjacent to the proposed highway may be abandoned due to increased disturbance. There are

no practical ways to minimize operational impacts to nongame species.

Collisions with motor vehicles would cause some increases in mortality for non-game species.

It is ditficult to predict the level of this mortality increase. Road mortality is unlikely to cause any
population level declines in any nongame species. Raptors can be suscept¡ble to motor vehicle

collisions when feeding on roadside carrion. There are no practical ways to reduce nongame

mortality due to motor vehicle collisions.

ln summary, construction of the Proposed Route would result in long-term disturbances of the

following important game ranges: 1,465 acres of important mule deer rangei 1,224 acres of
important elk range; 903 acres of important antelope range; 1,316 acres of potential black bear
range; 1,583 acres of potential mountain lion range; 800 acres of important sage grouse range
(including a lek site); and262 acres of important blue grouse range. Operation of the Proposed

Route would result in long-term declines in habitat use (within 0.5 miles.of either side of the

ROW of the following: 35,520 acres of important mule deer range; 30,208 acres of important elk

range; 21,5O4 acres of important antelope range; 32,640 acres of potential black bear habitat;
and 39,680 acres of potential mountain lion habitat. Operation of the Proposed Route would

result in an estimated annual road kill of 277 mule deer, 10 elk, 10 antelope, and 1 to 2 black

bear and mountain lion. The annual economic value of animals lost to road kill is estimated at

$224,930. Construction of the Proposed Route would result in the long-term loss of an estimated
2.4 acres of riparian vegetation.

Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Terrestrial Species

Table 3-4 summarizes the federal listed and candidate species potentially impacted by
construction and operation of the proposed highway. There are no bald eagle nests known to
occur in the area of the Proposed Route (UDWR 1990). Construction impacts to the bald eagle

would consist of temporary disturbance of wintering birds along the Green and White Rivers"

No bald eagle winter roost sites are known to occur within 2 miles of the Proposed Route.
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During operation, the proposed highway would increase disturbance in the bald eagle wintering
areas along the Green and White Rivers. This increased disturbance would likely decrease bald
eagle use of areas within 0.5 mile of the highway. There is also a potential for bald eagle
rnortality due to motor vehicle collisions. Bald eagles in the Book Cliffs utilize winter killed big
game as a food source" Bald eagles would also utilize road-killed big game as a food souroe.
While feeding on road kills bald eagles would be vulnerable to collisions with motor vehicles.

Two suspected peregrine falcon eyries (approximately 10 miles and 14 miles from the Proposed
Route) are suspected to occur in the area. Peregrines likely utilize areas crossed by the
Proposed Route for foraging. Construction of the Proposed Route should not impact these
falcons. Operation of the Proposed Route could cause minor disturbance impacts to foraging
and migrating peregrine falcons.

The whooping crane occurs in the area as a ßte migrant. Gonstruction and operation of the
Proposed Route should have no impacts on the whooping crane.

Map 3-3 identifies the locations of previously mapped prairie dog towns crossed by the Proposed
Route and alternatives. A proposed black-footed ferret reintroduction area is located in the
Coyote Wash area approximately 27 miles from the Proposed Route (Stroh 1990). lf these
animals move west and colonize prairie dog towns near the highway a small potentialfor black-
footed fenet road kills would exist.

The Mexican spotted owl is proposed for listing as a threatened species. The spotted owl has
been recorded from the Book Cliffs in the past (Stroh 1990). Prime habitat is generally defined
as deep, narrow canyons, with rock outcrops and clitfs, containing a mixed conifer vegetation
component (USFS 1990).

Table 3-4 also summarizes the Federal Candidate species potentially occurring in the area of the
Proposed Route. lf any nests are located within 0.5 mile of the proposed highway, disturbance
associated with highway operation could influence future nesting success. The Proposed Route
crosses no known key habitats for other federal candidate species listed in Table 3-4.

4.2.5.2 Aquatlc Resources

No additional construction activities would be required at the Green River or White River

crossings; therefore, no impacts to aquatic resources would result from construction along the
Proposed Route.
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4.2.6 VeEetation

lnformation used in this section was obtained from published BLM documents, unpublished BLM

materials, the Utah Natural Heritage Program (UNHP), and through interviews with BLM range
conservationists. A limited amount of information was available regarding riparian/wetland
ecosystems that occur in the project area. Since no National Wetland lnventory (NWl) maps
were published for wetland determinations, aerial photographs and other photographs were used

to determine the presence and extent of riparian/wetland vegetation. The estimation of
disturbance acreages in riparian/wetland areas was conservative (overestimated) and may not
provide an accurate estimation of riparian/wetland acreages.

4.2.6.1 Vegetat¡on Types

Table 4-2 lists the acreages of each vegetation type that would be disturbed by construction
activities by segment along the Proposed Route. Approximately 2,133 acres of vegetation would
be disturbed for construction of the Proposed Route.

Approximately 257 acres of forested land (pinyon-juniper - 233 acres, Book Clitfs
woodland - 24 acres) would be disturbed. Alltrees within the 2O0-foot-wide ROW would be cut
and cleared prior to construction. After the completion of construction, tree growth along the
margins of the ROW would be allowed although the majority of the trees within the ROW would

be lost for the life of the project. The loss of trees would be a long-term impact (>5 years)

because of the permanent loss of trees in most of the ROW and slow revegetation of the ROW

margins by trees.

Approximately 1,876 acres of non-forested land (mixed desert shrub - 897 acres, upland
sage-grass - 863 acres, upland brush - 114 acres, and riparian/wetland - 2.4 acres) would be
disturbed by construction activities. Riparian vegetation is present in the confluence area where
Westwater Creek and the East Canyon drainage converge. Plant species present in this area
include cottonwoods, willows, and tamarisks. All of the vegetation would be removed from the
ROW during construction. Areas along the margin of the ROWwould be reclaimed by reseeding
these areas with appropriate seed mixtures and using reclamation procedures approved by the
B|M. The majority of the existing vegetation would be lost for the life of the project.

Construction of the Proposed Route would result in the loss of approximately 150 AUMs annually
for the life of the project. The loss of AUMs is a small percentage (less than 1 percent) of the
total number of AUMs for the general vicinity, therefore, impacts to various grazing operations
would be minimal. The reclaimed areas would be periodically monitored to evaluate revegetation
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TABLE 4-2

Vegetation Types and Associated Acreages Disturbed by
Each Segment of the Proposed Route

44

70

230

267

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

230

267

315

538

97

286

400

68

165

247

330

2

284

24

2.45
!l\)
t\) 400



success. lf the reclamation plan proves successful, some of the lost forage production would

be recovered.

4.2.6.2 Threatened, Endangered, and Other Sensitive Plant Specles

Fourteen sensitive plant species could potentially be affected by the Proposed Route Oable 3-5).

Construction activities would disturb the majorrty of the vegetation in the 2O0-foot-wide

construction ROW. The main construction impact would be mortality of individual plants or
groups of plants in the construction ROW. This would be a long-term impact. The severity of
this impact would depend on the abundance of the plant species. See Section 4.7 lor
recommended mitigation measures.

4.2.7 Transportation

Development of the proposed highway from Ouray to the Cisco vicinity would affect the

transportation system in the study area in several ways. lt would generate a certain amount of
"new' traffic by improving access to some parts of the area and by reducing north-south travel

times. lt would also attract some tratfic to the new highway that currently uses existing routes
through or around the perimeter of the study area. As a result, it could atfect levels of service

and safety on existing roads and highways. Development of the proposed highway would not
be expected to atfect public transportation or non-highway transportation modes in any
substantive way.

UDOT prepared projections of future tratfic on the proposed highway (UDOT 1989). The
projections, illustrated in Table 4-3, were based on current forecàsts of employment and

households in the area, which assumed development of petroleum, oil shale and tar sands
resources would continue at approximately existing rates. A synfuels-related study conducted
in 1980 (VanWagoner and Associates) forecast average annual daily tratfic (AADT) of 3,900 for
the Proposed Route, based on a 'medium scenario' of energy development. However, the world
perspective on energy economics and, in particular, the economics of synthetic fuels has

changed dramatically since 1980. Consequently, the new traffic projections are considered to
be much more realistic.

The 'low' and 'high' numbers of the traffic projections define the range of likely traffic levels. The

ranges are quite broad, reflecting the uncertainty of the projections and the minimal data
available to support them. Traffic in the area is notably higher from May through September than
from October through April. The 'peak month' would be July or August; January or February
would be the lowest traffic month.
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TABLE +3

Ouray to Cisco Highway - Pro¡ected Daily Traffic

AADT2
Autos
Trucksa

PMAD]'5
Autoss
Trucksa

320
_e9 10q

400
l_@

900720
1@

l.1Q

1 Projections were made in 1989; assume tratfic levels in this range within one year of project
completion

2 Average annual daily tratfic."

3 lncludes passenger cars, pickup trucks, and other light vehicles.

4 Mostly classified as medium trucks.

5 Peak monthly average daily tratfic.

Source: UDOT 1989

s60

1,260
315 225

640

1,44O
360
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Most traffic on the Proposed Route is projected to be diverted from other existing routes or
locally generated. Seven percent of total tratfic is expected to be 'new'traffic from tourists and
recreat¡on¡sts attracted to the area. Seven percent would be only 28 to 56 vehicles per day,

averaget and 63 to 126 vehicles per day in the peak month. Approximately 28 percent of
projected traffic would be related to natural resource development or other activities in the

immediate vicinity of the new highway, such as hunting. This is traffic that currently uses
existing, less developed roads in the area. The remaining 65 percent of projected traffic would

be diverted from other roads in the region; mostly from the existing alignment of US 191 and
from Colorado 139. Assuming an even split between the two, MDT on each would be reduced

by 126 lo 221 vehicles per day initially, and 158 lo 252 per day in 2010. Reductions of this
magnitude would represent half to two thirds of the traffic between Duchesne and Helper on US

191 and one third to one half the tratfic on Colorado 139. Traffic reductions on US 40, l-70, and

US 191 between Helper and Green River would range from 5 percent to 10 percent because of
much higher existing tratfic levels on these route segments.

The proposed project would have only minor effects on levels of service (LOS) in the study area.

All major rural highway segments in the study area are currently rated LOS B or better, which

indicates tratfic flows are stable and drivers are largely free to select the rate of speed they prefer

fiRB 1985). Consequently, the anticipated reductions in tratfic levels on existing area highways
would improve LOS slightly but not significantly. LOS on the new route are ditficult to predict

without.deta¡led roadway design information, but they would presumably be quite good because
of tratfic volumes well below capacity. A possible exception would be areas with steep grades

or tight curves where capac¡ty would be reduced.

Effects of the proposed project on traffic safety in the study area are expected to be minor.
There are no specific tratfic hazard areas that would be avoided by diversion of a portion of area

traffic to the Proposed Route so no major safety improvement would accrue from the

development. Slight reductions in tratfic levels on existing routes would be expec{ed to reduce

accident rates to a similar slight degree. Conversely, a slight increase in total tratfic would be

expected to increase the total number of accidents by a small number. Both etfects would be
so minor that they would be barely measurable, if at all, and neither effect would be considered
significant.

Development of the proposed project would improve access to the Uintah Basin area and would
reduce north-south traveltimes between Vernal and Moab. Access within the perimeter ring of
highways around the study area is almost entirely via an extensive network of unpaved and often
unimproved roads. Development of the proposed highway would reduce travel times into the
center of the basin from the north and from the south by up to 40 minutes.
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Travel distance through the basin from Vernal to Moab would be reduced from approximately
216 miles via existing US 191 to approximately 165 miles via the Proposed Route, a reduction

of 24 percent. Traveltime savings would be slightly greater because several communities along
the existing route would be avoided. The distance differential between the Proposed Route and

the existing route over Douglas Pass (CO 139) would be slightly smaller, but the time savings
would be as great or greater because the new route would be less arduous for motorists" The

Proposed Route would save little or no time or distance for motorists wishing to travel across the

basin diagonally. Travellers from Mack, Colorado to Duchesne would save approximately 15

miles; there would be no savings from Mack (or points east) to the Salt Lake Gity area.

Travellers from the Emery area to Rangely, Colorado would find the Proposed Route longer by

60 to 90 miles compared with existing routes.

4.2.8 Socioeconomics

This section evaluates the beneficial and adverse etfects of the proposed project within the

context of social and economic changes in the study area. Calculations of impacts were based

on known characteristics of the study area, supported by professional planning standards and

empirical data from other projects studies in the western region. Table 4-4 shows highway
construction assumptions and impacts of the project.

4.2.8.1 Population, Employment, lncome, Housing, and Public Services

Seven to eight construction contractor segments of between 20 and 50 workers each would

construct the proposed highway. Total estimated workforce forthe construction activities would

be between 140 and 280 workers (Special Service Districts 1990). The construction period is

estímated to be 36 months, starting in April 1992 with completion scheduled for April 1995" Most
work would occur in the summer months of 1992 and 1993 (June to October).

Local and non-local labor forces have been estimated for the proposed project based on skilled
and unskilled labor availability. As estimated 50 to 75 percent of the construction workforce
would be local workers commuting daily from Uintah and Grand Counties (Special Service
Districts 1990). A local worker is identified as a worker who is able to commute from his
permanent place of residence on a daily basis; a non-locdworker is identified as a worker who
has moved into the construction area for the duration of the project. The temporary construction
headquarters would be located in Vernal, with the main project otfice located along the route
(Wardell 1991).

The Uintah and Grand County labor forces are fairly large. The estimated First Quarter 1990

labor force for the two counties totaled over 11,000 fiable 3-10). Of this total, approximately

a
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TABLE +4

lmpact Assumptions for the Proposed Ouray to Cisco Highway Profect

Total Miles

Construction Crew

Peak/Average

# of Contractor Segments

# Workers/Segment

Time Schedule

Start up

Completion

Local Labor Force Percent

Peak Local

Ute Tribe Percent

Ute Tribe Workers

Non-Local Worker Percent

Non-Local Worker Range

Dependents (0.3/non-local worker)l

Total Non-Local Population

88

28O/14O

7-8

20-50

36 months

April 1992

April 1995

50-75 percent

210

10-15 percent

21-32

25-50 percent

35-140

11-42

46-182

I Mountain West, Inc. 1979
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681 workers were unemployed. The 1990 estimated unemployment rate was 6 percent in Uintah
CounÇ, and 6.6 percent in Grand County. An estimated peak local workforce of 210 can likely
be supplied from the local area workforces. This would represent almost 2 percent of tlre total
labor force, or over 30 percent of the unemployed workforce of the two counties. An estinnated
10 to 15 percent of the estimated peak local workforce (21 to 32 workers) would be hired from
the Ute Tribe. This would represent 3 to 4 percent of the unemployed workers from the Ute
Tribe. Since there are no anticipated shifts in employment among sectors, and the construction
period is variable with peak construction occurring in the summer months, employment impacts
would be considered positive to the local economies.

Non-local employment could range from 35 to 1¿10 workers depending on the size of the
construction crew segments. Because of the peak summer construction period it is possible that
a larger portion of non-local construction workers would bring their families. Total non-local
population would increase approximately 46 to 182 persons during the 36-month construction
schedule. This population increase would be temporary and minor (less than 1 percent of the
1989 study area population); consequently, no adverse social or economic etfects are anticipated
during highway construction. The number of workers would be small compared to the relative
size of the population and the workforce employed in the oil and gas fields.

The estimated monthly wage for construction workers would be $3,000. This amount is
significantly higher than the estimated 1989 average monthly non-agriculturalwage for Grand and
Uintah Counties. These costs would be spread over the 36-month construction period and
include salaries for contract supervisor's wages, benefits, and overtime for skilled and unskilled
labor. A portion of the total income would be spent in the area and would result in increased
sales ta< receipts throughout the area. Increased spending in the local area would result in
increased sales to merchants and increased sales ta¡< collections to local taxing jurisdictions.
ln addition to construction worker local expenditures, other income generated by highway
construction would include local materials purchases. lt is assumed that the contractor would
locally purchase as many materials as possible. These expenditures would include tools, fuel
oil, parts, and repairs. The overall impact of this local spending and tax generation would be
positive.

The non-local workforce would not be large enough to place a permanent demand on local
services such as police, medical facilities, fire or education: nor would construction populat¡on
cause any detrimental etfects to community well being. No adverse impact on the existing
infrastructure would occur.

Because peak construction periods are of a relatively short duration in the summer months and
most highway workers would stay at the mancamps along the route, housing demand would be
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of a temporary nature. The majority of workers who do not stay at the mancamps would likely
bring their own recreational vehicle to the area or stay in a motel. A potential etfect of the
highway work force would be competition with travelers and recreationists for temporary
accommodations. This impact is not likely to be great since most workers are anticipated to stay
at the mancamps during the work week.

Grand and Uintah Counties would continue to maintain the roadway during the 36-month
construction period. Funding for maintenance would be from the Counties' Highways and
lmprovements budget. No significant impact on the Counties' road maintenance budget would
be expected.

Once primary highway construction (grading and drainage) is completed the highway would be
turned over to UDOT at which t¡me ¡t will be designated US-191. UDOT would provide the
surface course (gravel and pavement) and assume maintenance responsibilities for perpetuity.
The estimated annual cost of maintaining the 88-míle highway is $555,280, based on 19g0
average maintenance costs per mile for a 2-lane paved road in District 6 (McMinimee 1990)"

4.2.8.2 Economic Activity

The purposes of the all weather road would be to 1) provide a connection between the oil and
gas energy fields of northeastern and southeastern Utah; 2) serve as a north-south tourist route;
3) open the area for additional oil, gas, oil shale, and tar sand development; 4) provide better
access for the service of existing wells; and, 5) provide better access for sportsmen, stockmen,
woodcutters, and government land-management agencies.

lnterviews with major oil and gas operators, drilling companies, and oil well service providers
have indicated that although the road would be beneficialto oil and gas operations in the Uintah
Basin area from the standpoint of facilitating access to some of the production areas, it would
not necessarily influence an increase in drilling or production of any minerals inciuding oil, gas,
oilshale, or tar sands. The major driving force affecting increased production is, as always,
market price. Currently, there is quite a bit of activity in the Natural Buttes and Wild Horse Bench
areas due primarily to the tÐ( incentives provided by the federal government for development of
gas wells in tight sands (sandstone). These tax credits on production can be extended untit
December 2OO2. Market prices for gas produced in the Uintah Basin area are currently
depressed ($1.64/1,000cu.ft.), which is somewhat caused by the associated pipetine
transportation costs to viable markets. Nevertheless, producers and service companies would
be pleased to see the road built since it would cut down on wear and tear of equipment and
vehicles. The road would also cut driving time to leases, especially during the winter months;
and it would provide a better route to Grand Junstion and l-70.
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Recent conversations with Byron Merrill of North Lake lndustries, the company that has patented

a process to extract oilfrom tar sands and oil shale,suggest that the process will soon be used

in the PR Springs area (Merrill 1991). A small pilot program is scheduled to start by

November 1991 , which would employ up to 25 workers. By the end of 1993 the procedure could

produce up to 100,000 barrels/day, with a workforce of 300 to 500. Mr. Merrill feels that the new

highway would greatly facilitate development of the oil shale and tar sands area. The highway

wouid facilitate worker access to and from the production area and reduce the fugitive dust

pollution. North Lakes lndustries plans to operate the pilot program on private land near the

White River Oil Shale Facility.

Another stated purpose of the proposed highway is to create a north-south tourist route. Based

on information obtained from UDOT, low and high AADT and peak month average daily tratfic

on the new highway was estimated for 1990 and 2010. These estimates are found in Table 4-2.

According to UDOT, most tratfic on the Proposed Route is projected to be diverted from other

existing routes or locally generated. Only 7 percent of total tratfic is expected to be new traffic

from tourists and recreatioirists attracted to the area. As can be seen from the table, 7 percent

woutd be only 28 to 56 vehicles per day, average, and 63 to 126 vehicles per day in the peak

month, which is either July or August. Based on a study that was completed in January 1990

for the Utah Travel Regions and Consortium Partners by CADWEST Research Consultants, the

average expenditure per parg per vacation visit in the state was $490.96. Those visiting parties

averaged a stay of 5.7 nights in the state, therefore, the average daily expenditure per party

would be $86"13. Assuming that each of the tourist-related vehicles represented a party

expending approximately $86.13 per day, the following table shows estimated daily expenditures

in Utah from the 'new'tourists traveling on the proposed highway.

28

56

63

126

(average low)

(average high)

(peak low)

(peak high)

$ 2,413

4,823

5,426

10,852

As can be seen, the economic benefit from the estimated increasè in tourist tratfic is not

particularly significant except during the peak month (July or August). lt is not possible to

estimate how much of the expenditures generated would actually be spent in Uintah or Grand

Counties. Assuming 50 to 100 percent of the total average high tourist expenditures ($4,823)

are spent in either Uintah or Grand Counties during the prime tourist season (June to
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September), between $217,035 and $434,070 would be generated in the local areas during this

period. This is not considered a significant impact to the area during the peak tourist season,

although it would be an economic benefit to the area.

ln addition to highway tourists, the road would provide better access for hunters to the Book

Clitfs. Currently the area is heavily used for hunting. Additional hunters may impact the quality

of the hunting experience to the extent that some hunters would choose to go elsewhere.

Nevertheless, initially, an increase in hunters to the area would generate additional revenues to

Uintah County in the form of increased expenditures and ta¡< revenues. Please refer to

Section 4.2.10 for a discussion on potential recreation impacts.

4.2.9 l¿nd Use

Land use impacts associated with construction and operation of the Proposed Route were

analyzed in relation to land ownership/administration, consistency with land use plans and

controls, and effects on existing land uses.

4.2.9.1 [and Ownership/Administration

Table 4-5 shows the amount of land that would be required for highway improvements for the

Proposed Route and each atternative. The total amount of atfected acreage would be a function

of the location of the alignment relative to an existing ROW and the area needed to

accommodate cut and fill requirements" The acreage totals were calculated based on the

assumptionthatthe entire 2O0-foot-wide ROWwould be cleared. This assumption overestimates

the amount of new disturbance in those areas where the Proposed Route or alternatives would

utilize an existing road ROW (e.9., Seep Ridge Road). However, this assumption could also

underestimate the amount of new disturbance in areas where cut and fill requirements might

exceed the 2O0-foot-wide ROW. Actual ROW requirements would be dependent on the final

alignment and design, and may be greater or less than what has been estimated.

As shown on Table 4-5, approximately 72 percent of the Proposed Route would cross BLM

lands, followed by State of Utah lands (approximately 14 percent), the Uintah and Ouray lndian

Reseruation (approximately 11 percent), and private lands (approximately 3 percent). The 2.9

miles of private land crossed by the Proposed Route are located in three separate tracts along

the southern part of the route (see Map 4-2).
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TABLE /S.5

Ri ght-of-Way Req ui rem ents by tand Own ersh ip/Ad min istration

Proposed Route

Miles

Acres

Percent of Total

Red Wash Alternative

Miles

Acres

Percent of Total

Hay Canyon Alternative

Miles

Acres

Percent of Total

Whetrock Canyon Route
Variation

Miles

Acres

Percent of Total

Exit 220 Alternative

Miles

Acres

Percent of Total

88.0

2,133

100%

28.5

691

100%

26.5

u2
100%

10.2

247

100%

7.0

170

100%

9.5

230

10.8

6.3

153

22.1

69.2

1,532

71.8

14.6

354

51.2

17"0

412

æ.2

3.8

92

37.3

7"O

170

100.0

12.4

301

14.1

7"1

172

24.9

8.7

211

32.8

3.6

87

35.3

0"5

12

1.8

0.8

19

3.0

2.8

68

27.4

2"9

70

3.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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4.2.9,2 Consistency with Land Use Plans and Gontrols

The impacts described below relate to the policies and controls of the BLM, State, and county
land use plans rather than to natural resources. These policies and controls establish the way
in which various natural resources are to be managed. The impacts from the proposed highway
improvements on the natural resources themselves are dEscribed in other sections of this ElS.

Construction of the Proposed Route would be in conformance with the BLM's Book Clitfs
Resource Area RMP.

Construction of the Proposed Route would not be in conformance with the BLM's Grand
Resource Area RMP (i.e., the RMP does not designate a 'utility' or ROW corridor along the
Proposed Route). Federal regulations (43 CFR 1610.5-5) provide that an amendment to an RMP

be initiated for a proposed action that would result in change to the decisions of the approved
plan. The purpose of the plan amendment would be to identify a'utility' or ROW corridor for the
Proposed Route. This EIS would constitute the analysis for the plan amendment under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

The State of Utah Division of Lands and Forestry is in the process of developing a Book Cliffs
General Management Plan (GMP) for the State school trust lands in the Book Clifis area. The

draft GMP will not be available for public review until Fall 1991; however, according to the
Division of Lands and Forestry, the Proposed Route would be consistent with the Division's
policies (lGppe 1991). The Division anticipates positive impacts from development of the
highway, including opening the project area to commercial development. Construction of the
proposed highway could open some state lands to cabin-site leasing. The Division would issue
the necessary ROW permits (Kappe 1991).

No inconsistency between the Proposed Route and local land use plans and controls has been
identified.

While not an adopted land use plan, the Book Cliffs Conservation Initiative is a cooperative
proposal being made by the BLM and UDWR. The key to the initiative is the acquisition of four
private ranches in the Book Cliffs area. As of August 1991, none of the properties had been
acquired. However, an option to purchase had been obtained on one of the ranches and an
option to purchase another of the properties was under negotiation. The Proposed Route
generally parallels the existing Seep Ridge Road ROW through the area encompassed by the
initiative proposal; however, the proposed highway is not specifically addressed in the
Conservation lnitiative proposal. One of the objectives of the Conservation lnitiative is to
establish the Book Clitfs within the Vernal District of the BLM as a multiple use showcase area
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with emphasis on management of unique ecological values. Land uses such as recreation,

livestock grazing, and oil/gas exploration and production would continue. No conflict or

inconsistency between the Proposed Route and the Book Cliffs Gonservation lnitiative has been

identified.

4.2.9.3 land Uses

Existing land uses in the project area consist primarily of livestock grazing, wildlife habitat,

mineral resource development activities, and dispersed recreation. Potential impacts to wildlife

habitat and dispersed recreation opportunities along the Proposed Route are discussed in
Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.1O, respectively.

The Proposed Route would cross eight individual livestock grazing allotments, including Sand

Wash, Olsen (Pasture 3), Sunday School Canyon (Pasture 2), Sweetwater (Pine Spring and PR

Spring Pastures), Middle Canyon, Corral Wash Canyon, Sulphur Canyon, and Cisco Mesa"

Section 4.2.6.1 describes the vegetation types and total acreages of disturbance that would
occur as a result of construction of the Proposed Route. To calculate the acres of disturbance

and the subsequent impact to livestock grazing forage, it was assumed that the entire

20O-foot-wide ROW would be cleared" Once again, this assumption overestimates the amount
of new disturbance in those areas where the Proposed Route or alternatives follow an existing

ROW. Consequently, the following impacts described for livestock grazing forage would be

considered a worst-case scenario.

Construction of the Proposed Route would result in the loss of approximately 150 AUMs annually

for the life of the project. This loss of AUMs is less than 1 percent of the total number of AUMs

for the 8 allotments crossed. lmpacts to individual allotments would range from a high of
approximately 53 AUMs lost in the Sand Wash Allotment to a low of approximately 2 AUMs lost

in the Middle Canyon Allotment. Areas along the margin of the ROW would be reclaimed by
reseeding these areas with appropriate seed mixtures and using reclamation procedures

approved by the BLM. lf the reclamation plan proves successful, some of the lost forage
production would be recovered.

The construction of the proposed highway would cause an increase in traffic use and speeds in
rangelands, therefore, an increase in the number of livestock mortalities would likely occur. The
highway would also restrict, to a limited degree, the movement of grazing livestock in the
immediate vicinity of the highway.

Mineralresources crossed bythe Proposed Route are identified and described in Section 4.2.2.3
(Mineral Resources). Although the highway would result in improved access to these known
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m¡neral occurrences, the action itself would neither enhance nor diminish the potential for mineral

exploration and development since commodity price is the overriding factor in the decisions to
undertake these astivities. ln addition, the physical dimensions of the roadway would not
significantly limit recovery of any mineral resource along the Proposed Route. Prior to issuance
of a ROW permit, the BLM would conduct a thorough investigation of all mineral rights along the
Proposed Route.

The Proposed Route would have no significant impacts on livestock grazing or mineral resource

development.

4.2.1O RecreationllVilderness

4.2.10.1 Recreation

The public lands specifically within the project area provide a diverse choice of dispersed
recreational opportunities. The most popular activities include hunting, ORV use, and

sightseeing.

Non-local employment could range from 35 to 140 workers depending on the size of the
construction crew segments. Because of the peak summer construction period it is possible that
a larger portion of non-local construction workers would bring their families, however, no adverse
impacts to recreation resources are expected during the construction period.

lmpacts to hunting would be associated with potential impacts to game species" lmpacts to big
game and small game species along the Proposed Route are described in Section 4.2.5"

Potential impacts would include; increased traffic and human use resulting in disturbance and

displacement of animals, and decreased use of habitat within 0.5 mile of either side of the
Proposed Route; increased human use of adjacent primitive roads resulting in potential

decreased habitat use, displacement and disturbance of animals in the region; and increased
legal and illegal harvest of big game and small game animals to some unknown degree. The

significance of this increased harvest (both legal and illegal) is difficult to measure or predict.

ln addition, an increase in hunting pressure could make it ditficult for individual hunters to avoid
other hunters and other vehicles. Therefore, improved access into the project area could result
in a higher hunting success, but it could also atfect the qualiÇ of hunting for individual hunters.
The level of this impact is dependent on people's values and perceptions, and the significance
of this impact would be difficult to measure or predict.

Public lands in the project area are either open to ORV use or limited to existing roads and trails.
Construction of the Proposed Route would be consistent with the ORV management guidelines
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for the project area. lmproved access would make it easier for ORV users to get into the project

area; however, considering the obvious objective of ORV users (i.e., to get away from main

highways and go 'otf-road'), the new highway in itself would not lead to a significant increase

in the number of ORV users. ln fact, for some ORV users, the improved access into the project

area could negatively effect the quality of the overall experience. Once again, the level of this

impact is dependent on people's values and perceptions, and the signilicance of this impact

would be difficult to measure or predict.

No additional construction activities would occur at the Green River or White River crossings;

therefore, no impacts to river recreation would result from construction along the Proposed

Route.

One stated purpose of the proposed highway is to create a north-south tourist route. Potential

transportation and economic impacts from tourists travelling on the proposed highway are

described in Sections 4"2.7 and 4"2.8.2, respectively. Most tratfic on the Proposed Route is
projected to be diverted from other existing routes or locally generated" Seven percent of total
traffic is expected to be 'new'trafftc from tourists and recreationists attracted to the area. Seven
percent would be only 28 to 56 vehicles per day, average, and 63 to 126 vehicles per day in the
peak months of July or August. The potential increase in tourism traffic would result in an

economic benefit to the area, but would not be considered a significant impact.

Aesthetic impacts from the proposed project, and the perception that the quality of the
backcountry outdoor experience and wild character of the Book Cliffs area could be diminished,

may degrade the recreational experience of the area for some people. ln addition, improved

aÇcess resulting from construction of the proposed highway could etfect recreation use patterns

of dispersed non-motorized and motorized recreation. The level of these impacts is so

dependent on people's values and perceptions, the significance of these impacts would be

ditficr¡lt to measure or predict. For example, overall noise levels along the proposed highway

would increase somewhat and the traffic noise would draw attention to the new road, but,
quantitatively, the increase in noise would not be significant (see Section 4.2.12, Noise).

4.2.10.2 Wilderness

There are no designated wilderness areas that would be atfested by the Proposed Route or
alternatives. However, there are five \Mlderness Study Areas (WSAs) within 10 miles of the
Proposed Route: Winter Ridge WSA (approximately 0.5 mile away at its closest point); Flume

Cãnyon WSA (approximately 0.25 mile away at its closest point); Spruce Canyon WSA
(approximately 9 miles away at its closest point); Coal Canyon WSA (approximately 7 miles away

a
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at its closest point); and Westwater Canyon WSA (approximately 6 miles away at its closest
point) (see Map 4-2).

No WSA boundaries would be crossed by the Proposed Route. The BLM does not designate
or manage buffer zones around WSAs; consequently, the lnterim Management Policy and

Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Reviewwould not be applicable to the Proposed Route.

However, it should be noted that the proximity of the Proposed Route to the Winter Ridge WSA

and the Flume Canyon WSA would create a source of visual impact and noise, and could
adversely etfect the opportunity for solitude along the fringes of the WSAs. Particular care would

need to be taken to limit disturbance near the Winter Ridge WSA and the Flume Canyon WSA
to maintain visual quality. Overall noise levels along the Proposed Route would increase

somewhat and the traffic noise would draw aüention to the new road, but, quantitatively, the
increase would not be significant.

4.2.11 VisualResources

A standard BLM contrast rating process was used for the analysis of visual impacts. At least one

contrast rating form was filled out for each distinct segment and is available as part of the
backup study documentation. The results of this analysis are summarized in the following
narrative discussion.

Grading for the new highway has been completed from M.P. 0 to 9.5 (Segment 1), which is
located on Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation lands. As a result, landform and vegetative

disturbance, although relatively minor, have already taken place. The only remaining
construction tasks are finished grading, surfacing and revegetation. Visual contrast in this area

is and will remain low. ln a VRM Class lll and lV area, such contrast is within the prescribed
guidelines. Although the BLM visual resource classifications have no management implicatíons
on Ute lndian lands as they do on BLM-managed lands, they provide a consistent and relative

basis for the assessment of visual impacts. Visual impacts are therefore judged to be low in this
area, assuming reasonable standard construction and rehabilitation practices are followed. This
is of particular importance at the area of the White River crossing (VRM Class lll) to restrict
disturbance to as narrow an area as possible. There are no trees in the immediate vicinity of the
crossing, so vegetative disturbances here would be minimal.

Along Segment 2, MP 9.5 to 20.5, the Proposed Route would generally follow the existing Seep
Ridge Road, which is a relatively well maintained, trvo lane, gravel road. Because of the
presence of the existing road and a pipeline, and the lack of real landscape sensitivity (low,

rolling hills and low, sparse vegetation), visual contrast would be low. Because these lands are
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designated VRM Class lV, impacts would also be low. The only viewpoint from which this

segment will be seen is from the road itself.

From M.P. 20.5 to 33 (Segment 3), visual conditions would be much the same as those along

the previous segment, exceptthatthe landform is a little more steep in places and the vegetation

transitions from sage to Jun¡per. The Proposed Route would continue to generally follow Seep
Ridge Road. Although landform modifications would be somewhat more pronounced here,

overallvisibllity would be slightly less due to vegetative screening in some areas. The areas of
greatest visible modification would be at the mancamp, gravel excavation, and equipment
storage area during construction. These areas have relatively low, sparse vegetative cover; and
providing care is used in the siting and layout of these facility areas, disturbance is minimized,

and recontouring and revegetation is done in an approved manner, little long-term visualcontrast
ís expected" Visual impacts in this VRM Class lV area are therefore expected to be low.

This segment provides two opportunities to enhance the viewer experience by providing pullouts

for overlooks (see Section 4.7, Recommended Mitigation Measures). Overlooks near M.P. 21

and 27 would provide highly elevated, panoramic views of lands to the south and west.

Along Segment 4, between M.P" 33 and 56, the terrain continues to become somewhat steeper

and the vegetation more dense. VRM Class lV lands change to VRM Class ll lands at the
Uintah/Grand County line. Visibility in this segment, as with all previous segments, would be
limited to views from the roadway itself. As a result, if good practice procedures of construction
and reclamation arefollowed, visualimpacts are expected to remain within VRM Guidelines. The

areas of greatest potential adverse visual impact may well result from the mancamps and
equipment storage areas, since they will be viewed as something ancillary or separate from the
roadway itself. There should be no visibility of the asphalt borrow area, providing an adequate
vegetative buffer is lett in place.

Seep Ridge Road continues as a well maintained, two lane, gravel road through this segment.
Along most portions of the alignment, the road will reveal itself only as one proceeds down it.
This, combined with the relatively minor landscape modifications in most areas, would make it
easy for the highway traveler to overlook the road as a modification" Rather, it becomes the
means by which the viewer perceives the landscape beyond the roadway. However,
modifications along Segment 5, between M.P. 56 and 60, would be seen in distant, prominent
locations and, as such, would be viewed more cr¡t¡cally than places where the highway traveler
is more immediately connected to the roadway. ln addition to the highway traveler, a small
portion near the top would be visible from the Flume Canyon WSA at a distance of approximately
16 miles.
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Because of the steep, relatively dense vegetated slopes in this area, the cut and fill areas would

not only be extensive, but highly contrasting in the short-term. lt is expected that the long-term

visual contrast would be somewhat reduced on the fill slopes as vegetation becomes

established.

Visual impacts are expected to be high (exceed management guidelines) in the upper half of
Brusher Canyon (M.P. 56-58), which is designated as VRM Class ll; and moderate (at the limits

of visual quality objectives) in the lower half (M.P. 58€0), which is designated as VRM Class lll"

Visual impacts would be moderate along Segment 6, M.P" 60-71, which means that the level of
visual contrast resulting from construction and operation of the Proposed Route would be fully

at the limits of the VRM Class lll objectives set for this area. Class lll objectives indicate that the

modification can be visually evident, but should not dominate the landscape. lf not carefully

sited, designed and constructed, this segment could result in visual contrasts which dominate
the existing character.

Along Segment 7, from M"P. 71 to the East Cisco lnterchange, construction and operation of the
Proposed Route would result in very low levels of visual impact due to the flat, sparsely
vegetated VRM Class lV landscape. At the very southern end, approximately 1 to 1.5 miles of
VRM Class lll lands would be visible from l-70. Because of the flat, sparsely vegetated

landscape and the poor viewing conditions (i.e., low vegetative screening and short duration),
impacts would remain low. A portion of the northern end is also designated VRM Class lll, but
is more steeply sloping and visible from elevated viewpoints within the nearby Flume Canyon
WSA. Particular care would need to be taken to limit disturbance in order to maintain

compatibility with the VRM Class lll guidelines.

4.2.12 Noise

Development of the Proposed Route would'atfect noise levels in the study area primarily by
changing tratfic volumes on roads and highways. ln the absence of an applicable regulatory
standard, these etfects were investigated using a common day-night average (Ldn) residential
threshold of 55 decibels A-weighted (dBA) as the standard.

The most notable project-related changes in traffic volumes would occur on U-88 where existing
AADT of 345 would increase to potentially 1,800 vehicles per day during the peak month of the
year, as a worst case. The resulting increase in noise would push the 55 dBA noise isopleth
back from the current location about 45 feet from the center of the roadway to a worst case of
approximately 130 feet from the center of the roadway. While the relative increase may seem

substantial, 130 feet from centerline would still fall within the first tier of lots abutting the road
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ROW. This noise level increase, as a worst case, would not be considered significant" Overall

noise levels along the Proposed Route would increase somewhat and the traffic noise would
draw attention to the new road, but, quantitatively, the increase would not be significant.

Noise levels would decrease along several highways in the study area, commensurate with
reductions in traffic levels. The noise reductions would typically be too smallto be discernible,
especially along high volume roadways where traffic level decreases would be 10 percent or less.

Along existing US-l91 and Colorado 139, where traffic could decrease by up to 50 percent, the
change would be perceived more as a reduction in traffic than as a decline in the overall noise
level. This etfect would result because, at such low traffic volumes, individual vehicles or queues

of vehicles are perceived as separate events rather than as contributors to overall ambient noise.
The noise level reductions would not be considered significant.

4.2.13 Cultural Resources and Ethnology

4.2"13.1 CulturalResources

ln the context of cultural resource management, the term 'significant' suggests the presence of
attributes which qualify a given site for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). To be eligible for inclusion on the NRHP, a site or district must meet one or more of
the following criteria (36 CFR 60"6):

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture is present

in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:

That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or

2. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or

3" That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction
or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entiÇwhose components may lack individual
distinction; or,

4. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield information important in prehistory or
history. Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, properties
owned by religious institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that have been

1
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moved from their original locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily
commemorative in nature, and properties that have achieved significance within the past
50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National Reg¡ster...

These criteria have been interpreted to include qualities of local and regional as well as national
significance. Of particular note is the qualifying attribute of physical integrity; regardless of a
property's other prehistoric or historic virtues, it may be deemed ineligible for enrollment on the
NRHP if it is not physically intact.

Adverse ¡mpacils to significant cultural resources may occur as a result of several project-related
activities. Direct impacts to cultural resources may result from grading, soil compaction, road
construction, and vibration during project implementation, as well as ground recontouring and
seeding to rehabilitate areas disturbed by highway construction. Potent¡al ¡mpacts occurring as
an indirect result of the project include, but are not necessarily limited to, surface collecting of
sites by project personnel, and cumulative, long-term degradation as a result of improved public
access to the project area.

A report detailing the results of the intensive archaeological evaluations that were conducted as
part of this project is on file at the BLM's office in Moab, Utah (Hauck 1990 and 1991)" Only a
brief summary is presented in the EIS to protect the confidentiality of the site locations. There
are 40 known sites within the 2O0-foot-wide study corridor along the Proposed Route. A total
of 31 sites have NRHP potential. One site is presently on the NRHP and eight sites are not
significant. All cultural resources within areas that may be disturbed, whether recorded
previously or during field invest¡gat¡ons for the current project, must ultimately be assessed for
NRHP eligibility. Significance assessment may include surface inspection, limited subsurface test
excavation, literature or land records research, consultation with lndian tribes, or some
combination of the above. Recommended mitigation for the sites is discussed in Section 4.7
Recommended Mitigation Measures.

4.2.'13.2 Ethnography

For purposes of significance evaluation, another category of cultural property has recently been
identified in response to the passage in 1978 of the American lndian Religious Freedorn Act"
This category consists of sites which possess religious significance to contemporary Native
Americans. Their cultural, religious, and legal significance is largely a matter of interpretation by
the tribes themselves or their legal representatives.

Gonsultation with the Ute lndian Tribe resulted in a report that is presented in Appendix B
(Duncan 1991), and summarized here. Development of the proposed highway would not impact
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the traditional lifestyle of the Ute People and would provide better access to the areas served by

the road, such as the Hill Creek Area and the Four Corners Region. The road would make it

practicalto travelthe traditional route, rather than using US-191 through Duchesne and Price or

Colorado 139 over Douglas Pass which are currently used.

The sacred plants and materials traditionally used by the Utes in religious ceremonies are

common in the area and the construction associated with the road improvement would not have

a detrimental effect on the availability of these materials to the Ute People.

It is the belief of the Ute People that certain things used by the ancient people are sacred and

should be handled in a prescribed manner. When campsites, artifacts, or lithic scatter occur in

an area that will be disturbed, a religious procedure should be followed. Failure to follow the

correct procedure amounts to desecration in the belief of the Ute People. These procedures are

described in Appendix B and Section 4.7, Recommendation Mitigation Measures.

4"3 Red Wash Alternative

4.3.1 Air Quality

Environmental consequences to air quality would be the same as for the Proposed Route

(Section 4.2.1).

4.3.2 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

Earthwork along the Red Wash Alternative would include cut and fill at the White River (MP 14.2)

and Cottonwood Wash (MP 25.5) crossings. At the White River a total of 8O,OOO yds of

excavation and 90,000 yd3 of embankment would be required. At the Cottonwood Wash

crossing approximately 205,000 yds of excavation and 105,000 yd3 of embankment would be

required. These volumes are not significantly differentfrom those volumes required to construct

the portion of the Proposed Action that this alternative would replace. ln addition these volumes

are not significant in comparison to the volumes that would be excavated from the Brusher

Canyon segment of the Proposed Route.

There are no mapped landslide deposits nor any areas with significant landslide potential along

the Red Wash Alternative.

Mineral resources along this alternative include oiland gas production areas (20 miles), potential

oil and gas production areas (12 miles), and oil shale lease areas (12 miles). The Red Wash

Alternative would pass in close proximity to the Biüer Creek, East White River, Wonsits-Wonsits
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Valley, and Chapita Wells gas fields. The alternative route would also pass close to the Red

Wash, Walker Hollow, and White River oil and gas fields. This alternative would have no

significant impact on the mineral resources of the area.

The 28.5-mile Red Wash Alternative crosses 18.2 miles (64 percent of total route length) of
Type 1 (paleontological sensitive) geologicalformations. These formations include the Brennan

Basin Member of the Duchesne River Formation and the Eocene Uinta Formation. lncluded in
the Type 1 area and positioned on the route alignment are two known fossil localities designated
as Class 3 (lmportant) (Armstrong 1991).

4.3.3 Soils

Approximately 64 percent of the Red Wash Alternative crosses soilassociations (Motto-Casmos-
Walknolls, Walknolls-Badland-Rock Outcrop, Badland-Demant-Tipperary) characterized by poor
reclamation potential due to too clayey or sandy soil, the presence of badlands,little or no soil,

and coarse fragments. Moderate to high water erosion hazard exists for sections of this
alternative that cross the Mivida, Nakai, Demant, Tipperary, and Motto-Casmos-Walknolls
families. The Mivida, Tipperary and Nakai eolian soils and the Demant soils all experience high
to very high wind erosion. Segments of this alternative that pass through Rock Outcrop may
require blasting due to the lack of soil. For detailed information on the associations, see
Table 3-1.

Associations crossed: Mivida-Montwel-Naka¡ (MP 0.0-10.4), Badland-Demant-Tipperary
(MP 10.4-13.9), Walknolls-Badland-Rock Outcrop (MP13.9-17.3), and Motto-Casmos-Walknolls
(MP 17.3-28.s).

4.3.4 Water Resources

The Red Wash Alternative would cross approximately 550 feet of floodplain at the White River

crossing between MP 14 and 15" An existing bridge is located at the crossing; however, the
construction of the Red Wash Alternative would require replacement of the bridge and would
cause disturbance of the floodplain during construction as a result of placement of additionalfill
material on the floodplain. The length and height of the new bridge would be roughly the same
as the existing bridge thus indicating thatthere would be little change in existing flood elevations"
Depending on the location of Ordinary High Water, an individual 404 Permit would likely be
required by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

There would be no stream channel realignment along this alternative route. Two large dry
washes, Cottonwood and Coyote washes, would be crossed by this alternative and would
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requ¡re large arch-span culverts. Water quality and water use impacts for this alternative would
not be significantly different from those of the Proposed Route (please refer to Section 4.2.4,
Water Resources).

4.3.5 Wildllle

4.3.5.1 Terrestrial Wildlife

Recreationally and Economically lmportant Species. Table 4€ summarizes the acres of
important game ranges impacted by construction and operation of the Red Wash Alternative.
General construction and operation impacts to big game species would be similar to those
discussed for the Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.51. The Red Wash Alternative crosses no
important elk, mule deer, mountain lion, or black bear range. lmpacts to these species would
be minimal. Construction of this alternative would result in the long-term loss of 465 acres of
important (hlgh value and criticalvalue) antelope range (fable 4€). Operation of this alternative
would result in minor decreases in habitat use in 12,288 acres of important antelope range within
0"5 mile of the route.

Operatíon of this alternative would result in the estimated loss of 5 antelope per year due to
collisions with motor vehicles (Olsen and Stroh 1990). Road kills on this alternative would
represent an annual wildlife loss worth approximately $4,122 (UDWR 1977; U"S" Department of
Labor 1991; U.S. Department of Commerce 1990).

Gonstruction of the Red Wash Alternative would result in the disturbance of 90 acres of
substantialvalue yearlong sage grouse range. This alternative does not cross any known sage
grouse lek sites. Other impacts to small game would be similar to those discussed for the
Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.5).

Recommended mitigation measures for big game and small game species along the Red Wash
Alternative would be the same as those discussed for the Proposed Route (Section 4"7,

Recommended Mitigation Measures).

Nongame-Speeles

General impacts to nongame species would be the same as those discussed for the Proposed
Route. Construction of this alternative would remove approximately 2.5 acres of riparian
vegetation along the White River. The crossing of the White River would be made perpendicular
to the river" The small amount of riparian vegetation removed would not cause any declines in
species composition or prevent movement of animals into adjacent undisturbed areas.
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TABLE 4-6

lmportant Wildlife Ranges Occurring along the Red Wash Alternative

Mule Deer

Limited Value Yearlong

None

Antelope

Llmited Value Yearlong

Hlgh Value Yearlong

Critlcal Value Yearlong

Saoe Grouse

Substantlal Value Yearlong

Bald Eaole

Winter Range

Raptors

Golden Eagle

0 - 28.5

'!3.5 - 15.8

o-2.3
10.8 - 13.5

2.3 - 10.8
22.8 - 28.5

1.7 - 4.4
27.5 - 28.5

13.7 - 15.4

24.O

28.5

14.2

3.7

1.7

(Dlstance from road)

1.5 mlles

771 18,2q

1,472

3,200

9,088

2,369

1,099

Etk

000

2.3

5.0

0

5
Å
o)

136

121

34

90

41



TABLE 4-6 (Continued)

Pralrie Doo

Pralrle Dog Towns 1"4 - 1.5
1.7 - 1.8
2"4 - 2"6
3.4 - 3.5
3"7 - 3.8
4"O - 4.2
5.5 - 5.7
6.9 - 7.1

8.9 - 9.6

1.9 46

I Based on 200-foot ROW.

2 Assumes 0.5 mlle on both sldes of ROW
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Recommended mitigation measures for nongame species would be the same as discussed for
the Proposed Route (see Section 4.n.

ln summary, Construction of the Red Wash Alternative would result in long-term disturbances
of the following game ranges: 465 acres of important antelope range, and 90 acres of important
sage grouse range. Operation of the Red Wash Alternative would result in limited, long-term
declines ln habitat use (within 0.5 mile of either slde of the ROW) ol 12,288 acres of important
antelope range. Operation of the alternative would result in an estimated annual road kill of
5 antelope per year, with an estimated value ol $4,1?2.

4.3.5.2 Threatened and Endangered Specles

Table 3-4 summarizes the sensitive species known to occur in the general region. The Red

Wash Alternative would cross a bald eagle wintering area along the White River. There are no
known winter roosts or nests located nearthis alternative (UDWR 1990). Approximately 41 acres

of wintering habitat would be removed by construction of this alternative. Some decline in use

of approximately 1,088 acres of wintering bald eagle habitat within 0"5 mile of the Red Wash

Alternative would likely occur with highway operation.

The Red Wash Alternative would disturb 46 acres of prairie dog colonies fl'able 4-6, Map 3-3)"

These colonies are part of a complex of colonies that are planned for reintroduction of the
black-footed ferret in the next few years (Stroh 1990). As the reintroduced ferret population
increases and ferrets spread throughout the colony, the potentialfor road kills would exist. Any

black-footed ferret road kill would be a significant impact to this endangered species.

Two suspected peregrine falcon eyries are located within approximately 6 miles and 10 miles of
this alternative. Peregrines also occur in the area as migrating birds. Construction of the Red

Wash Alternative should not impact nesting falcons. Operation of this alternative could cause
minor disturbance impacts to foraging and migrating peregrine falcons"

The Red Wash Alternative crosses no other known key habitats for any federal listed or
candidate terrestrial wildlife species. Recommended mitigation measures would be the same
as discussed for the Proposed Route (see Section 4"71.
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/t.3.5.3 Aquatic Resources

Potential impacts to aquatic resources could occur during construction activities at the crossing

of the White River. Of particular concern would be impacts to habitat ol razorback suckers

downstream from the stream crossing. One razorback sucker was collected in this stream reach.

The potential ¡mpacts to aquatic resources resulting from construction of the proposed river

crossing would be a temporary increase in suspended solids and subsequent downstrearn

siltation if stream banks were disturbed. Siltation affects aquatic life by reducing light
penetration, blanketing of substrates, and interfering with respiration. Fish are most sensitive to

siltation during the spawning and egg incubation periods when substrates may be blanketed.

Stream channel disturbance could also lead to a reduction in habitatthrough destruction of cover

(i.e., vegetation). Those impacts could be minimized if construction occurred during the lowflow
season (summer-fall) and not during the spawning season for razorback suckers (May-June).

4"3.6 Vegetat¡on

Table 4-7 lists acreages of each vegetation type that would be disturbed by construction aetivities

along the Red Wash Alternative. Approximately 686 acres of vegetation would be disturbed as

a result of construction of this alternative. Approximately 7"5 acres of forested land

(pinyon-juniper - 5 acres and riparian/wetland - 2"5 acres) would be disturbed. A total of

679 acres of non-forested land (mixed desert shrub) would be disturbed by construction.
Approximately 2.5 acres of riparian vegetation would be removed at the White River crossing.

Construction of this alternative would result in the loss of approximately 58 AUMs annually fgr
the life of the project. The loss of AUMs is a small percentage (less than 1 percent) of the total
number of AUMs for the general vicinity, therefore, impacts to various grazing operations would

be minimal. Mitigation measures for the forested, non-forested, and riparian/wetland areas are

stated in Section 4.7.

A total of three sensitive species could be impacted by construction (fable 3-5). Mitigation

measures for sensitive species are listed in Section 4.7.

4.3.7 Transportation

Development of the Red Wash Alternative would have virtuallythe same etfects on transportation
as the Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.1. The Red Wash Alternative would be approximately
12 miles longer than the Proposed Route, an insignificant difference given the total distance

involved. No substantive ditferences would be expected relative to effects on travel demand,
LOS, tratfic safety, or access. Travel times would be slightly greater for the Red Wash

Alternative, but the ditference would be insignificant.
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TABLE 4-7

Vegetation Types and Associated Acreages of Disturbance by Alternative

Red Wash Alternatlve

Hay Canyon Alternative

Whetrock Canyon Route
Varlatlon

Exit 22O Alternative

28.5/686

26.5/æ2

10.2/247

7/17A

679

170

5

136

2.5

24

429

150

34 ¡13

73

s
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4.3.8 Socloeconomiqs

Social and economic impacts for the Red Wash Alternative are the same as described for the

Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.81.

4.3.9 tand Use

Environmental impacts related to land use along the Red Wash Alternative would be similar to
those discussed in Section 4.2.91or the Proposed Route except for those impacts described

below.

As shown on Table 4-5 and Map 4-2, approximately 51 percent of the Red Wash Alternative

would cross BLM lands, followed by State of Utah lands (approximately 25 percent), the Uintah

and Ouray Indian Reservation (approximately 22 percent), and private lands (approximately

2 percent).

Construction of the Red Wash Alternative would not be in conformance with the BLM's Book

Clitfs Resource Area RMP (i.e., the RMP does not designate a'utility' or ROW corridor along the

Red Wash Alternative). Federal regulations (43 CFR 1610"5-5) provide that an amendment to
an RMP be initiated for a proposed action that would result in change to the decisions of the

approved plan. The purpose of the plan amendment would be to identify a 'utility' or ROW

corridor for the Red Wash Alternative. This EIS would constitute the analysis for the plan

amendment under NEPA.

Potential impacts to wildlife habitat and dispersed recreation opportunities along the Red Wash

Alternative are discussed in Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.10, respectively.

The Red Wash Alternative would cross the Antelope Draw and Sand Wash livestock grazing

allotments. Section 4.3.6 describes the vegetation types and total acreages of disturbance that
would occur as a result of construction of the Red Wash Alternative. Construction of the Red

Wash Alternative would result in the loss of approximately 58 AUMs annually for the life of the
project. This loss of AUMs is less than 1 percent of the total number of AUMs for the

2 allotments crossed" lmpacts to individual allotments would include approximately 20 AUMs

lost in the Antelope Draw Allotment and approximately 38 AUMs lost in the Sand Wash

Alternative. An increase in the number of livestock mortalities would likely occur and the

movement of grazing livestock in the immediate vicinity of the highway would be restricted, to
a limited degree"
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Mineral resources crossed by the Red Wash Alternative are identified and described in

Section 4.3.2. Although the highway would result in improved access to these known mineral
occurrences, construction of this alternative would neither enhance nor diminish the potentialfor
mineral exploration and development since commodity price is the overriding factor in the
decisions to undertake these activities. In addition, the physical dimensions of the roadway
would not significantly limit recovery of any mineral resource along the Red Wash Alternative.
Prior to the issuance of a ROW permit, the BLM would conduct a thorough investigation of all

mineral rights along the Red Wash Alternative.

The Red Wash Alternative would have no significant impacts on livestock grazing or mineral
resource development.

4.3.10 RecreationfllVilderness

Potential impacts to recreation resources along the Red Wash Alternative would be the same as
those discussed in Section 4.2.10 for the Proposed Route" There are no designated wilderness
areas or WSAs that would be affected by the Red Wash Alternative.

The Red Wash Alternative would have no significant impacts on recreation and wilderness
resources.

4.3.11 Visual Resources

Visual impacts for this alternative are low overall. This is due in part to the relatively flat, sparsely
vegetated landscape and the extensive oil and gas field development which currently exists
throughout much of this area. One area of exception is the White River, where low bluffs occur
along the northern edge and an ertensive band of mature cottonwood exist along the south side.

The elevated southern approach to the White River provides panoramic views of major portions
of the river system with its riparian edge and blutfs. This driving experience should be
maintained, and a viewer overlook (particularly to the east) could be developed here to take
advantage of this scenic setting (see Section 4.7.4 for recommended mitigation measures).

4.3.12 Noise

Noise etfects of developing the Red Wash Alternative would be largely the same as those
described for the Proposed Route. The only notable difference would be a shift of tratfic and
related noise etfects, as described for the Proposed Route, from U-88 to U-45 and adjacent
residential areas. Noise etfects would not be considered significant for this alternative.
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4.3.13 Gultural Resources and Ethnography

There are seven sites within the 2OO-foot-wide study corridor along the Red Wash Alternative.

A total of three sites have NRHP potential and four sites are not significant. One site is presently

on the NRHP. All cultural resources within areas that may be disturbed, whether recorded

previously or during field investigations for the current project, must ultimately be assessed for

NRHP eligibility. Significance assessment may include surface inspection, limited subsurface test

excavation, literature or land records research, consultation with lndian tribes, or some

combination of the above. See Section 4.7 for recommended mitigation measures"

Ethnographic concerns would be the same as described for the Proposed Route

(Section 4.2.13.21.

4.4 Hay Canyon Alternative

4.4.1 Alr Quality

Environmental consequences to air quality would be the same as for the Proposed Route

(Section 4.2.1J.

4.4.2 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

Earthwork along the Hay Canyon Alternative would include significant cut and fill on the descent

through Pine Springs Ganyon to Main Canyon (MP 0 to MP 2.5), on the ascent from Main

Canyon to PretÇ Valley Ridge (MP 2.5 to MP 4"0), and on the descent from Roan Gliffs into Hay

Canyon (MP 12.6 to MP 16.4). A total of 340,@0 yds of excavation and 245,000 yd3 of

embankment would be required for the Pine Springs Canyon segment of this alternative. Along

the ascent from Main Canyon to Pretty Valley Ridge approximately 340,000 yds of excavation and

25O,OOO yd3 of embankment would be required. The descent into Hay Canyon would require

2,35O,OOO yd3 of excavation and 2,075,000 yd3 of embankment. The total earthwork volumes for

the areas of major cut and fill along the Hay Canyon Alternative would be 3,030,000 yds of

excavation and 2,570,000 ydo of embankment"

These volumes are not significantly ditferent from those volumes required to construct the

Brusher Canyon segment (Segment 5) of the Proposed Route despite the fact that there are

three separate areas of major elevation change along this alternative as opposed to the single

area of major elevation change (Brusher Canyon) along the Proposed Route. ln addition, there

would be only 460,000 yds of excess material to be wasted along the Hay Canyon Alternative

as compared to 1,9OO,OOO yds for Brusher Canyon"
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The southern portion of the Hay Canyon Alternative would follow Hay Canyon down to the mouth

of Westwater Canyon where it would rejoin the Proposed Route at MP 70.5. There would be
39O,OOO yd3 of excavation and 520,000 yds of embankment required for this segment of the

alternative route. This is significantly less than tl¡e 1,255,000 yd3 of excavation and 1,535,000 yd3

of embankment required for the East Canyon (Segment 6) portion of the Proposed Route.

Landslide deposits are located along the Hay Canyon Alternative in Pine Springs Canyon and

on the descent into the upper reaches of Hay Canyon (see Map 4-3) (Montgomery 1991). ln
Pine Springs Canyon slump blocks of sandstones derived from the Wasatch Formation are

scattered over the southside of the canyon wall (Montgomery 1991) at about MP 1 .3. The slump
blocks formed as a result of weathering and erosion of underlying shale layers and do not
appear to be actively moving at the present. In Hay Canyon landslídes occur near the head of
the canyon at MP 13.2 to MP 13.5, in the vicinity of Red Springs at MP 15.5 to MP 16.4, and just

north of the junction with Preacher Canyon at MP 17.3 to MP 17.5. The highway would avoid
the latter two slide areas by remaining on the opposite side of the canyon floor. However, the
alternative route would cross the slides at the head of the canyon which occur in intertonguing
layers of the Renegade Tongue of the Wasatch Formation and the Douglas Creek Member of
the Green River Formation (Montgomery 1991). The slide is about 20 feet thick and only limited
portions of it show signs of recent movement. Nevedheless, excavation for road construction
could trigger new movement within the older portions of the slide.

Mineral resources along the Hay Canyon Alternative include oil and gas production areas
(21 miles), potent¡al oil and gas production areas (11 miles), and areas with moderate potential

for production of special tar sands (12 miles). This alternative route either crosses or passes

within 5 miles or less of the Fence Canyon, Diamond Ridge, and Westwater gas fields" The Hay

Canyon Alternative would not have significant impact on mineral resources in the area.

The 26.5-mile Hay Canyon Alternative crosses 5.1 miles (19 percent of total route length) of
Type 1 þaleontological sensitive) geologicalformations. These formations include the Parachute
Creek member of the Green River Formation, located on Pretty Valley and Winter Ridge. No
fossil localities are known in this area. The Hay Canyon area, as well as the Westwater Creek
canyon area, also do not contain known fossil localities, and are not Type 1 sensitive areas. A
Class I (Critical) fossil locality in the Sego Sandstone is present somewhere in SW%, T17S, R24Ê
although its exact location is not known (Armstrong 1991).
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Whetrock.Canyon Route Variation

As a variation of the Hay Canyon Alternative, this route would follow Main Canyon from the

bottom of Pine Springs Canyon to Whetrock Canyon and thence up an unnamed side canyon
to Three Pines. This would replace the Pretty Valley Ridge segment of the Hay Canyon
Alternative. The Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would require 15O,OOO yd3 of Excavation and
IOO,OOO yds of embankment on the ascent from Whetrock Canyon to Three Pines which is

significantly less than the 34O,OOO yds of excavation and 250,000 yd3 of embankment required
for the ascent from Main Canyon to.Pretty Valley Ridge. These are the only sites of major
elevation change along these two comparative segments of highway.

Landslide deposits are located along the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation where the highway
ascends the unnamed side canyon to Three Pines. At about MP 8.5 to MP 8.7 shale beds of
the Green River Formation form shallow surface sloughs that move onto the present road
(Montgomery 1991). There is some risk that excavation for the highway would trigger further
sliding and that embankment constructed with or over this material would experience additional
slumping.

lmpacts to mineral resources along the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would be the same
as those along the Hay Canyon Alternative.

The Whetrock Canyon Route Variation crosses 1.1 mile (ll percent of total route length) of
Type 1 sensitive area. The Parachute Creek Member of the Green River Formation is the
sensitive geological unit. No known fossil localities are located along this route alternative.

4.4.3 Soils

The soils associated with the Hay Canyon Alternative and the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation
are described below and include milepost numbers and total miles crossed. For detailed
information on the associations, see Table 3-1.

The entire Hay Canyon Alternative crosses soils with poor reclamation potential due to shallow
soil, steep slopes, and stoniness. Wind and water erosion potential is moderate to high in areas
where the alternative crosses the Razorba-Sula-Reva association and on approximately 9 percent
of the route which crosses the Winteridge soil unit. Shrink-swell soil is a limitation on less than
1 percent of the route that crosses Hanksville soils. Low strength is a limitation on Thedalund
soils which occur on approximately 2 percent of the Hay Canyon Alternative.
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Associations crossed: Castner-Winteridge-Towave (MP 0.0-11.5), Tosca-Seeprid-Utso (MP 11.5-

14.2l., Razorba-Sula-Reva (MP 14.2-15.5), Shalako-Dast-Reva (MP 15.5-23.1), Theduland-Dast
(MP 23.1-25.0), and Theduland-Hanksville-Shalako (25.0-26.5).

Whetrock Canll.on Route Variation

All 10.2 miles of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation cross soils with poor reclamation potent¡al

due to thin, sandy soil, steep slopes, and high erosion hazard from wind and water. The eolian
soils of the Winteridge family, which compose approximately 20 percent of this variation, are

especially susceptible to water and wind erosion.

Association crossed : Castner-Winterid ge-Towave (0.0- 1 0.2).

4.4.4 Water Resources

The Hay Canyon Alternative would be located on approximately 13 miles of flood-prone areas
at the bottom of Pine Springs Canyon where the highway would cross Main Canyon (BLM 1985)

and in Hay Canyon (BLM 1984). These areas are managed such that flood-prone areas are not
disturbed unless other reasonable alternatives to disturbance are not available. With the
exception of the Main Canyon crossing, the road would be placed on one side or the other of
the creek which flows through Hay Canyon. Construction of the road would reduce the width
of the valley floor, thus reducing the flood-prone area. Therefore, flood flows would be

constricted to a narrower portion of the valley floor thus likely causing an increase in flood
elevations.

There would be approximately 22,2OO feet of stream channel realignment along this highway
alternative in Pine Springs Canyon (2,000 feet), and Hay Canyon (20,200 feet)" Relocation of
portions of the natural channels within each canyon would require construction of erosion
protection measures where the gradient of the stream has been increased or grade control
structures in the realigned channel to retain the original stream gradient " Please refer to
Section 4"2"4"2, Channel Realignment for additional discussion of potential impacts"

Water quality and water use impacts for this alternative would not be significantly ditferent from
those of the Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.4, Water Resources).
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Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

The Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would include a segment of highway on the floor of Main

Can¡ron as a replacement to the segment along Pretty Valley Ridge. This variation would be

located on approximately 8 miles of additionalflood-prone area (BLM 1984) on the floor of Main

Canyon. ln addition, this variation would involve an additional 12,3@ feet of channel realignment
in Main Canyon. Water quality and water use impacts for this variation would not be significantly
ditferent from those of the Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.4, Water Resources).

4.4.5 Wildlife

4.4.5.1 Terrestrial Wildlife

Table 4-8 summarizes the acres of important game ranges crossed by the Hay Canyon
Alternative. General impacts to big game species would be the same as those discussed for the
Proposed Route (see Section 4.2.51. Construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative would disturb
762 acres of important mule deer range (high value and critical value range), 742 acres ot
important elk range, 765 acres of potent¡al mountain lion range, and 765 acres of potential black
bear range. This alternative would not cross antelope range. Operation of the Hay Canyon
Alternative would result in decreases in habitat use in 16,960 acres of important (high value,

critical value) mule deer range! 16,448 acres of important (substantial value, high value, critical
value) elk range, 16,960 acres of potential mountain lion range, and 16,960 acres of potential

black bear range.

Operation of the Hay Ganyon Alternative would result in an estimated annual road kill mortality
o1132 mule deer, 5 elk, 1 mountain lion, and 1 black bear. The totalvalue of big game animals
lost to road kills annually would be approximately $259,177.

Construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative would result in the disturbance of 126 acres of
important (substantial and high value range) sage grouse habitat and 213 acres of important blue
grouse habitat (Iable 4-8). There are no known sage grouse leks located near this alternative.

Other impacts to small game animals would be similar to those discussed for the Proposed
Route.

Recommended mitigation measures for big and small game species would be the same as those
discussed for the Proposed Route (Section 4.7, Recommended Mitigation Measures).

General impacts to nongame species would be the same as discussed for the Proposed Route
(see Section 4.2.4). Construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative would remove an estimated
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TABLE 4.8

lmportant Game Ranges Located Along the Hay Canyon Alternative and the Whetrock Ganyon Route Variation

Hay Ganyon Alternatlve

Mule Deer

High Value Winter

Critical Value Winter

Hlgh Value Summer

CriticalValue Summer

Elk

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

CriticalValue Wnter

CriticalValue Summer

Saoe Grouse

Substantlal Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

Blue Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

0-7.3
26.1 - 26.5

13.6 - 26.1

7.3 - 11.2

11.2 - 13.6

14.4 - 26.5

2.7 - 6.6

o.o - 2.7

6.6 - 13.6

8.2 - 13"4

8.2 - 13.4

5.9 - 14.7

7"7

12.5

3.9

2.4

12.1

3.9

2.7

7

187

423

94

58

4,928

8,000

2,4çß

1,536

7,74

2,45ß

1,728

4,480

3,328

3,328

5,632

à
I(¡(o

413

94

65

170

126

126

213

5"2

5.2

8.8



TABLE 4-8 (Cont¡nued)

5
ô,o

Black Bear

Potential Habitat

Mountain Lion

Potential Habitat

Whetrock Canyon Route
Variatlon

Mule Deer

Hlgh Value Winter
'High 

Value Summer

CritlcalValue Summer

Etk

High Value Wnter

Crltical Value Winter

CritlcalValue Summer

Sage Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

High Value Summer

Blue Grouse

Substantial Value Yearlong

0 - 26.5

0 - 26.5

0-3.9
3.9 - 6.2

6.2 - 10.1

0.2 - 3.0

0.0 - 0.2

3.0 - 10.1

6.4 - 10.1

6.4 - 10.1

26.5

26"5

2.8

o.2

7.1

3.7

3.7

108

5

212

765

765

174

56

94

3.9

2.3

3.9

90

90

141

16,960

16,960

2,4ç16

1,472

2,49fì

1,792

128

4,544

2,368

2,368

4.3 - 10.1 5.8 3,712



TABLE 't-8 (Continued)

Black Bear

Potential Habitat

Mountain Lion

Potentlal Habitat

0 - 10.1

0 - 10"1

f 0.1

10.1

325

325

6,48$

6,4ô4

1 Based on 200-foot ROW. lncludes gravel and borrow pits.

2 Assumes 0.5 mile on both sldes of ROW"
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43 acres of a narrow strip of riparian vegetation along Westwater Creek. This estimation is based

on preliminary highway alignment, without on-ground delineation. The Hay Canyon Alternative

runs along the canyon bottom parallel to riparian zones. Where a highway runs up a valley

bottom, impacts to riparian habitats can be significant. The percentagè of riparian vegetation

removed by highway construction cannot be accurately determined without further studies.

However, a significant percentage of riparian vegetation occurring along the 7-mile section of
Westwater Creek, paralleled by the Hay Canyon Alternative, would be disturbed by highway

construction. Riparian areas generally support a greater diversity of species than other habitat

types. Long-term declines in nongame species diversity would likely occur in Westwater

Canyon with construction and operation of the Hay Canyon Alternative.

ln summary, construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative would result in the long-term

disturbance of the following game ranges: 762 acres of important mule deer range;742 acres

of important elk range; 765 acres of potential black bear and mountain lion range; 126 acres of
important sage grouse range; and 213 acres of important blue grouse range. Operation of the

Hay Canyon Alternative would result in long-term declines in habitat use (within 0.5 míle of either

site of the ROW) of the following: 16,960 acres of important mule deer range; 16,448 acres of
important elk range; and 16,960 acres of potential black bear and mountain lion range.

Operation of this alternative would result in an estimated annual road killof 132 mule deer,5 elk,

1 black bear, and 1 mountain lion. The estimated annual economic value of wildlife lost to road

kills would be $298,347. Construction of this alternative would result in the long-term loss of an

estimated 43 acres of riparian vegetation. This loss of riparian habitat could result in long-term

declines in nongame species diversity in Hay Canyon where the highway would parallel

Westwater Creek.

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

Construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would disturb 324 acres of impodant mule

deer range (high value and critical value range), 324 acres of important elk range (high and

critical value range), 325 acres of potential black bear and mountain lion habitat, 90 acres of
important sage grouse range (substantial value and high value), and 141 acres of important
(substantial value) blue grouse range fl'able 4-8). Operation of the Whetrock Canyon Route

Variation would result in decreased habitat use in 6,464 acres of important mule deer range (high

and criticalvalue range),6,464 acres of important elk range (high value and criticalvalue range),

and 6,464 acres of potential black bear and mountain lion range (Iable 4-8).

Operation of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would result in an estimated annual road kill

mortality of 50 mule deer and 3 elk. The total value of big game animals lost annually would be

approximately $ 1 06,355.
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Construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would result in the disturbance of 90 acres

of important sage grouse range (substantial value and high value range), and 141 acres of
important blue grouse range (substantial value range), (l'able 4-B).

Construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would remove an estimated 73 acres of
riparian vegetation along Main Canyon. This variation would parallel riparian areas and result

in significant long-term, localized losses of riparian vegetation. Declines in nongame speeies

diversity would likely occur in the 7 miles of Main Ganyon disturbed by construction and

operation of this variation.

ln summary, construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would result in the long-term

disturbance of the following important game ranþes: 324 acres of important mule deer and elk
range; 325 acres of potential black bear and mountain lion habitat; 90 acres of important sage
grouse habitat; and 141 acres of important blue grouse habitat. Operation of Whetrock Canyon
Route Variation would result in the long-term declines in habitat use (within 0.5 mile of either side

of ROW) of the following: 6,640 acres of important mule deer and elk range; and 6,640 acres

of potential black bear and mountain lion habitat. Operation of this alternative would result in
an estimated annual road kill of 50 mule deer, 3 elk, and 0 to 1 black bear and mountain lion.

the estimated annual economic value of wildlife lost to road kills would be $106,355"
Construction of this alternative would result in the loss of an estimated 73 acres of riparian
vegetation. This loss of riparian habitat would result in long-term declines in nongame species
diversity where the variation runs through Main Canyon.

Table 3-4 summarizes the threatened and endangered species occurring in the general region"

The Hay Canyon Alternative and Whetrock Canyon Route Variation cross no known key habítats

for any threatened or endangered wildlife species. Potential habitat may exist in the area for the
Mexican spotted owl. General impacts and mitigation measures would be the same as

discussed for the Proposed Route (Sections 4.2.5.2 and 4.7, respectively).

4.4"5.2 Aquatic Resources

No impacts to aquatic resources would result from construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative.

Assuming that a nongame fishery exists in Main Canyon Creek along the Whetrock Canyon
Route Variation, potential impacts to the aquatic resources could occur during construction at
this stream crossing. Potential ¡mpacts would be a temporary increase in suspended solids and
subsequent downstream siltation if stream banks were disturbed. Silt atfects aquatic life by
reducing light penetration, blanketing of substrates, and interfering with respiration. Fish are

most sensitive to siltation during the spawning and egg incubation periods when substrates may
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be blanketed. Stream channel disturbance could also lead to a reduction in habitat through
destruction of cover (i.e., vegetation). These impacts would be minimal because of the low flow
in Main Canyon Creek and the localized nature of disturbance.

Dewatering of Main Canyon Creek as required for construction may affect habitat for nongame
fish. The extent of habitat loss depends on the available water, volume of water withdrawn, and

the relationship between habitat and stream flow in Main Canyon Creek. An instream flow study
would be necessary to quantify this impact. Altered stream flows may also indirectly atfectwater
levels in the private ponds located in the canyon. These ponds contain trout populations which
may be adversely affected depending on the extent of the water depletion.

The probability of accidental oil or gasoline spills would be minimal since refueling trucks would
not be operating near river crossings. However, the resultant effects of a spill would be

significant if it occurred in the Green River, White River, or Main Canyon Creek since these
streams support viable fisheries"

4.4.6 Vegetat¡on

Table 4-7 lists the acreages of each vegetation type that would be disturbed by construction
activities along the Hay Ganyon Alternative. A total ol 642 acres of vegetation would be

disturbed as a resuh of construction of this alternative. Approximately 213 acres of forested land
(pinyon-juniper - 136 acres, riparian/wetland - 43 acres, and Book Clitf woodlands - 34 acres)

and 429 acres of non-forested land (upland sage-grass) would be disturbed by construction. A
total of 1.8 miles of riparian habitat occurs along a 4-mile section (MPs 22 to 26) of Westwater
Creek (lower portion of Hay Canyon)" These plant communities occur along the margins of the
creek channel and are dominated by overstory species such as cottonwoods, willows, and
tamarisks.

The average stocking rate for the general vicinity is 14.5 acres/AUM, therefore, approximately
32 AUMs would be lost for the life of the project. The construction of this alternative would
cause a significant increase in traffic use and speeds in rangelands, therefore, an increase in the
number of livestock mortalities would likely occur. The highway would also restrict, to a limited
degree, the movements of grazing livestock in the immediate vicinity of the highway.
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One Federal-candidate species, the Cisco mill<vetch (Category 2), could be impacted by

construction fiable 3-5). Mitigation measures for sensitive species are listed in Section 4.7,

Recommended Mitigation Measures.

Whetrock Canvon Route Variation

Table 4-7 lists the acreages of each vegetation type that would be disturbed by construction
activities along the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation. A total o1247 acres of non-forested land

(upland sage-grass - 150 acres, riparian/wetland - 73 acres, and upland brush - 24 acres) would

be disturbed as a result of construction of this alternative. No forested land would be disturbed

by construction activities. A total of 3 miles of riparian/wetland habitat occurs along a 5-mile

section (MPs 1.4 to 6.4) of Main Canyon. These plant communities occur along the margins of

the creek channel and in valley basins (i.e., ephemeral wetlands). One ephemeral wetland

occurs between MPs 4.8 to 5.0 in Main Ganyon and is indicated on the Cedar Creek Canyon

USGS 1 :24,000-scale topographic quadrangle as a wet meadow. Vegetation established in these

cornmunities consists primarily of herbaceous plants that include such species as rush, sedge,

and spike-rush.

The average stocking rate for the general vicinity ¡s ì+.S acres/AUM, therefore, approximately
15 AUMs would be lost for the life of the project. The construction of this variation would cause

a significant increase in tratfic use and speeds in rangelands, therefore, an increase in the

number of livestock mortalities would occur. The highway would also restrict, to a limited

degree, the movements of grazing livestock in the immediate vicinity of the highway.

Mitigation measures for the non-forested and riparian/wetland areas are stated in Section 4"7.

No sensitive plant species are known to occur or have the potentialto occur along this variation,

therefore, no impacts to sensitive species are anticipated as a result of construction activities"

4.4.7 Transportatlon

lmplementation of the Hay Canyon Alternative would have virtually the same effects on

transportation as the proposed Route (see Section 4"2.7). The Hay Canyon Alternative would
be approximately 1.5 miles shorter than the Proposed Route. Therefore, no substantive

ditferences would be expected relative to effects ortraveldemand, LOS, tratfic safety, or access.

The same would apply to development of the Whetrock Ganyon Route Variation.
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4.4.8 Socloeconomics

Environmental impacts related to socioeconomics would be the same as for the Proposed Route

(Section 4.2.81.

4.4.9 l¿nd Use

Environmental impacts relatEd to land use along the Hay Canyon Alternative and the Whetrock

Canyon Route Variation would be similar to those discussed in Section 4.2.9 lor the Proposed

Route except for those impacts described below.

As shown on Table 4-5 and Map 4-2, approximately 64 percent of the Hay Canyon Alternative
would cross BLM lands, followed by State of Utah lands (approximately 33 percent), and private

lands (approximately 3 percent).

Construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative would not be in conformance with the BLM's Book
Clítfs Resource Area and Grand Resource Area RMPs (i.e., neither RMP designates a'utility' or
ROW corridor along the Hay Canyon Alternative). Federalregulations (43 CFR 1610.5-5) provide

that an amendment to an RMP be initiated for a proposed action that would result in change to
the decisions of the approved plan. The purpose of the plan amendments would be to identify
a 'utility' or ROW corridor for the Hay Canyon Alternative. This EIS would constitute the analysis
for the plan amendments under NEPA.

Potential impacts to wildlife habitat and dispersed recreation opportunities along the Hay Canyon
Alternative are discussed in Sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.10, respectively.

The Hay Canyon Alternative would cross five individual livestock grazing allotments, including
Sweetwater (Pine Spring Pasture), Winter Ridge, Bookclitf Pastures, Middle Canyon, and Corral
Wash Ganyon" Section 4.4.6 describes the vegetation types and total acreages of disturbance
that would occur as a result of construction of the Hay Canyon Alternative. Construction of the
Hay Canyon Alternative would result in the loss of approximately 32 AUMs annually for the life
of the project. This loss of AUMs is less than 1 percent of the total number of AUMs for the 5
allotments crossed. lmpacts to individual allotments would range from a high of approximately
10 AUMs lost in the Corral Wash Allotment to a low of approximalely 2 AUMs lost in the Middle
Canyon Allotment. An increase in the number of livestock mortalities would likely occur and the
movement of grazing livestock in the immediate vicinity of the highway would be restricted, to
a limited degree.
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Mineral resources crossed by the Hay Canyon Alternative are identified and described in

Section 4.4.2. Although the highway would result in improved access to these known mineral
occurrences, construction of this alternative would neither enhance nor diminish the potential for
mineral exploration and development since commodity price is the overriding factor in the

decisions to undertake these activities. ln addition, the physical dimensions of the roadway
would not significantly limit recovery of any mineral resource along the Hay Canyon Alternative.
Prior to the issuance of a ROW permit, the BLM would conduct a thorough investigation of all

mineral rights along the Hay Canyon Alternative.

The Hay Canyon Alternative would have no significant impacts on livestock grazing or mineral
resource development.

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

As shown on Table 4-5 and Map 4-2, approximately 37 percent of the Whetrock Canyon Route
Variation would cross BLM lands, followed by State of Utah lands (approximately 35 percent),

and private lands (approximately 28 percent).

Construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would not be in conformance with the
BLM's Book Cliffs Resource Area RMP (i.e., the RMP does not designate a 'utility' or ROW

corridor along the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation). A plan amendment would be required to
identity a 'ut¡l¡ty' or ROW corridor for the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation.

Potential impacts to wildlife habitat and dispersed recreation opportunities along the Whetrock
Canyon Route Variation are discussed in Sections 4.4.5 and 4"4.10, respectively.

The Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would cross the Winter Ridge and Bookcliff Pastures
livestock grazing allotments. Section 4"4"6 describes the vegetation types and total acreages
of disturbance that would occur as a result of construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route
Variation. Construction of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would result in the loss of
approximately 15 AUMs annually for the life of the project. This loss of AUMs is less than 1

percent of the total number of AUMs for the 2 allotments crossed. lmpacts to individual
allotments would include approximately 11 AUMs lost in the Winter Ridge Allotment and
approximately 4 AUMs lost in the Bookcliff Pastures Allotment. An increase in the number of
livestock mortalities would likely occur and the movement of grazing livestock in the immediate
vicinity of the highway would be restricted, to a limited degree.

lmpacts to mineral resources crossed by the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would be the
same as discussed for the Hay Canyon Alternative (see Section 4.4.2).
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The Whetrock Ganyon Route Variation would have no significant impacts on livestock grazing
or mineral resource development.

4.4.1O RecreationflVilderness

Potential impacts to recreation resources along the Hay Canyon Alternative and Whetrock
Canyon Route Variation would be similar to those discussed in Section 4.2.10 for the Proposed
Route. The Hay Canyon Alternative and Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would have no
significant impacts on recreation resources.

The Hay Canyon Alternative runs adjacent to the Winter Ridge WSA for approximately 1.5 miles
and then crosses the same WSA for approximately 5.1 miles. The Hay Canyon Alternative also
runs adjacent to the Flume Canyon WSA for approximately 1.0 mile. ln addition, the Whetrock
Canyon Route Variation runs adjacent to the Winter Ridge WSA for approximately 1"5 miles (see

Map 2-1 and Map 4-2). Both WSAs are currently administered under the BLM lnterim
Management Plan (lMP). The IMP describes the policy and guidelines under which the BLM
manages WSAs. The BLM is required to manage WSAs so as not to impair their suitabitity for
preservation as wilderness, subject to certain exceptions and conditions. Construction of the
Hay Canyon Alternative and/or the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would not conform with
the IMP because they would not meet the standards of non-impairment criteria and would
constitute impairment of the areas' suitability for preservation as wilderness. This would be a
significant impact.

Even if the Hay Canyon Alternative and/or the Vvhetrock Canyon Route Variation were selected
as the environmentally prefened alternative, a ROW permit could not be issued until after
Congress makes a final determination regarding wilderness status. lf the WSAs are legislatively
approved by Congress, they would be managed under a subsequent management plan as a
designated wilderness. ln the event that Congress determines that the areas are not wilderness,
the BLM would then implement one of the RMP alternatives which include nonwilderness actions.

4.4.11 VisualResources

Pine Spring Ganyon is a relatively narrow, somewhat winding canyon with rocky, pine covered
side slopes. A little over 1 mile of the alternative route in Pine Spring Canyons would be
adjacent to the Winter Ridge WSA. A winding dirt road currently connects the Seep Ridge Road
with a dirt road in Main Canyon via Pine Spring Canyon. The climb out of Pine Spring and Main
Canyons to Pretty Valley Ridge is up relatively steep slopes through undisturbed, dense pine.
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ln Pine Spring Canyon, from M.P. 0 to 2.5, visual impacts would be moderate (fully at the VRM

Class lV limits). This is due to the sensitivity of potential viewers in the adjacent Winter Ridge

WSA, and the extensive cut and fill required in this otherwise scenic and generally natural

appearing landscape. This management class requires projects to repeat the natural landscape

patterns as much as possible. Carefuldesign and construction to reduce disturbance or create

disturbance in natural patterns will be the only real opportunity to achieve this goal.

From M.P. 2.5 to 4.0, visual impacts would be moderate as well due to viewer sensitivity,

necessary cut and fill, and extensive tree clearing required on these steep slopes. At

approximately M.P. 3.8, the route would enter into the Winter Ridge WSA. Once on top, this

route would travel over gently rolling terraln, primarily through sage meadows with occasional

pines and mountain shrub. At M.P. 9, the route would leave the Winter Ridge WSA. The only

public viewpoints along this segment are within the Winter Ridge WSA.

From M"P. 4.0 to 10, visual impacts would be well within the VRM Class lV designation due to

the gentle terrain and low vegetation. Despite its WSA status, the VRM Class lV designation

should be the guiding management direction for visual resources in this area. Nonetheless,

because of the special viewer sensitivity in this area, every etfort should be made to
conscientiously reduce disturbance to an absolute minimum.

Between M.P. 10 and 13, the alignment would continue across gently rolling sage and mountain

shrub land. Visual impacts in this area would be moderate (fully at the limit allowed in the VRII/I

Class ll area).

Between M.P. 13 and 16.5, the route would closely approximate the alignment of an existing diñ

road along a very steep, rocky and heavily forested canyon side. Despite the existing

dísturbance, visual impacts would increase significantly due to the nature of the landscape and

extent of the proposed ROW. Visual impacts in this VRM Class ll area would therefore be high.

ln addition to future highway travelers, a dirt road along the gentle summit past Three Pines

would be the only ready public viewpoint of this portion of the road.

From M.P. 16.5 to the end of the Hay Canyon Alternative, visual impacts would be moderate

(fully at the limits allowed in this VRM Class lll area). These ¡mpacfs are primarily the result of

vegetative clearing, as well as landform modifications (including cuts through the toe of various

steep side slopes and rock faces) which will be necessary to maintain a relatively straight

alignment. Throughout this portion, the route would be located in a relatively narrow, flat

bottomed canyon bounded by steep, rocþ, pine covered slopes and occasional vertical rock

formations. The canyon bottom is primarily sage covered, but with occasional sparse to dense

stands of pines and riparian shrub species. An existing dirt road through the canyon bottom
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follows the approximate route of the Hay Canyon Alternative. The only other public viewpoint

would be from the Flume Canyon WSA, which is adjacent to the alternative alignment from

approximately M.P. 21 to M.P.22.5. ln addition, two of the three borrow pits proposed along

this alternative would be located directly opposite the Flume Canyon WSA.

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

The majority of this variation is located in Main Canyon and is designated as VRM Class lV.

Main Canyon can be characterized much like lower Hay Canyon in that it is a relatively narrow,

flat bottomed canyon bounded by high, steep and rocky, pine covered slopes with occasional

vertical rock faces. Also like Hay Canyon, an existing dirt road is present in the canyon bottom"

An important ditference, however, is that there is more riparian/wetland vegetation along the

bottom of Main Canyon than in Hay Canyon. A ranch is located in Main Canyon northeast of

Wire Fence Point. South of Wire Fence Point, the route follows Whetrock Canyon which

becomes increasingly narrow; in this area, it enters a VRM Class ll area. Just west of Whetrock

Canyon, the route ascends a side canyon up to the sage covered ridgetop near Three Pines.

This portion of the route also approximates the alígnment of an existing dirt road.

Approximately 1.5 miles of the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation would be adjacentto theWinter

Ridge WSA boundary in Main Canyon. Viewpoints include the WSA, the ranch in Main Canyon,

the road along the ridgetop past Three Pines, and the new road itself.

From its beginning to approximately 1 mile south of Wire Fence Point, this variation would pass

through a highly scenic setting; but due to the available land area in the flat bottomed canyon,

little modification would be visible except for the broader area of vegetative clearing and the
presence of the asphalt surface" Within this VRM Class lV area, visual impactò would therefore

be low. Particular care in reducing unnecessary disturbance should be taken, however, in
portions adjacent to the Winter Ridge WSA and the ranch in Main Canyon due to the high

sensitivity and proximity of these viewpoints.

South of Wire Fence Point, the route would enter VRM Class ll lands. Because of the relatively

gentle terrain and existing dirt road, modifications would be minor. However, this level of
modification would be at the level allowable in a VRM Class ll area and would result in moderate

impacts"
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4.4.12 Noise

Noise etfects of developing the Hay Canyon Alternative or the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation
would be largely the same as those described forthe Proposed Route. Noise effects would not
be considered significant for this alternative or variation.

4.4.13 Gultural Resources and Ethnography

There are 18 sites within the 2O0-foot-wide study corridor along the Hay Canyon Alternative.
Fourteen sites have NRHP potential and four sites are not significant. All cultural resources
within arés that may be disturbed, whether recorded previously or dur¡ng field lnvestigations for
the current project, must ultimately be assessed for NRHP eligibility. Significance assessment
may include surface inspection, limited subsurface test excavation, literature or land records
research, consultation with lndian tribes, or some combination of the above. See Section 4"7
for recommended mitigation measures.

There are 11 sites within the ROW on the Whetrock Canyon Route Variation. Eight of the sites
have potentialfor NRHP inclusion.

Ethnographic concerns would be the same as described for the Proposed Route
(Section 4.2.13.I).

4.5 Exll22OAlternatlve

4.5.1 Air Ouality

Environmental consequences to air quality would be the same as for the Proposed Route.

4"5"2 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

Earthwork along the Exit 220 Alternative would involve minor amounts of cut and fillthat would
not be significantly different from the portion of the Proposed Route (approximatety MP ?'/.S to
MP 87"8) that this alternative would replace" There would be two borrow pits located along this
alternative.

There are no mapped landslide deposits nor any areas with significant landslide potential along
the Exit 220 Alternative.
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The Exit ?2O Allernative would cross approximately 6.5 miles of area identified as favorable for
oil and gas production (BLM 1983). There are no existing gas or oilfields within close proximity

to this alternative route. Construction of this alternative would neither limit nor enhance access
to mineral resources.

No Type 1 paleontological sensitive geological formations would be crossed by the Exit22O
Alternative.

4.5.3 Soils

The soils associated with the Exal22O Alternative are discussed below and include milepost
numbers and total miles crossed in the associations. For detailed information on the

associations, see Table 3-1.

Associations crossed: Chipeta-Killpack-Blueflat (MP 0.0-.5,3.0-7.0), and Mesa-Mack-Thedalund
(0.5-3.0).

Reelamation potential along this alternative ranges from fair to poor with approximately
68 percent of the alternative lying in soils (Chipeta-Killpack-Blueflat, and Thedalund) with poor

reclamation potential due to steep slopes, clayey soils, and high salinity/alkalinity levels.

Approximately 68 percent of the alternative also lies in low strength areas. Over 75 percent of
the Exit 220 Alternative lies in moderate to high wind and water erosion zones (Chipeta-Killpack-
Blueffat, Mesa-Mack). Saline/alkaline soils are found along approximately 2.1 miles of the
alternative route in the Chipeta soil units.

4"5"4 Water Resources

The Exit 220 Alternative would not cross any flood-prone areas nor would it involve the
realignment of any stream channel. This alternative would not cross any major streams.

Water quality and water use impacts for this alternative would not be significantly ditferent from
those of the Proposed Route (please refer to Section 4.2.4, Water Resources)"

4.5"5 Wildlife

Construction of the Exit 220 alternative would result in the disturbance of 250 acres of high value

antelope range fl'able 4-9 and Map 3-2). Operation of this alternative would result in minor
declines in habitat use of 4,480 acres of antelope range within 0.5 mile of the route. General
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TABLE 4-9

lmportant Wildlife Ranges Occurring Along the Exit 220 Alternat¡ve

Antelope

Hlgh Value Yearlong 0-7

Pralrie Doo

Praire Dog Torns 3"6 - 5.3
5.6 - 7.0

r Based on 200-foot ROW. lncludes gravel and borror pits.

2 Assumes 0"5 mlle on both sldes of ROW"

2507 4,M

3"1 115

s¡\¡
CO



impacts and mitigation measures would be the same as discussed for the Proposed Route

(Section 4.2.5.11.

Operation of this alternative would result in an estimated annual road kill of five antelope. The

estimated annual economic value of wildlife lost to road kills would be $4,122.

This alternative crosses no important small game ranges. General impacts to small game

species would be the same as discussed in Section 4.2.5.1.

General impacts to nongame species would be the same as discussed in Section 4.2.5.1. The

Ëx¡t 220 Atternative crosses no riparian habitats. No declines in nongame species diversity

would be expected to occur with construction and operation of this alternative.

Construction of the Exit 220 Alternative would disturb 75 acres of prairie dog towns fiable 4'9

and Map 3-3)" These towns are not likely to bE colonized by black-footed ferrets that would be

reintroduced near the Red Wash Alternative. Prior to any construction activities, a black-footed

ferret survey should be completed. This alternative crosses no other known important key

habitats for threatened or endangered species. General impacts and mitigation measures would

be the same as discussed in Section 4.2.5.2.

4.5.6 Vegetat¡on

Table 4-7 lists the acreages of each vegetation type that would be disturbed by construction

activities along the Exit 220 Alternative. A total of 170 acres of non-forested land (mixed desert

shrub) would be disturbed as a result of construction of this alternative" No forested land would

be disturbed by construction activitìes.

The average stocking rate for the general vicinity is 14.5 acres/AUM, therefore, approximately

12 AUMs would be lost for the life of the project. The construction of this alternative would

cause a significant increase in traffic use and speeds in rangelands, therefore, an increase in the

number of livestock mortal¡t¡es would likely occur. The highway would also restrict, to a limited

degree, the movements of grazing livestock in the immediate vicinity of the highway.

Mitigation measures for non-forested lands are stated in Section 4.7.

One Federal candidate species, the Cisco milkvetch , ffiây occur along the Exit 220 Alternative

ffable 3-5). Mitigation measures for sensitive species are listed in Section 4.7.2.
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4.5.7 Transportation

lmplementation of the Exist 220 Alternative would have virtually the same effects on
transportation as the Proposed Route (see Section 4"2.71. The Exlt 220 Alternative would be
approximately 3 miles'shoder than the Proposed Route. Therefore, no substantive ditferences
would be expected relative to effects on travel demand, LOS, traffic safety, or access.

4.5.8 Socloeconomlcs

Environmental impacts related to socioeconomics would be the same as for the Proposed Route
(Section 4.2.8).

4.5.9 l¿nd Use

Environmental impacts related to land use along the Exit 220 Alternative would be similar to
those discussed in Section 4.2.91or the Proposed Route except for those impacts described
below.

As shown on Table 4-6 and Map 4-2, the entire 7 miles of the Ex¡t 220 Alternative would be
located on BLM lands.

Construction of the Exit 220 Alternative would not be in conformance with the BLM's Grand
Resource Area RMP (i.e., the RMP does not designate a'ut¡l¡ty' or ROW corridor along the Exit
220 Alternative). A plan amendment would be required to identify a'utility' or ROW corridor for
the Exit 220 Alternative. This EIS would constitute the analysis for the plan amendment under
NEPA.

Potential impacts to wildlife habitat and dispersed recreation opportunities along the Exit 220
Alternative are discussed in Sections 4.5.5 and 4.5.10, respectively.

The Exit 220 Alternative would cross the Sulphur Canyon and Pipetine livestock grazing
allotments" Section 4.5"6 describes the vegetation types and total acreages of disturbance that
would occur as a result of construction of the Exit 220 Alternative. Construction of the Exlt 220
Alternative would result in the loss of approximately 12 AUMs annually for the life of the project"
This loss of AUMs is less than 1 percent of the total number of AUMs for the 2 allotments
crossed" lmpacts to individual allotments would include approximately 6 AUMS lost in the
Sulphur Ganyon Allotment and approximately 6 AUMs lost in the Pipeline Allotment. An increase
in the number of livestock mortalities would likely occur and the movement of grazing livestock
in the immediate vicinity of the highway would be restricted, to a limited degree.
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Mineral resources crossed by the Ex¡t 220 Alternative are identified and described in
Section 4.5.2.

The Exit 220 Atternative would have no significant impacts on livestock grazing or mineral

resource development.

4.5.10 RecreationTïVilderness

Potentiaf impacts to recreation resources along the Exit 22O Allernative would be the same as

those discussed in Section 4.2.'lO for the Proposed Route. There are no designated wilderness

areas or WSAs that would be atfected by the Exit 220 Alternative.

The Exit 220 Alternative would have no significant impacts on recreation and wilderness

resources.

4.5.11 Visual Resources

This alternative would closely parallel an existing dirt road across gently rolling, sparse

sage-grassland. Modifications would be relatively minor to landform and vegetation. The road

surface would create the biggest contrast. Although visible from the Flume Canyon WSA, ¡t

would be seen at a distance of more than 3 miles. The gently rolling terrain and sage would
prevent extensive views from l-70. The presence of the existing interchange and speed of
motorists would further reduce its effect. Visualimpacts would therefore be lowfor both the VRM

Class lll and lV lands along this alternative.

4.5"12 Noise

Noise etfects of developing the Aft 22O Alternative would be largely the same as those described
for the Proposed Route" Noise etfects would not be considered significant for this alternative"

4.5.13 Cultural Resources and Ethnography

There is one site within the 2OO-foot-wide study corridor along the Exit 220 Alternative; the site

has NRHP potential. All cultural resources within areas that may be disturbed, whether recorded
previously or during field investigations for the current project, must ultimately be assessed for
NRHP eligibility. Significance assessment may include surface inspection, limited subsurface test

excavation, literature or land records research, consultation with lndian tribes, or some
combination of the above. See Section 4.7 lor recommended mitigation measures.
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Ethnographic concerns would be the same as described for the Proposed Route
(Section 4.2.13.21.

4.6 No Astion Alternative

4"6"1 Air Ouality

Air quality in the region would be unchanged from the current conditions under the No Action
Alternative.

4.6.2 Geology, Mineral Resources, and Paleontology

Under the No Action Alternative there would be no excavation of material along the proposed
highway ROW, in borrow pits, or in gravel pits. There would be no disturbance of mapped
landslide deposits or areas with significant landslide potential" Access to mineral resources
would continue along the present road system.

4.6.3 Soils

Under the No Action Alternative, no additional road construction, blasting, or reclamation,
beyond that required for current road maintenance, would be necessary. The existing road
system probably experiences some wind and water erosion, particularly as a result of current
road maintenance. The existing roads, however, disturb a smaller amount of steep slope,
shallow soils, and high erosion hazard areas that the Proposed Route and alternatives" Tratfic
loads should not increase; soil erosion as a result of increased tratfic should also not increase.
Reclamation work, except what is required as a result of current road maintenance, would not
be necessary.

4.6.4 Water Resources

Under the No Action Alternative the Proposed Route or alternatives would not be constructed
and the existing environment would remain unchanged. Fxcept for Pine Springs Canyon,
Brusher Canyon, and the ascent from Main Ganyon to Pretty Valley Ridge there are existing
gravel roads along the Proposed Route and alternatives. This includes roads that are located
on flood-prone areas in Main, Hay, and East Canyons. The existing roads disturb significantly
less flood-prone area than would be disturbed as a result of the Proposed Route and
alternatives.
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The existing bridge crossings on the Green and White Rivers would remaln under the No Action

Alternative. Due to the fact that these crossings would not be modified as part of the proposed

project there would not be any impacts due to this alternative that are significantly different from

the proposed project. The present road system does not utilize many culverts at stream

crossings. Most crossings of intermittent streams and dry washes are presently constructed as

fords.

The existing road system is not maintained during the winter so that no salt is applied to road

surfaces that could be introduced into the surface water system. Therefore, this alternative would

have less impact on salinity of the Colorado River than the proposed project. lt is likely that

there is erosion of sediment from the present road system. However, water quality impacts from

sediment due to this alternative would probably not be significantly ditferent from those of the

Proposed Route (please refer to Section 4.2.4, Water Resources)"

4"6"5 Wildlife

Under the No Action Alternative, the highway would not be constructed. Under this alternative

the impacts to regional wildlife discussed in Sections 4.2.5, 4.3.5, 4.4.5, and 4.5.5 would not

occur.

4.6.6 Vegetat¡on

No impacts to vegetation types would result from implementation of the No Action Alternative

because no construction activities would occur in the proposed project area.

No impacts to sensitive plant species would result from implementation of the No Action

Alternative because no construction activities would occur in the proposed project area.

4.6.7 Transportation

Under the No Action Alternative, surface transportation conditions would remain essentially as

they currently are with minor growth and change related to changes in social and economic

conditions in the area. Overall total tratfic levels would continue much as they are, which is

slightly lower than it would be with the small increment that would be generated by development

of the proposed new highway" Other traffic conditions would maintain existing patterns.
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4.6.8 Socioeconomics

The No Action Alternative would preclude development of the highway. Thus, both the beneficial
and adverse environmental ¡mpacts listed in Section 4.2.8 would not occur" The No Action
Alternative would preclude the short-term adverse impacts associated with the construction
period and the long-term economic consequences of minor increases in tourism.

4.6"9 land Use

Land use in the region would be unchanged from the current conditions under the No Action
Alternative.

4.6.I0 Recreation¡ÌVilderness

Recreation and wilderness resources would be unchanged from the current conditions under the
No Action Alternative.

4.6.11 Visual Resources

Visual resources in the project area would be unchanged from the current conditions under the
No Action Alternative.

4.6.12 Noise

Noise levels in the study area would remain essent¡ally the same as they currently are under the
No Action Alternative. Changes would typically be minor and incremental, commensurate with
changes in social and economic conditions in the area.

4.6.13 Cultural Resources and Ethnography

No impacts to cultural resources or ethnographic concerns would result from implementation of
the No Action Alternative because no construction activities would occur in the project area.

4"7 RecommendedMitigationMeasures

The following mitigation measures have been developed to mitigate the adverse impacts that
have been identified in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Mitigation measures will be specific
requirements of the Special Districts as part of their ROW grants. The measures will be enforced
by a BLM Authorized Officer. Not all mitigation measures will be completely etfective in reducing
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potent¡al impacts below significantthresholds, this will result in unavoidable adverse impacts that

are discussed in Section 4.8 All measures would be applied to any of the routing alternatives

analyzed in this document except where noted otherwise. ln addition to the mitigation measures

contained in this Draft ElS, the BLM will attach standard and special ROW stipulations to its ROW

grant. These stipulations will contain generic measures that are applied to all ROWs as well as

site-specific measures whose need may be identified at the time the ROW centerline is surveyed.

As noted in several of the following measures, the BLM Authorized Otficer will direct the detailed

implementation of certain mitigation measures.

4.7"1 Geology and Paleontology

Geolooy

Active landslide areas will be avoided where possible. lf the landslide volume is small, the

landslide will be removed and the road grade constructed on stable material" Where excess fill

material is available, landslides may be buttressed to prevent further movement. Where active

landslides or areas of potential landsliding are crossed by the highway, a geotechnical

investigation will be performed to determine the most appropriate solution to the landslide

problems. Perimeter-head ditches will be constructed above slides to divert surface runotf.

Paleontology

A paleontological survey of the project area will be carried out in the Duchesne River and Uinta

Formations, and parts of the Green River, Mesa Verde Group, Mancos Shale, and Quaternary

rock units, especially where the route descends the Book Glitfs. The survey will be a 100 percent

pedestrian survey for paleontological resources and will be conducted by a BLM-approved

vertebrate paleontologist.

Surveying technique should involve sacking matrix in certain fossiliferous areas and screening

for microvertebrates. Any localities currently known or discovered during the field survey that

rank in classification from 1 through 3 should be monitored for fossils during any ground-

disturbing construction activities (including grading) by a BLM-approved vertebrate

paleontologist. If fossils are uncovered by anyone during construction activities, they should

immediately be brought to the attention of a BLM-approved vertebrate paleontologist, who should

be given 48 hours to respond to any finds made that are not in the areas monitored.
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4.7,2 Soils, Vegetat¡on, and Water Resources

o Standard erosion control measures should be utilized such as:

1. Minimize the period that disturbed soil is exposed.
2. Control surface runoff from disturbed soil areas.

3. Shield soilthrough revegetation or cover material.
4. Use prescribed seed mixes for'hard-to-reclaim'soils, (i.e., saline,alkaline).
5" Bind disturbed soil with organic material/or revegetation.
6. Provide riprap or protective cover where flash flood or stream erosion is likely.
7. Excavate benches into soil slopes higher than 50 feet.

8. Revegetate cut slopes and embankments.
9. lnstall standard rock catchment devices on cuts higher than 60 feet.
10. Provide 35o slope angles and surface drainage to contro! erosion on soil slopes.
I1. lnstall drainage trenches in areas with a high water table.

a Prior to construction the route should be surveyed for the species listed in Table 3-5.
Special emphasis would be placed on federally-listed species. Where individuals or
populations of sensitive plant species are found in the construction ROW, the
recommended course of action would be avoidance through realignment modifications
of the highway. lf realignment around a population would not be feasible, the plants
could be transplanted outside of the construction ROW. Some mortality of plants would
be expected from transplanting. For each population of sensitive plants encountered,
it is recommended that site-specific mitigation plans be developed with the appropriate
agencies (USFI /S, BLM, and the Utah Natural Heritage Program).

o To avoid impacts to riparian areas it is recommended that the highway be routed to
avoid valley bottoms next to stream courses. To minimize impacts it is recommended
that the highway not be constructed parallel to riparian habitat. Crossings of riparian
habitat should be made perpendicular to the habitat. lf the Hay Canyon Alternative or
Whetrock Canyon Route Variation are selected as a preferred route, an on the ground
delineation of riparian areas should be completed to determine the exact acres of
habitat loss for mitigation purposes.
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4.7.3 WlldlifeResources

To avoid construction disturbance to animals on key ranges, it is recommended that no

construction activities will be allowed within the prescribed distance during the crucial

wintering or parturition periods (critical value summer range) of the following:

Species Dates

Elk and Mule Deer November 1 to May 15 and

May 15 to July 5

Pronghorn Severe snow conditions and
May 1 to June 30

Prior to highway construction it is recommended that black-footed ferret surveys be

completed according to USFWS guidelines. lf any sign of black-footed ferret are

detected, consultation with the USFWS would be required before highway construction

were completed through prairie dog towns.

To minimize impacts of increased legal and illegal harvest of big game animals it is
recommended that all non-essential access roads be closed to public tratfic. Roads

that cannot be closed permanently could be closed temporarily during critical periods

(winter, hunting season).

To minimize disturbance impacts, it is recommended that a nesting raptor survey be

completed prior to highway construction, and that construction activities be restricted

as shown below:

Golden Eagle nest - No construction activities within 0"5 mile of a nest between

February 1 and July 15.

Nest of Ferruginous Hawk, Red-tailed Hawk, Swainson's Hawk, Prairie Falcon, and

Burrowing Owl - No construction activities within 0.5 mile of a nest between

March 1 and July 15.

Great Horned Owl - No construction activities within 0.5 mile of a nest between

February 1 and May 15.
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a To avoid impacts to the spotted owl it is recommended that consultation take with the
BLM, UDWR, and USFWS take place to see if Mexican spotted owl surveys should be
completed prior to highway construction.

o No surface disturbing activities within 1,000 feet of a lek site, and no construction
activities should occur within 2 miles of a sage grouse strutting ground (lek) between
April 1 and June 30.

a lf a new bridge were constructed across the White River (Red Wash Alternative),
construction activities should be scheduled during lowflow and not during the spawning
season for razorback suckers.

4.7"4 Visual

Generic Measures

The following measures should be applied throughout the constructed route.

The single most etfective measure in reducing visual impacts is to limit disturbance" Any
unnecessary disturbance requires greater effort to restore, and restoration in such harsh,
arid conditions is seldom ever as visually acceptable. A conscientious attempt should be
made throughout the length of the project to limit disturbance to only that necessary for the
safe construction and operation of the highway.

2. Particular care should be taken at man campst equipment storage areas, and borrow areas
to minimize the extent of disturbance and their visibility to the greatest degree possible
through careful siting.

3. Abandoned portions of existing roads should be scarified, regraded as appropriate to blend
with the surrounding landscape, and revegetated to achieve a permanent, self-supporting
cover of indigenous species.

4" Where possible, vegetation should be cut at ground levelor crushed in temporary use areas
(such as equipment storage sites) rather than bladed or grubbed out. Resprouting of root
crowns in conjunction with other revegetation techníques would thereby greatly accelerate
the acceptable visual appearance of reclaimed aréas.

5. Where possible, maintain a vegetative buffer between borrow areas and asphalt pitsl
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Site-Specific Measures

The following measures are recommended in addition to the generic measures to reduce visual

impacts in specific problem areas:

1 Creative treatment of rock cut faces to achieve a more natural appearance should be

implemented in the following areas:

Brusher and East Canyons (M.P. 56-71) of the Proposed Alternative.

Pine Spring and Main Canyons (M.P. 0-3.5) of the Hay Canyon Alternative"

Hay and Westwater Canyons (M.P. 13 to the end) of the Hay Canyon Alternative

The typical uniform, vertical cuts should be avoided in these areas.

2. ln the same areas listed for Measure 1 above, a commercially available aging/staining agent
(such as Eonite R) should be used to reduce the color contrasts of fresh rock cuts and

major concrete features.

3. All trees that are not in conflict with traffic salety standards at the White River crossing of the

Red Wash Alternative should be left in place so that a wide clearing is not created.

4. Where cut and fill slopes become excessive, consideration should be given to bridging or

retaining walls to limit disturbance. Retaining walls would help to limit downslope

disturbance, and bridging in selected areas would help to reduce both cut and fill. These

measures should be considered where feasible in Brusher Canyon (M.P.56-60) on the

Proposed Route, and at the following locations on the Hay Canyon Alternative:

M.P. 0-3"5 in Pine Spring and Main Canyons.

M.P. 13-15 in upper Hay Canyon.

5. Particular care in reducing disturbance and successfully revegetating disturbed areas should

be implemented in the following areas:

Adjacent either of the two residences (one atthe north of East Canyon on the Proposed

Route and Hay Canyon Alternative, and the other in Main Canyon on the Whetrock

Variation).
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On any segments in or adjacent to a designated WSA.

4.7.5 Gultural Resources and Ethnology

Cultural Resources

ln order to recover and preserve valuable cultural material and data associated with the
significant sites, it is recommended that various actions be initiated prior to the construction of
the highway. These actions consist of a variety of recovery options ranging from detailed
excavation to sample collection. A summary of these recommendations for each alternative is

summarized below:

O Proposed Route: Five sites should be completely excavated, limited test excavations
should be conducted on 18 sites, construction should be monitored on six sites, four
sites should be mapped and allartifacts pointplotted and collected, a sample collection
extracted from the surface of one site, and no blasting should be conducted within
0"5 mile of four delicate rock art sites. No action is recommended on the remaining
sites.

o Red Wash Alternative: Limited test excavations should be conducted on three sites,

construction should be monitored on three sites, one site should be mapped and all

artifacts point-plotted and collected, and a sample artifact collection extracted from the
surface on two sites. No action is recommended on the remaining two sites"

a Hay Canyon Alternative: One site should be completely excavated, limited test
excavations should be conducted on eight sites, construction should be monitored on
three sltes, and three sites should be mapped on all artifacts point-plotted and
collected. No action is recommended on the remaining six sites.

a Whetrock Canyon Route Variation: Two sites should be completely excavated, limited
test excavations should be conducted on three sites, and construction should be
monltored on five sites. No action is recommended on the remaining four sites"

a Exit 220 Alternative: No action is recommended on the single significant site associated
with this alternative corridor"

Locations of these sites are mapped and on file at the BLM's office in Moab. These site
locations shall remain confidential"
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Ethnology

When the proposed project may impact any areas where adifacts, campsites, lithic scatter, burial

sites including all classifications of lndian objects such as Barrier Canyon, Fremont, Ute, or

others, have been identified, the following procedures will be followed:

1. Where practical, the first choice would be to avoid the area.

2. Where unavoidable, that BLM, the project archaeologist, and Tribal Preservation Otficer

jointty clear the site through a mutually agreeable procedure.

3. Should sites or objects be discovered during construction, the BLM and Tribal Preservation

Otfice will be notified so the same procedures could be followed.

4. The following procedures are recommended:

a. Before any campsite, artifact, lithic, or object is disturbed or moved, it should be cleared

by means of a traditionally oriented ritual by a tribal member so trained.

b. The site or objects could then be examined, photographed, catalogued as desired by

BLM and project archaeologist.

c. Objects to be removed from project area be given to Tribal Preservation Otficer for

placement as near as possible to original location out of harms way, and for tradition

ritual after placement.

5" lt is the desire of the Ute People the BLM manual 8160.06 F be strictly adhered to regarding

confidentially of location of such sites.

6. lt is also the desire of the Ute People thatthese recommendations receive the consideration

required by BLM Manual 8160.084. 1.(C).

4.8 Unavoidable Adverse lmpasts

lmplementation of standard operat¡ng procedures and the mitigation measures identified in

Section 4.7 would eliminate most significant impacts that could result from the proposed project

or alternatives. The unavoidable adverse ¡mpacts that remain are described below by alternative.

Please note that the alternatives to the Proposed Route are partial (or segment) alternatives and
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are much shorter in length than the Proposed Route. For a comparison of impacts, see
Section 2.8.

Proposed Route

a Loss of 2.4 acres of riparian habitat"

Exceedance of Visual Resource Management (VRM) guidelines for Class ll areas for
2 miles in upper Busher Canyon.

Possible abandonment of the sage grouse lek located adjacent to the Proposed Route
(if reroute to avoid the lek is not feasible).

o Loss of big game animals (annually) due to road kills:

277 mule deer
10 elk
10 antelope
1 or 2 black bear
1 or 2 mountain lion

Red Wash Alternative

o Loss of 2.5 acres of riparian habitat.

o Loss of five antelope per year due to road kills.

Hay Canyon Alternative

a Conflictwith the BLM lnterim Management Plan forthe Winter Ridge and Flume Canyon
WSAs.

Loss of 4{l acres of riparian habitat.

o

o

a
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o Loss of big game animals (annually) due to road kills:

132 mule deer

5 elk
1 black bear

1 mountain lion

Whetrock Canyon Route Variation

Conflict with the BLM lnterim Management Plan for the Winter Ridge WSA.

Loss of 73 acres of riparian habitat.

Loss of big game animals (annually) due to road kills:

50 mule deer

3 elk

0 to I black bear
0 to 1 mountain lion

Exit 220 Alternative

o Loss of five antelope per year due to road kills.

4.9 Relationsh¡p Between the Local Short-Term Uses of the Environment and the
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

a

o

o

Short-term is defined as the construction period for the project plus 1 year for ROW rehabilitation.

Long-term is defined as the remaining life of the project through reclamation. Short-term

disturbances of the existing environment would be necessary to construct and operate the

highway. lmproved transportation would be beneficial in the long term, as would increased

employment and revenues in the area.

4.10 lrreversible/lrretrievable Commitment of Resources

Construction of the proposed highway would involve a commitment of a range of natural,

physical, and human resources. Land that would be used for construction of the project would

be considered an irreversible commitment during the time period that the land is used for a
highway facility. However, the land could be converted to another use if a greater need for use
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of the land were to arise or if the highway facility were no longer needed. There is no reason to
believe such a conversion would ever be necessary or desirable.

The disturbance of cultural and paleontological resources would be an irreversible and
irretrievable loss.
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5.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

ln the course of preparing the Draft EIS for the Ouray to Cisco Highway Project, the BLM has

communicated w¡th and received input from many federal, state, and local agencies; elected

representatives; environmental and citizens' groups; industries and individuals. Many of these

people participated in public scoping meetings held in February 1990. A summary of the

scoping process and the scoping comments received are presented in Appendix A. The

following agencies, groups, and individuals have provided input to, or will receive copies of, the

Draft ElS.

Federal Agencies

Department of Interior

Bureau of lndian Atfairs, Uintah and Ouray Agency

Bureau of Land Management

Fish and Wildlife Service

National Park Service

Utah State Agencies

Department of Natural Resources and Energy

Division of Lands and Forestry

Divlsion of Parks and Recreation

Division of Wildlife Resources

Department of Transportation

Countv

Uintah County
Planning Otfice

Sheriff

Grand County
Auditor
Economic and Community Development

Sheriff
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o
o
o
a

Transportation

. Etfects on River Road

o Road safety

Socioeconomics

Positive and negative economic impacts/net revenue changes
lncreased tourism
Etfects on public services
Commercial development

Land Use

o Effects on current land uses including livestock grazing, firewood harvest, and oil
and gas development

. lmpacts to current landowners (i.e., Federal, State, lndian, private)

o Etfects on the development and/or extraction of mineral deposits (e.9., building
stone, gilsonite, oil and gas)

o Consistency of the proposal with the BLM's Resource Management Plans

Recreation

a

o

Etfects on recreation opportunities and experiences (positive and negative) from
improved access

Long-term dirninished quality of backcountry outdoor experience and wild character
of the Book Clitfs area

Positive and negative impacts from potential increase in otf-road vehicle use (also
a noise, vegetation, wildlife, and air quality concern)

Etfects on wilderness study areas (WSAs), wilderness areas, and state roadless
areas from increased accessibility

Effects on river recreation

Potential impacts from increased recreation development

Effects on recreation use patterns of dispersed non-motorized and motorized
recreation

o

o

o

o

o

Visual Resources

a Degradation of aesthetic resources (e.9", visual quality, scenic views)



Gultural Resources

o Potential increase in vandalism from improved access and increased visitation in the
area

Potential direct and secondary impacts to historic, archaeological, and
paleontological resources

Gumulative lmpacts

o traffic
. watershed
o increased development/commercialization
o vandalism
. housing

o Etfects on federal, state, and county budgets
o Spend the allocated money on another type of project, e.9., hospitals, eduoation
o Toll road for heavy loads
o NEPA grant to qualified citizens
. Savings for truckers
. Additional route for use in disaster
. More time is needed for indepth study/research of existing wildlife situation
o Should Moab focus on more visitors or providing for visitors we already have?
o Total costs for wildlife mitigation
. Cost/benefit ratios

o
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